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This dissertation investigates the patterning of Macedonian direct object DPs with respect
to clitic pronouns. The occurrence of clitics with direct objects in Macedonian varies
along two dimensions, the type of DP and the position of DP. Two broad classes are
considered, regular and wh DPs, and positions both within IP and at the left periphery.
The patterning of direct objects can be schematically represented as follows:
(i) [IP Subj (CL)

V

QP/wh]

(ii) [IP Subj QP/wh (CL)
(iii) [XPQP/wh

V]

[IP Subj (CL)

V]]

The clitic co-occurrence restrictions in Macedonian are argued to be sensitive to the
feature specification for strength of the DPs. Within each class of DPs, I show that there
are well defined distinctions which correlate with the DPs’ distinctive semantic
properties. In particular, the specification of the regular DPs is linked to their strength in
the sense of Barwise & Cooper (1981); the specification of the wh DPs is linked to their
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D-linking properties in the sense of Pesetsky (1987) and Comorovski (1996). The
occurrence of the clitics is shown to be regulated by the Clitic Criterion (Sportiche 1998),
with the clitic licensing a particular feature in the DP with which it co-occurs. The
licensing is carried out through an agreement relation, in a Spec-Head configuration.
It is proposed that only [+strong] DPs satisfy the Clitic Criterion. As such, within IP
only strong DPs trigger the appearance of the clitic pronoun. At the left periphery,
however, weak DPs can optionally occur with clitics. This can be explained through the
possibility of some weak DPs entering into a binding relation with pro in argument
position, which satisfies the Clitic Criterion. This explanation depends on a
characterization of the DPs as [+strong], [-strong] and unspecified.
I present arguments to establish that DPs at the left periphery that occur with clitics
differ derivationally from those without clitics. I further establish on the basis of subject
intervention effects, that wh-phrases with clitics occupy a higher position than whphrases without clitics, and suggest that the same holds for regular DPs.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The goal of this dissertation is to explain the distribution of direct object DPs in
Macedonian and their interaction with clitic pronouns.1 In particular, it investigates direct
objects in positions within IP and at the left periphery and the co-occurrence restrictions
of clitic pronouns with the DPs in each of these environments.
Two types of expressions participate in these constructions, regular and wh DPs. I
show, however, that within each type there are distinctions that affect the distribution of
clitics. The distinctions are based on a proposed feature specification for strength. In the
case of regular DPs it is related to their strength (in the sense of Barwise & Cooper
(1981)) and in the case of the wh DPs it is related to their D-linking properties (in the
sense of Pesetsky (1987) and Comorovski (1996)). Given this, the basic claim is that
clitic co-occurrence with direct objects in Macedonian is regulated in a systematic way
and is a result of broader principles of grammar.
The study also shows the close interplay between the occurrence of the clitics and
the position of the DPs in the clause. I investigate the properties of the DPs both in the IP
and CP domain and how this in turn informs their featural make-up. The question links to
the more general issue of what positions are available to the DPs in both these domains.
1

Macedonian is a South Slavic language spoken in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as in parts of
eastern Albania, northern Greece (Aegean Macedonia), and south-western Bulgaria (Pirin Macedonia).
Macedonian also belongs to the group of Balkan languages (which include both Slavic and non-Slavic
languages, e.g. Bulgarian, Romanian, Albanian, etc.) and as such shares a number of characteristics with
them (e.g. the co-occurrence of clitics with DPs).
The basic word order in Macedonian is SVO; permutations in word order, combined with differences
in intonation, signal the topic and focus status of elements (Friedman 1993). Macedonian is a pro drop and
a multiple fronting language. For a more in-depth overview of the properties of Macedonian, see Friedman
(1993). The data in the dissertation comes from standard spoken Macedonian.
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The dissertation does not address the behavior of subjects and indirect objects with
respect to either of these two phenomena. I hope that the insights of the analysis will have
some relevance for them as well, though I am aware that their behavior is not identical to
that of direct objects and thus will require independent investigation and explanations.
To give an idea of the types of issues I will be concerned with, I give a brief
overview of each of the chapters and the analyses offered there.

1.1 Clitic Doubling
Chapter 2 investigates the distribution of clitic pronouns with direct object DPs within IP.
More specifically, it aims to explain the co-occurrence restrictions on clitics with direct
objects in preverbal and postverbal position. The discussion thus concentrates on two
instantiations of Clitic Doubling (CL-D), i.e. the doubling of DPs when they occur in
their base position and when they occur in what I identify as a focus position. The two
basic patterns are illustrated in (1a-b) and (2a-b).

(1) a.

Petar
Petar

*(ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročita sekoja

kniga.

read

book

every

‘Petar read every book.’
b.

Petar
Petar

(*gi)

pročita dve knigi.

them read

‘Petar read two books.’

two books

3
In (1a-b) the universal and numeral occupy a postverbal position. In this case, the clitic is
obligatory with the universal, but unacceptable with the numeral. As (2a-b) show, the
same requirements hold for DPs when they are in preverbal position.

(2) a.

Petar

sekoja

kniga *(ja)

Petar

every

book

pročita.

it(f.sg.) read

‘It was every book that Petar read.’
b.

Petar

dve knigi

Petar

two books

(*gi)

pročita.

them read

‘It was two books that Petar read.’

To explain the patterns in (1)-(2), I argue that the doubling of direct objects is driven
by the checking of a [+strong] feature in the DPs, where [+strong] is based on the
definition of strength in Barwise & Cooper (1981). Two types of DPs are posited, strong
and weak; only strong DPs are predicted to trigger the presence of a clitic. The licensing
of the clitic is regulated by the Clitic Criterion (following Sportiche 1998), which
requires that the doubled constituent enter in an agreement relation with the clitic. In this
context, I show that the distribution of clitics with preverbal DPs in (2a-b) is the same as
that of postverbal DPs in (1a-b). The chapter also provides evidence for the existence of a
separate FocP position above VP to which direct objects can move in Macedonian. This
position is the one identified for the preverbal DPs.

4
1.2 Weak DPs with Clitics
Chapter 3 is a continuation of chapter 2 in the sense that it looks at the same set of DPs
that are subject to clitic-doubling, i.e. strong vs. weak direct object DPs. The focus of this
chapter, however, is on their behavior within the CP domain. While clitic co-occurrence
in chapter 2 is argued to be a result of the characterization of the DPs as strong vs. weak,
this chapter highlights a somewhat unexpected behavior in the patterning of the weak
DPs in clause-initial position. Consider the data in (3a-b).

(3) a.

Sekoja kniga,

Petar

every

Petar

book

*(ja)

pročita.

it(f.sg.)

read

‘Every book, Petar read it.’
b.

Dve

knigi,

Petar

(gi)

pročita.

two

books

Petar

them

read

‘Two books, Petar read (them).’

In (3a-b), the examples are of a universal and a numeral in a clause-initial position. Both
sentences are pronounced with a distinct ‘comma’ intonation, i.e. with a slight pause after
the clause-initial element. As (3a) shows, the requirement that the universal obligatorily
co-occurs with a clitic pronoun remains unchanged. Interestingly, (3b) shows that the
numeral now optionally allows for a clitic.
The patterning of the weak DPs in the context of left-dislocation as in (3b) prompts a
reanalysis of their properties. Based on their behavior with respect to the clitics, I show
that the class of weak DPs in Macedonian are not homogenous (as suggested by their
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behavior when in positions within IP), but that they split into two groups: [-strong] and
unspecified. This gives rise to a three-way distinction within the DPs. Crucially, though, I
show that the licensing of the clitic is still subject to the Clitic Criterion. Depending on
the type of the DP, a left-dislocated DP will show up with a clitic either because of its
[+strong] features or because of its binding relation to pro in object position, which is
also [+strong]. The latter option is open not only to [+strong] DPs but also to unspecified
DPs. Crucially, it is not open to [-strong] DPs whose features are incompatible with those
of pro.

1.3 Topicalization vs. Clitic Left Dislocation
Chapter 4 argues that the clause-initial elements in Macedonian discussed in the previous
chapter can be mapped onto two different structures. The DPs that co-occur with clitics
are identified as instances of Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD), following Cinque (1990);
those that do not co-occur with clitics, are identified as Topicalization (TOP)
constructions. The two constructions are schematically represented in (4) below.

(4) a.

b.

[XP DOi [IP S proi CLi V

i.

[XP DOi [IP S ti

ii. [XP DOi [IP S V

ti…]]

CLi V

ti…]]

ti…]]

or

6
The structure in (4a) represents the derivation of left-dislocated strong or unspecified
DPs. The structure in (4b-i) represent an alternative derivation for left-dislocated strong
DPs; the structure in (4b-ii) is an instance of the same construction but with [-strong] or
unspecified DP.
The chapter presents evidence that the two constructions, CLLD and Topicalization,
differ derivationally. In particular, I propose that CLLDed elements are base-generated in
their surface position while topicalized elements are generated within IP and move to
their surface position. The base-generation vs. movement option entails two types of
relations, i.e. the existence of binding and government chains, respectively. The binding
type of relation is exemplified in (4a) above. The government type of relation is
exemplified by the structures in (4b). The two types of constructions, CLLD and
Topicalization, are shown to pattern differently with respect to weak crossover and
syntactic islands.
In addition to their syntactic differences, I show that the two constructions can be
distinguished in terms of their semantic and pragmatic properties. The chapter makes the
case that clause-initial elements in Macedonian are interpreted at the left periphery.

1.4 Wh-Phrases and Clitics
Chapter 5 picks up on the concerns of chapters 2-4, relating the distribution of clitic
pronouns to wh-phrases. The chapter offers further support for the claim advanced in
chapter 3 that the distribution of the clitics correlates with the feature specification of the
element it doubles, rather than its interpretation.
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To illustrate the patterns of clitic co-occurrence with wh-phrases, consider the
examples in (5a-c).

(5) a.

Što
what

(*ja)

pročita Dino?

it(f.sg.)

read

Dino

‘What did Dino read?’
b.

Koja

kniga

Dino

which

book

Dino

*(ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročita?
read

‘Which book did Dino read?’
c.

Kogo

Dino

(go)

vide?

who

Dino

him

saw

‘Who did Dino see?’

The data above shows that different types of wh-phrases behave differently with respect
to the presence vs. absence of a clitic pronoun. In (5a) we see that the clitic is not allowed
with mono-morphemic wh-phrases like što ‘what’; (5b) shows that the clitic is required
with koj N ‘which N’ phrases. In (5c) we see that the clitic with koj ‘who’ is seemingly
optional.
To account for the data in (5a-c), I argue that the wh-phrases separate into three
classes: [+strong], [-strong] and unspecified for strength. I take the feature specification
for strength in the case of wh-phrases to be based on their inherent possibilities for Dlinking, as in Pesetsky (1987) and Comorovski (1996). Given their characterization, the
distribution of the clitic follows from the Clitic Criterion. Drawing on evidence from
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weak crossover and island effects, I also show that wh-questions in Macedonian can
either be derived by movement or by base-generation.

1.5 Wh-Phrases and Subjects
Chapter 6 investigates the behavior of the three types of wh-phrases in (5a-c) with respect
to other elements in the clause. In particular, it looks at the interaction between whphrases and subjects. The basic paradigm is given in (6)-(8).

(6) a.

Što

pročita Dino?

what

read

Dino

‘What did Dino read?’
b.

*Što

Dino

pročita?

Dino

read

Koja

kniga

ja

which

book

it(f.sg.) read

what

(7) a.

pročita Dino?
Dino

‘Which book did Dino read?’
b.

(8) a.

Koja

kniga

Dino

ja

which

book

Dino

it(f.sg.) read

*Kogo Dino

vide?

who

Dino

saw

‘Who did Dino see?’

pročita?

9
b.

Kogo

Dino

go vide?

who

Dino

him saw

From the data, we see that in the case of mono-morphemic wh-phrases, like što ‘what’ in
(6a), the subject (Dino) cannot intervene between the fronted wh-phrase and the verb, as
indicated by the ungrammaticality of (6b). In the case of complex wh-phrases, like koja
kniga ‘which book’ in (7a), we see that the subject (Dino) can intervene between the
fronted wh-phrase and the verb, as illustrated by the grammaticality of (7b). Koj ‘who’
completes the paradigm. Here we see that koj ‘who’ behaves like što ‘what’ when it does
not co-occur with a clitic, as in (8a), but that it behaves like koja kniga ‘which book’
when it co-occurs with a clitic, as in (8b).
The explanation offered for the differences in (6)-(8) relies on the idea that [+strong]
DPs like koj N ‘which N’ occupy different positions from [-strong] DPs like što ‘what’ at
the left periphery in Macedonian. In particular, the former are placed in positions above
CP, while the latter are in SpecCP. The proposal crucially relies on the positioning of the
verb in C0 in wh-questions, which is independently motivated by adverb placement tests.
The dissertation ends with a discussion of some issues that tie the analysis of whquestions and clitics with the analysis of non wh quantifiers and clitics.
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CHAPTER 2
Direct Objects and Clitic Co-Occurrence Restrictions within the IP
Domain

2.0 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the distribution of clitic pronouns in Macedonian and their cooccurrence with direct object DPs in post- and preverbal position. In particular, its goal is
to explain what restrictions hold on the placement of clitics with DPs when the latter
occur within the IP domain.
In trying to understand the properties of the doubling constructions in the language, I
will concentrate on two instantiations of Clitic Doubling (CL-D), i.e. the doubling of
direct object DPs when they occur in preverbal and postverbal position. My main goal
here is to identify the conditions under which the doubling of DPs in Macedonian takes
place. Specifically, I will argue that the doubling of direct objects is motivated by the
checking of a [+strong] feature in the DPs. Thus, I will explain the presence of the clitic
in relation to the semantic properties of the doubled DP. The implementation of the
proposal relies on Sportiche’s (1998) proposal that clitics are heads of their own maximal
projections and that as such they license particular features on the doubled DP.
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 1, I give an overview of the basic data
and generalizations regarding clitic doubling in Macedonian. I show that the doubling of
the direct objects is not optional and I offer an analysis of the doubling constructions by
showing that the determining factors for the co-occurrence of the clitics are the semantic
properties of the DPs involved. The section also discussed the issue of the formal
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representation of the doubling constructions. In section 2, I give a characterization of the
Macedonian DPs in terms of their strong vs. weak properties and show how the two
classes of DPs fit into the analysis of clitic doubling proposed in section 2. Section 3
discusses the properties of the preverbal direct objects and their relation to cliticdoubling. Section 4 contains the conclusion.

2.1 Overview of the Basic Patterns of Clitic Doubling in Macedonian
In this chapter, I concentrate on the distribution of DPs within IP and their co-occurrence
restrictions with clitic pronouns. The part of the clause that is relevant to our discussion
here is schematically represented in (1) below.

(1)

IP
3
YP
3
ClP
DP2
3
Cl
VP
3
V
DP1

The structure in (1) represents one of the core claims of this chapter, i.e. that the clitic
pronoun in Macedonian is a head of its own maximal projection (following Sportiche
1998). In section 2, I discuss the issues surrounding the occurrence and representation of
the clitic in detail. For the moment, the structure in (1) is meant to represent the basic
patterning of the two types of direct objects that I discuss here: direct objects in pre- and
postverbal position. I thus begin by giving an overview of the basic patterns concerning
the co-occurrence of such DPs with clitic pronouns.
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Macedonian, like other languages, uses a set of so-called short pronominal forms in
doubling constructions (Koneski 1987; Mišeska Tomić 2008). The pronominal clitics
inflect for person and number, and, in the case of third person singular, for gender. They
are given in (2) below.

(2) Macedonian (full and short) pronominal clitics
ACC

DAT

SG

PL

SG

PL

1st

mene

me

nas

ne

mene

mi

nam

ni

2nd

tebe

te

vas

ve

tebe

ti

vam

vi

3rd (m./n.)

nego

go

gi

nemu

mu

nim

im

3rd (f.)

nea

ja

gi

nejze

i$

nim

im

niv
niv

The distribution of the clitic pronouns with direct object DPs is as follows.1
Definite DPs and demonstratives are obligatorily clitic-doubled, as shown in (3a).
Clitics also obligatorily co-occur with full pronouns, as shown in (3b).

1

Indirect objects can also be clitic-doubled, in which case, the dative clitics are used. Subjects, on the other
hand, are never clitic-doubled in Macedonian. In what follows, I concentrate on the distribution of clitic
pronouns with direct objects. I have nothing to say about subjects or indirect objects and their clitic
requirements. I hope that the insights will be applicable to the analysis of those two types of constituents. I
leave the actual investigation aside for further research.
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(3) a.

Ivan

*(ja)

Ivan

it(f.sg.)

pročita knigata/ovaa kniga.
read

book-the/this book

‘Ivan read the book.’
b.

Ana

go vide

nego.

Ana

him saw

him

‘Ana saw him.’

It is worth noting that the definite DP in (3a) can have both an attributive and a referential
reading, in the sense of Donnellan (1966) (see Abbott 2004, among others). The two uses
of the definite are also illustrated in (4).

(4) Ana

*(go)

Ana

him

a:

bara

profesorot.

look-for professor-the

‘Ana is looking for the professor (i.e. she is looking for John Smith, who
happens to be the professor).’

b:

‘Ana is looking for the professor (whoever he might be).’

On its (a) reading, the definite profesorot ‘the professor’ in (4) is used referentially, i.e.
the description used holds of a particular individual that the speaker has in mind. In this
case the definite is used to describe that particular individual. On its (b) reading, the
definite is used attributively, i.e. the speaker says something about whoever happens to fit
the description that is being used. Although the definite in (4) can receive both a
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referential and an attributive interpretation, the clitic requirement does not change. In
both cases, the definite must be clitic-doubled.
Just like the definites and pronouns, proper names are also obligatorily cliticdoubled, as shown in (5).

(5) Pero

*(ja)

pokani Ana

na zabava.

Pero

her

invited Ana

to

party

‘Pero invited Ana to a party.’

At this point, we may note that the doubling of the direct object DPs in Macedonian is not
subject to what is known as “Kayne’s generalization” (see Sportiche 1998,
Anagnostopoulou 1999, 2006, etc.), which informally states that the doubling of a
constituent is only possible if it is preceded by a special preposition (such as the object
marker pe in Romanian, for example). The failure of languages to conform to “Kayne’s
generalization” has already been established in previous studies, for example, Suñer
(1988) for Spanish, Anagnostopoulou (1994) and Kallulli (1999) for Albanian and Greek,
etc.. (For a general discussion on this issue, see Anagnostopoulou (2006)). That
Macedonian, like other languages, violates this requirement is illustrated by the data in
(3)-(5), where the direct objects are doubled, and yet not preceded by any prepositions.
Our next task is to determine how quantifiers behave in doubling constructions.
When it comes to clitic doubling, the quantifiers in Macedonian split into two groups:
those that obligatorily co-occur with a clitic and those that cannot co-occur with a clitic
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pronoun.2 The first group includes the strong quantifiers sekoj ‘every’, site ‘all’, and
povekjeto ‘most’. The second group includes the weak quantifiers: bare numerals,
mnogu/malku ‘many/few’, nekolku ‘several/a few’.3 Illustrative examples are given in (6)
and (7), respectively.4

(6) Dino
Dino

*(gi)

pročita site/povekjeto

them read

every/most

knigi.
books

‘Dino read every/most books.’

(7) Dino
Dino

(*gi)

pročita dve/mnogu/malku/nekolku

them read

two/many/few/several

knigi.
books

‘Dino read two/many/few/several books.’

The behavior of the quantifiers with respect to clitic doubling is interesting in that it
offers us a glimpse into the underlying factors that can potentially be responsible for the
doubling of the direct objects. In particular, the fact that quantifiers in Macedonian can be

2

Clitic doubling of quantifiers is also possible in other languages, e.g. Greek (Iatridou 1995,
Anagnostopoulou 2006, Alexiadou 2006, Kallulli 1999, 2008), Albanian (Kallulli 1999, 2008), Spanish
(Arregi 2003), etc. As it is the case with Macedonian, not all quantifiers allow for the co-occurrence of a
clitic pronoun. Although none of these studies discusses the doubling of quantifiers in great detail, we can
see from their examples that the restrictions on the clitics’ distribution are roughly the same as in
Macedonian. It remains to be seen whether or not the exact parallels that I draw here between the clitics
and the quantifiers hold for other languages as well.
3
The categorization of the quantifiers as weak/strong follows Barwise & Cooper (1981). In section 2.2, I
return to this question and give a more detailed discussion of the classification of the Macedonian
determiners with respect to this semantic property.
4
Interestingly, some quantifiers can be clitic-doubled, but the presence of the clitic in such cases is
determined by the position the quantifier occupies in the clause. The group of quantifiers that participate in
clitic constructions, but only when dislocated, includes: specific indefinites, bare numerals (on a specific
reading), several (on a specific reading). In chapter 3, I return to the question of what motivates the cooccurrence of clitics with dislocated weak quantifiers and offer an explanation for their behavior.
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clitic-doubled (and in the case of strong quantifiers the fact that they must be; see (6))
means that the referentiality of the DPs is not a determining factor for their doubling.5
It has been claimed that clitic doubling in Macedonian is driven by the specificity of
the doubled object DPs (see Franks & King 2000).6 More generally, Sportiche (1998)
also proposes that the property licensed by the clitic in a clitic doubling construction is
specificity. This, however, cannot be the case for Macedonian.
5

The notion of referentiality I have in mind here is that of Cinque (1990). (Cinque’s notion of referentiality
is useful at this point in that it separates in some sense the class of quantifiers from that of the definites. In
the discussion that follows, though, I show that the two types of DPs are grouped together as strong in the
sense of Barwise & Cooper (1981).)
Cinque, following Rizzi (1990), takes referential phrases to be those that are used to refer to specific
members of a preestablished set in the discourse. Referential phrases, according to Cinque, are the type of
phrases that i) can establish coreference relations, and ii) do not show weak cross over effects. Quantifiers
(or in Cinque’s terminology, quantified phrases, like “every” or “no” (Cinque 1990:9)), according to these
two tests, come out as nonreferential. They cannot corefer with a pronoun which they do not c-command
and also give rise to weak crossover effects. Illustrative examples of both tests are given in (i) and (ii),
respectively (from Cinque (1990:8-10)):
(i) a. [Gli alunni che dovevano visitare il museo]lo hanno visitato in fretta.
the pupils who had to visit the museum visited it hurriedly
b. *[ Gli alunni che dovevano visitare ogni museo] hanno finito per visitarlo in fretta.
the pupils who had to visit every museum
ended up visiting it hurriedly
(ii) a. Sua madre ha presentato Maria ad un ragazzo.
her mother introduced Maria to a boy
b. *Sua madre ha presentato ogni ragazza ad un ragazzo.
her mother introduced every girl to a boy
The corresponding examples in Macedonian are given in (iii) and (iv), respectively.
(iii) a. Učenicite koišto
goi
posetija muzejoti
goi
posetija nabrzina.
pupils-the who
it(m.sg.) visited
museum-the
it(m.sg.) visited
hurriedly
posetija sekoj
muzeji
b. * Učenicite
koišto
goi
pupils-the
who
it(m.sg.) visited
every
museum
goi
posetija nabrzina.
it(m.sg.) visited
hurriedly
(iv) a. Majka
ìi/j
jai
pretstavi
Marijai na edno
momče.
mother her.poss her.acc introduced
Marija
to one
boy
‘Her mother introduced Marija to a boy.’
b. *Majka i*i/j jai
pretstavi
sekoja
devojkai na edno
momče.
mother her her.acc introduced
every
girl
to one
boy
‘Her mother introduced every girl to a boy.’
Indefinites, Cinque (1990:163-4, fn.12) notes, can be used referentially or nonreferentially (i.e.
quantificationally), and as such pattern like the definites and the quantified phrases, respectively.
Cinque goes on to establish a direct link between the referentiality of DPs and their co-occurrence
with clitics. He argues that only referential phrases can be left-dislocated and coindexed with a clitic
pronoun. The details of his proposal will be given in chapter 3 where I discuss the Clitic Left Dislocation
constructions in Macedonian.
6
Franks & King (2000) claim that clitic doubling in Macedonian is obligatory for specific direct objects.
Their list of specific DPs includes definites, proper names, and pronouns. They follow Enç (1991) in
treating all definites as specific.
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We have just seen that definites in Macedonian can receive two types of
interpretation, referential and attributive. One could in this case think of the referential
interpretation as specific interpretation and the attributive as nonspecific interpretation.7
However, even if we take the attributive to be nonspecific, the clitic requirement remains
unchanged. In other words, the definite must always co-occur with a clitic pronoun,
regardless of its interpretation. This was shown in (4) where a definite expression is
interpreted both attributively and referentially, but is invariably doubled by the clitic.
A stronger argument against the claim that specificity plays a role in clitic doubling
comes from the indefinites in data like (8). As (8) shows, an indefinite cannot be cliticdoubled in Macedonian. The indefinite can, however, receive a specific and a nonspecific
interpretation, represented here as an (a) and (b) reading, respectively.8 Regardless of
which interpretation it receives, the clitic is not allowed.

(8) Ivan

(*ja)

Ivan

her

a:

7

bara

edna

look-for one

sekretarka.9
secretary

‘Ivan is looking for a secretary (whom he spoke with yesterday).’

This parallel between referential/attributive and specific/nonspecific, respectively, has been suggested by
Partee (1970, 2004). In particular, she suggests that the referential and attributive (i.e. nonreferential)
interpretation of the definites (Donnellan 1966) be extended to the indefinites. A different parallel between
referential/attributive and specific/nonspecific can be found in Kallulli (1999). Kallulli argues that the
specific/nonspecific distinction does not extend to the attributive/referential since specific NPs can get both
a referential and an attributive interpretation.
8
I take the specific reading of an indefinite to be same as the referential reading as identified by Fodor &
Sag (1982). Thus, a specific indefinite is that which is used by the speaker (but not the hearer) to identify a
particular referent in discourse. Semantically, I take specific indefinites to be singleton expressions,
following Schwarzschild (2002). This means that the indefinites have an implicit restriction on their
domain, i.e. the domain of the indefinite has a singleton extension. I return to the issue of specific
indefinites in chapter 3.
9
When eden ‘one’ is interpreted as a numeral (in which case it is stressed), the clitic is not allowed.
(i) Ivan (*ja)
bara
edna sekretarka.
Ivan her
look-for one secretary
‘Ivan is looking for one secretary (not two, for example).’
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b:

‘Ivan is looking for a secretary (whoever she may be)’

The (a) reading of the sentence in (8) means that Ivan is looking for a particular secretary,
namely Elena. On the (b) reading, the indefinite receives a nonspecific interpretation,
which means that Ivan is looking for a secretary regardless of who she turns out to be.
Neither use of the indefinite in (8) licenses the use of the clitic. Thus, we can conclude
that specificity is not a determining factor in the occurrence of the clitic.
We should note that the indefinite in (8) contains an overt determiner eden ‘one’.
Bare singulars, as in (9) and (10), do not behave any differently with respect to clitic
doubling. As (9) and (10) show, a bare singular which is interpreted as an indefinite can
never be clitic-doubled.

(9) Ivan

(*ja)

Ivan

her

sekretarka.10

bara

look-for secretary

‘Ivan is looking for a secretary (whoever she is).’

(10) Pero
Pero

(*go)
it(m.sg.)

kupi

kompjuter.

buy

computer

‘Pero bought a computer.’

Bare plurals in Macedonian cannot receive generic interpretation, but they can get an
existential interpretation. In such cases, they cannot be clitic-doubled, as shown in (11a).
Bare plurals cannot be used with a kind reading, as well. A definite must be used instead.
10

The indefinite in (9) can only receive a nonspecific interpretation.
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When a definite is used with a kind reading (Carlson 1977), the clitic is obligatory, as
shown in (11b).

(11) a.

Ana
Ana

(*gi)

kupi

jabolka.

them bought apples

‘Ana bought apples.’
b.

Ana
Ana

*(gi/ja)
them/it(f.sg.)

saka

knigite/knigata.

like

books-the/book-the

‘Ana likes books.’

To sum up the discussion so far, I have outlined the distribution of clitics with direct
objects in Macedonian and in doing so, I have eliminated two potential factors that can be
thought of as the driving factor behind the doubling constructions. First, we saw that the
referentiality of the DP does not seem to play a role since quantifiers can (and in some
cases must) be clitic-doubled in Macedonian. Second, we saw that the specificity of the
doubled DP cannot be a determining factor. This stems from the fact that a) definite DPs
are obligatorily clitic-doubled regardless of their interpretation (referential/specific vs.
attributive/nonspecific), and b) specific indefinites cannot be clitic-doubled. Next, I show
that the topichood of the DP in Macedonian is also not a driving factor in the doubling of
the direct objects.
Kallulli (1999, 2008) makes a strong case that clitic doubling in Albanian and Greek
correlates to topichood in that only nonfocused DPs can be clitic-doubled. That is to say,
she argues that the clitic doubling of direct objects in these two languages is motivated by
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the need to check the [-focus] feature of the DP in question. Given the fact that Albanian
and Greek, like Macedonian, belong to the group of Balkan languages, it would be
interesting to see if the same conditions holds for the doubling constructions in
Macedonian. Below I show that this is not the case.11
One of the environments that Kallulli (1999:31) identifies as incompatible with
doubling of direct object DPs in Albanian and Greek is the out-of-the-blue sentences. In
Macedonian, however, a doubling of the direct object in such cases is possible. The
example in (12) illustrates this.12

(12) A: What happened here?
B: Ivan
Ivan

*(go)
it(n.sg.)

skrši

stakloto.

broke

glass-the

‘[Ivan broke the glass]F.’

The answer to the question in (12) provides new information about the subject, Ivan. If
we take the focus of the sentence to be the most informative part of the sentence,
following Kallulli (1999:25)13, the Macedonian example in (12) shows that the definite
DP that is being used in such cases can, indeed must, be clitic-doubled.14

11

Kallulli (1999) leaves open the question whether or not the same factor, i.e. topichood, plays a role in
doubling constructions cross-linguistically. My goal here is not to provide an in-depth comparative study of
Macedonian with respect to these (or any other) languages, but to investigate what role, if any, focus/topic
play in clitic doubling in Macedonian. The motivation here is to understand the conditions under which
clitic doubling takes place in Macedonian.
12
Examples (12)-(15) are fashioned after Kallulli (1999:18, 31-32).
13
I will return to the question of focus in section 2.4. For the moment, it is sufficient for our purposes to
treat focus as the most informative part of a sentence.
14
The Albanian and Greek examples in Kallulli (1999) also contain a definite object DP, but this seems to
have no bearing on the co-occurrence of the clitic pronoun, which in this case is not allowed; see Kallulli
(1999:31).
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Along the same lines, it is perfectly possible in Macedonian to utter (13), as a
response to a question like Who did you see?. As such, the direct object (in this case,
Petar) is focused. (13) is also acceptable as an out-of-the-blue sentence. Albanian and
Greek, on the other hand, do not allow this use (Kallulli 1999:18).

(13) *(Go)
him

vidov

Petar.

saw

Petar

‘I saw Petar.’

In Macedonian, the doubling of the direct object is also possible in contexts where the
whole VP is focused, i.e. when the DP is part of the focused domain. This is shown in
(14), where the focus domain extends to the whole VP.

(14) Ana
Ana

ne *(ja)

ispeče

tortata, tuku

not

baked

cake-the but

it(f.sg.)

*(gi)

izede

them ate

slivite.
plums-the

‘Ana didn’t [bake the cake]F ; she [ate the plums]F.’

Finally, in constructions where the focus domain is delineated by the use of focus
particles, such as even and only, Macedonian direct object DPs can be clitic-doubled.
This is shown in (15).
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(15) Premierot
prime minister-the

go

poseti

duri

it(m.sg.) visited even

i

Ohrid

and Ohrid

(ne samo

Skopje).

not only

Skopje

‘The Prime Minister visited even [Ohrid]F (not only Skopje).’

Based on the fact that the doubling of direct object DPs in environments that require
focus interpretation (12)-(15) is possible in Macedonian, we can conclude that the clitic
in Macedonian is not a licensor of topichood. Thus, we are left with the question of what
exactly is the determining factor that motivates the doubling of direct object DPs. In the
next section, I present my proposal and analysis of clitic doubling in Macedonian.

2.1.1

Formal Representation of Clitic Doubling

My main claim is that the doubling constructions in Macedonian are configurations that
are sensitive to the semantics of the DPs.15 This section makes that relation explicit.
In order to understand what motivates the appearance of the clitic with direct objects,
I take as a starting point their distribution with quantifiers. As we saw in the previous
section, only strong quantifiers can be clitic-doubled in Macedonian. I take the
strength/weakness of the quantifiers (defined as in Barwise & Cooper (1981); see also
section 2.2) to be encoded as a feature specification. Thus, we can assume that strong
quantifiers are characterized by a [+strong] feature. This, in turn, means that, structurally,
the clitic doubling configuration arises as a result of a feature checking operation. In
other words, I propose that the clitic is a licensor of a [+strong] DP, whereby the
licensing is carried out through a spec-head relation (Chomsky 1995). My proposal that

15

In chapter 3, I show that this particular feature of the clitic doubling constructions sets them apart from
Clitic Left Dislocation and Topicalization constructions, which I argue are driven by pragmatics.
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clitic doubling is sensitive to the [+strong] feature on DPs is, in some sense, a
continuation of Comorovski’s (1996) proposal that clitic doubling marks DPs that carry
an existential presupposition.16
I assume with Sportiche (1998), Anagnostopoulou (1999, 2006) and others, that the
doubled DP in clitic doubling constructions is the argument of the verb, and that the clitic
is base-generated in its surface position. Following Sportiche (1998), I take clitics to be
heads of their own functional projections, located in the IP domain.17 The clitic licenses a
particular property or feature in the DP it doubles, which in this case is [+strong].18 (In
this I depart from Sportiche who takes the view that clitics license specificity in the
doubled DP.) The licensing of the feature must be carried out in an appropriate agreement
relationship, which is achieved in a spec-head configuration. This means that the doubled
DP must move (by LF) to the specifier position of the clitic phrase. The structure of the
clitic phrase (and its relative location within the clause) is given in (16).

16

In this respect, the class of DPs that participate in clitic doubling constructions in Macedonian to a
certain extent parallels the class of DPs that Comorovski identifies for Romanian. Comorovski (1996:73)
lists the following set of DPs as characterized by clitic doubling: proper names, personal pronouns,
[+animate] definites, specific indefinites, partitive NPs, and D-linked wh-phrases. As we have seen from
examples like (3), clitic doubling of definites in Macedonian is not restricted to [+animate] DPs. As I show
in chapter 3, the doubling of specific indefinites is also subject to further restrictions in Macedonian (i.e.
the specific indefinite must be left-dislocated). I discuss the co-occurrence of clitics and partitives in
Macedonian in chapter 3.
17
Sportiche (1998) distinguishes two types of clitics. The first type includes accusative clitics (e.g. French
en/le). They are similar to [+wh] complementizers and [+neg] heads in that they license an operator-like
feature in the DP they double. For Sportiche, the relevant feature in this case is specificity. The clitics in
this case are heads of their own maximal projections (which Sportiche represents as Voices). The second
type includes dative clitics (e.g. French lui). Sportiche treats these as agreement markers and analyzes them
as heads of AgrPs.
18
See also Kallulli (1999, 2008), Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1997), Anagnostopoulou (1999) who
follow Sportiche in analyzing the clitic as the head of ClP. Kallulli argues that the clitic in Greek and
Albanian licenses a [-focus] feature because focused elements cannot be clitic-doubled in these two
languages. Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1997) and Anagnostopoulou (1999) maintain that the clitic is as
an agreement marker, following Suñer (1988).
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(16) ClP
2
Cl’
2
VP
Cl0
2
DP

The licensing of the feature by the clitic, i.e. the movement of the DP to the specifier
position of the clitic, in Sportiche’s terms, is regulated by the Clitic Criterion in (17).

(17) Clitic Criterion (Sportiche 1998:267)
a.

A clitic must be in a spec-head relationship with a [+F] XP at LF.

b.

A [+F] XP must be in a spec-head relationship with a clitic at LF.

What this means is that if a clitic is related to a particular DP, then the DP itself has to
move to the specifier position of the ClP, in order to satisfy the Clitic Criterion.
The Clitic Criterion is part of the more encompassing Generalized Licensing
Criterion, stated in (18).

(18) Generalized Licensing Criterion (Sportiche 1998:295)
a.

A [+F] head must be in a spec-head relationship with a [+F] XP at LF.

b.

A [+F] XP must be in a spec-head relationship with a [+F] head at LF.

Sportiche’s proposal results in the following set of parameters:
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(19) Clitic Construction Parameters (Sportiche 1998:268)
a.

Movement of the XP* to XP^ occurs overtly or covertly.19

b.

Head (H) is overt or covert.

c.

XP* is overt or covert.

The parameters enable Sportiche to account for the following cases of clitic-doubled
constructions:20

(20) a.

Covert movement of an overt XP*, combined with an overt H, gives rise to
clitic doubling (as in Spanish, Romanian, etc.).

b.

Overt movement of an overt XP*, combined with a covert H, gives rise to
scrambling (as in Dutch).

c.

Overt movement of an overt XP*, combined with an overt H, gives rise to Clitic
Left Dislocation constructions (as in Italian).

Implementing Sportiche’s proposal to Macedonian will mean the following. In all the
cases of clitic doubling outlined in section 2.1, the direct object DP starts off in the
argument position of the verb and then moves to the SpecClP.21 From what we have seen

19

In Sportiche’s terms, XP* is the doubled phrase, XP^ is the specifier position of the citic phrase, and H is
the clitic head.
20
All clitic constructions, for Sportiche (1998:268) involve movement: the XP* must move to the specifier
position of the clitic which licenses its feature.
21
For completeness, the analysis of sentences like (i), which contain a clitic but no overt XP, in the
framework developed here would be as follows:
(i) Go vidov.
him saw
‘I saw him.’
Following Sportiche (1998), I assume that the argument in (i) is a silent XP, which in this case is
interpreted as a pronoun, i.e. pro. The XP moves to the spec position of the ClP, where it is identified by
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so far, the movement of the doubled DP in Macedonian in such cases is covert. The
movement of the DP into the specifier position of the ClP creates the necessary
agreement relationship through which the clitic can license the [+strong] feature in the
DP. In cases where the DP is not marked with a [+strong] feature, the feature-checking
between the clitic and the DP cannot be established. Based on the principle of economy
of representation (following Rizzi 1997, and others), I assume that the ClP will be
projected only when needed. That means that the ClP will only be present in the structure
when the object DP is [+strong].
In cases where the ClP is projected, I assume that it occupies a position above VP
(following Sportiche 1998, among others). In order to account for the fact that clitics in
Macedonian are proclitcs and are phonologically dependent on the verb, I follow Rudin
(1997) in that the verb raises to Cl and right-adjoins to it, forming a complex verb.

(21)

ClP
3
Cl’
3
VP
Cl+Vi
5
ti

As mentioned earlier, the analysis of clitic doubling here explicitly assumes that the
doubled DPs are arguments of the verb. Below, I briefly outline some of the arguments in

the coindexed clitic. Pro and the trace in argument position form a chain. The derivation of (i) is given in
(ii):
(ii) [[ClP proi goi [VP vidov ti]
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support of this view. More specifically, the following evidence shows that the direct
object DP is not right-dislocated when it occurs in the direct object position.22, 23
First, as is the case with dislocation in general, the dislocated element is always
separated from the rest of the clause by a sharp intonation break. This holds for rightdislocation as well (Anagnostopoulou (2006) and references cited therein). However, in
examples like (22), there is no sharp intonation break between the verb and the DP.24 The
ungrammaticality of (22a-b) relates to the particular intonation with which these
sentences are pronounced, indicated here as a comma intonation. As we can see, the
presence vs. absence of a clitic does not alter the acceptability of the examples.

(22) a.

*Dino
Dino

ja

pročita, knigata/sekoja kniga.

it(f.sg.) read

book-the/every book

‘Dino read it, the book/every book.’
b.

*Dino
Dino

pročita, dve knigi/mnogu knigi.
read

two books/many books

‘Dino read it, the book/every book.’

22

lit. translation

lit. translation

The question of whether the doubled DP is an argument or an adjunct is an ongoing issue in the literature
on clitic doubling. For an overview see Anagnostopoulou (2006). Here, I do not present evidence to show
that the DPs in clitic doubling are not adjuncts, as is the case for Mohawk, for example (see Baker 1996).
For evidence against an adjunct analysis of the clitic-doubled DPs in Bulgarian, see Rudin (1997); see also
Franks and King (2000).
23
Having said this, arguing that clitic doubling is not an instance of right dislocation does not entail that the
XP is the argument of the verb (rather than an adjunct to VP; see Philippaki-Warburton et al. (2002)). The
latter option is still available; the clitic in that case becomes the real argument. For analysis of this sort, see
Philippaki-Warburton et al. (2002), Sánchez (2002), and references cited in Anagnostopoulou (2006). For
arguments against an adjunct analysis of clitic doubling in Bulgarian, see Rudin (1997).
24
In addition to its intonational features, Anagnostopoulou (2006) gives the following arguments why clitic
doubling should not be analyzed as right dislocation: i) Right dislocation is not subject to Kayne’s
Generalization but clitic doubling is (however, that this is really the case is somewhat debatable; there have
been arguments that clitic doubling is not, in fact, subject to Kayne’s Generalization; see Anagnostopoulou
(2006) for Greek, among others. ); ii) Some languages have right dislocation, but not clitic doubling (e.g.
French).
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Second, the direct object cannot be separated from the verb by an intervening PP or
adverbial, as shown in (23b) and (24b), respectively.

(23) a.

Ja

staviv

it(f.sg.) put

knigata

na masata.

book-the

on table-the

‘I put the book on the table.’
b.

* Ja
it(f.sg.)

(24) a.

staviv

na masata knigata.

put

on table-the book-the

Go znaeme Nikola mnogu ubavo.
him know

Nikola very

well

‘We know Nikola very well.’
b.

*Go
him

znaeme mnogu ubavo

Nikola.

know

Nikola

very

well

I conclude this section with a brief summary of how the proposal made above accounts
for the possible patterns of doubling constructions we find in Macedonian.
I claimed that the clitics in Macedonian license a particular feature in the DP they
double. The doubling constructions arise in those cases where the direct object is
[+strong], in which case the clitic is required to license this feature. An illustration of the
derivation of a clitic-doubled construction is given in (25).
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(25)

IP
ei
DP
ClP
5
ei
Ivan
Cl’
Ivan
qp
Cl
VP
g
3
jai + pročitaj
V’
it read
3
V
DPi
g
6
knigatai
tj
book-the

A weak DP in object position cannot license the clitic because the conditions for
licensing the [+strong] feature do not obtain, i.e. the DP cannot enter into a spec-head
relation with the clitic. This is what makes (26) ungrammatical.

(26)

* IP
ei
DP
ClP
5
ei
Ivan
Cl’
Ivan
qp
Cl
VP
g
3
V’
jai + pročitaj
it read
3
V
DPi
g
5
tj
knigai
book
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A weak DP does not trigger the presence of a clitic as there are no features that need to be
checked. In keeping with economy requirements, the ClP in this case is not projected, as
shown in (27).

(27)

IP
3
DP
VP
5
3
Ivan
V’
Ivan
3
V
DP
pročita
5
read
kniga
book

A construction with a [+strong] DP in object position without a clitic is ungrammatical
because in this case the relevant feature of the DP cannot be checked. Hence, the
derivation cannot converge, as illustrated in (28).

(28)

* IP
3
DP
VP
5
3
Ivan
V’
Ivan
3
V
DP
pročita
6
read
knigata
book-the

The analysis of clitic doubling outlined in this section crucially incorporates the idea that
the derivation of such constructions is driven by the presence vs. absence of a [+strong]
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feature. So far, I have maintained that the [+strong] feature is a representation of the
semantic feature strong/weak in DPs. In the next section, I discuss the classification of
the DPs in these terms and show how they fit into the analysis of clitic doubling I have
outlined here.

2.2 Strong and Weak DPs in Macedonian
The first characterization of DPs in terms of the weak vs. strong distinction can be found
in Milsark (1977). Milsark classified English determiners as weak vs. strong based on
their ability or inability to occur in existential there-sentences, as in (29a-b). (From
Milsark 1977:4)

(29) a.
b.

There is a wolf at the door.
*There is the wolf at the door.

Milsark noted that only weak determiners are allowed in existential there-sentences, as
illustrated by (30a-b).

(30) a.
b.

There are some/several/many/few/five wolves at the door.
*There is/are every/most/all wolves at the door.
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According to Milsark’s diagnostic, English determiners separate into two classes: i)
strong: the definites, universals, most, both, (n)either, and ii) weak: a, sm, the numerals,
many, few, several, and the non-universal null determiner with plural and mass nouns.25
There have been numerous attempts to formalize the strong/weak distinction among
quantifiers: Barwise & Cooper (1981), Keenan (1987), Zucchi (1995), Keenan (2003), to
name just a few. (See also Abbott 2004, Partee 1989, 2004, and references cited therein.)
For the purposes of our analysis, below I offer a characterization of the strong vs. weak
distinction as defined in Barwise & Cooper (1981).

2.2.1

Barwise & Cooper (1981)

Barwise & Cooper adopt Milsark’s (1977) terminology of “strong” and “weak”
quantifiers and set out to provide a formal characterization of the two types within the
theory of generalized quantifiers where determiners express a relation between two sets: a
set denoted by the common noun phrase (CNP) with which the determiner combines and
a set denoted by the verb phrase. Barwise & Cooper’s definition of strong/weak
determiners is given in (31).

(31) DEFINITION. A determiner D is positive strong (or negative strong, resp.) if for
every model M = <E, || ||> and every A ⊆ E, if the quantifier ||D||(A) is defined then
A ∈ ||D||(A). (Or A ∉ ||D||(A), resp.). If D is not (positive or negative) strong then D
is weak.

25

Milsark (1977) has also noted that a number of determiners can be ambiguous between weak and strong,
for e.g. the numerals, and distinguished between unstressed sm as weak and stressed some as strong. I
return to this issue in section 3.3.
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Barwise & Cooper provide the test sentence in (32) which can be used to determine
whether a determiner is to be classified as positive strong, negative strong, or weak.

(32) D N is a N / are Ns

According to the definition in (30), a determiner is positive strong if the sentence in (32)
is judged to be a tautology, i.e. the sentence is true in all models in which it has a truth
value. A determiner is negative strong if the sentence in (32) is judged to be
contradictory, i.e. the sentence is false in all models. A determiner is classified as weak if
the interpretation of the sentence in (32) is contingent, i.e. true in some models but false
in others. The three types of determiners are illustrated with examples in (33).

(33) a.

Every unicorn is a unicorn.

b.

Neither unicorn is a unicorn.

c.

Many unicorns are unicorns.

The sentence in (33a) will be vacuously true in a model in which there are no unicorns
and it will be trivially true in a model in which there are unicorns. Since (33a) comes out
true in all models, every is classified as a positive strong determiner. Sentence (33b) will
be undefined in a model with no unicorns.26 The sentence will be false in a model in
which there are exactly two unicorns, i.e. where the presupposition of existence of

26

This follows from Barwise & Cooper’s (1981:170) definition of neither:
(i) ||neither|| (A) {||no|| (A) if |A|=2
undefined otherwise}
Thus, neither unicorn presupposes the existence of two unicorns.
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exactly two unicorns is satisfied. Given this, neither in (33b) is classified as a negative
strong determiner. Finally, sentence (33c) will come out true in a model where there are
many unicorns and false in a model in which there aren’t many unicorns. Since the
interpretation of many is contingent on the model, many will be classified as a weak
determiner.
Following the definition in (31), the definite article would come out as positive
strong because of the presuppositional requirement that its first argument be a set that
contains exactly one member. Thus, in a model in which the presupposition condition is
satisfied, a sentence like The unicorn is a unicorn would be trivially true. In a model in
which the presupposition requirement of the definite article is not satisfied, the sentence
would be undefined. The characterization of the definite article as strong explains the
exclusion of definites from there-sentences as in (29b), thus drawing a parallel between
them and other strong determiners as in (30b). Proper names and pronouns also come out
strong in Barwise & Cooper’s model, since they, too, presuppose existence.
Following the definition in (31), English determiners are classified as follows:

(34) a.

positive strong: all, every, most, the one, the two, both

b.

negative strong: neither

c.

weak: a, some, the numerals, many, few, a few, no

Semantic definitions in set-theoretic terms for some of the determiners in (34a-c) are
given in (35).27

27

The definitions for many and few are from Partee (1989) and they reflect their ambiguity as cardinal vs.
proportional. For arguments that many and few are ambiguous between the two readings, see Partee (1989).
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(35) a.

||every|| (A) (B) = 1 iff A ⊆ B
||most|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| > |A - B|
||the two|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A|=2 & A ⊆ B

where |A|=2

||both|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A|=2 & A ⊆ B
b.

||neither|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A|=2 & A ∩ B = ∅

c.

||some|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| ≠ ∅
||no|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| = ∅
||two|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| = 2

‘exactly two’

||two|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| ≥ 2

‘at least two’

||many|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| > n where n is contextually determined
||many|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| ≥ k where k is a fraction or percentage
|A|
||few|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| ≤ n

where n is contextually determined

||few|| (A) (B) = 1 iff |A ∩ B| ≤ k
|A|

where k is a fraction or percentage

Applying the definition in (31) and the test sentence in (32), the Macedonian determiners
would be classified as in (36). I assume that the semantic definitions given in (35) apply
to the determiners in (36).

(36) a.

positive strong:

sekoj ‘every’, site ‘all’, povekjeto ‘most’, obata ‘both’,
edniot/dvata ‘the one/the two’ etc.

b.

negative strong: nitu eden od Ns ‘neither’
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c.

weak:

nekoj ‘some’ eden/dva ‘one/two’ etc., mnogu ‘many’, nekolku
‘several/a few’, malku/nekolku ‘few’, nieden ‘no’

In the previous section I argued that the strong vs. weak distinction is directly encoded in
the grammar of Macedonian through the doubling of the direct objects. If we look at the
distribution of DPs and clitics in section 2.1, we can see that the presence vs. absence of
clitic pronouns indeed correlates with the semantic properties of the doubled DPs that we
have just identified. Thus, the semantic classification of the DPs in terms of strong vs.
weak gives rise to a two-way distinction between the DPs in terms of their syntactic
feature specification: those that are marked with a [+strong] feature (strong DPs) and
those that lack such a feature altogether (weak DPs). The licensing of this feature
underwrites the doubling constructions. That is to say, the clitic, being the licensor, must
necessarily be present whenever a [+strong] DPs enters the derivation.
The discussion so far has centered on direct object DPs that occur in their default,
postverbal position. However, direct object DPs in Macedonian can also occur in other
positions in the clause. In the next section, I look at the behavior of direct object DPs in
preverbal position and their co-occurrence with clitics.

2.3 Preverbal Direct Objects
When we consider the clitic co-occurrence restrictions with preverbal direct objects, we
notice that they are exactly identical to those of the postverbal ones. That is to say, clitics
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are obligatory with strong DPs and ruled out with weak DPs. Illustrative examples are
given in (37)-(38), respectively.28

(37) a.

Pero

vesnikot/ovoj vesnik

*(go)

Pero

newspaper-the/this newspaper

pročita.

it(m.sg.)

read

‘It was a newspaper that Pero read.’
b.

Ana

site/povekjeto

knigi

Ana

all/most

books

*(gi)

pročita.

them read

‘It was all/most books that Ana read.’

(38) a.

Petar

kompjuter/jabolka

Petar

computer /apples

(*go/gi)

kupi.

it(m.sg.)/them bought

‘It was a computer/apples that Petar bought.’
b.

Elena

dve/mnogu/malku/nekolku

knigi

Elena

two/many/few/several

books

(*gi)

pročita.

them read

‘It was two/many/few/several books that Elena read.’

Based on this patterning, it seems plausible to consider the preverbal constructions to be
derived from the postverbal constructions. In this section, I will try to elaborate on this
relationship and in doing so, also shed light on the relationship between the preverbal
position and the clitic phrase.

28

Throughout this dissertation I translate all examples with direct object DPs in preverbal position with a
cleft construction. This particular rendering of the Macedonian data into English presupposes their status as
contrastively focused elements. The next section lays out arguments in favor of this view.
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2.3.1

The Syntactic Relationship between the Clitic Phrase and Preverbal DPs

One of the implications of having the preverbal constructions being derived from the
postverbal ones is that the doubling of preverbal DPs would have to rely on the same set
of procedures that were invoked in the analysis of clitic-doubled postverbal DPs, as
outlined in section 2.1.1. This entails that the presence vs. absence of clitics with
preverbal DPs is tied to their featural makeup. A related question to this is that of the
placement of the preverbal DPs, and in particular, the clitic-doubled ones.
Recall from our discussion that strong direct objects in postverbal positions move to
SpecClP for feature checking purposes. The data in section 2.1 seemed to suggest that the
movement of these DPs to SpecClP was covert. In this context, the clitic doubling of
preverbal DPs is interesting because it now raises the issue of whether strong DPs can
also move to the clitic phrase overtly. The assumption that the preverbal are derived from
the postverbal constructions, leaves it open that, when fronted, the DPs would occupy the
SpecClP position. Although this seems plausible, there are strong reasons to believe that
doubled preverbal DPs in cases like (38a-b) move overtly, but to a position other than the
clitic phrase.
Evidence that fronted strong DPs are not in SpecClP position comes from examples
like (39a) where an adverb intervenes between the fronted universal and the clitic.

(39) a.

Pero

site knigi

brzo

Pero

all books

quickly

*(gi)

pročita.

them read

‘It was all the books that Pero quickly read.’
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b.

Pero

dve knigi

brzo

Pero

two books

quickly

(*gi)

pročita.

them read

‘It was two books that Pero quickly read.’

If the strong DP in (39a) were in SpecClP position, the adverb would not have been able
to intervene between it and the clitic pronoun. Thus, we can conclude that strong DPs,
when fronted, move to a position different from that of SpecClP. Weak DPs, as in (38a-b)
and (39b), presumably follow the same pattern. The association with the clitic between
the two types of constituents, though, remains unchanged: strong DPs require it because
they need a licensor for their [+strong] feature; weak DP do not allow it because they lack
the relevant features. Thus, the behavior of the preverbal phrases with respect to clitics is
consistent to their behavior in postverbal position.
That the presence of the clitic with strong DPs is tied to their feature specification
explains their obligatoriness, but it does not explain the DPs’ placement in the clause.
Examples like (39a) seem to suggest that strong DPs pass through the clitic phrase but do
not stop there. Given this, it is important to explain what motivates the DPs’ movement in
the first place.
One option here is to say that the movement of the DPs is motivated by feature
checking. But if this were the case, then the movement of the DP would stop at the point
of the clitic phrase; it need not go any further. That is clearly not the case for
Macedonian. Another option is to say that that the movement is triggered by something
other than feature checking. In the next section I show that interpretative differences
between the two positions (pre- and postverbal) do exist and that the two positions are not
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simply variants of each other. Anticipating the discussion there, I claim that the preverbal
position is different from the postverbal position in that it licenses contrastive focus.
Pursuing this line of analysis means that strong DPs move to a preverbal position for
focus reasons. However, in the course of derivation, they necessarily go through ClP
(where feature licensing takes place), but they do not remain there. If strong DP were to
stay in SpecClP, then we should be able to get preverbal DPs without a focus
interpretation. That is to say, if the movement of the strong DPs were due to feature
checking, we should have the same interpretation of preverbal and postverbal DPs. This,
however, is not the case. The preverbal position in Macedonian is necessarily associated
with contrastive focus (for arguments, see section 2.3.2). We can therefore conclude that
movement of the strong DPs to a preverbal position is not motivated by the same factors
that require their movement to the clitic phrase. (The question of whether the movement
of weak DPs is motivated by feature checking does not even arise here. Given that they
move to a preverbal position where they get focus interpretation (see discussion below), I
assume that their movement to such a position is triggered by focus as well.)
I have already noted that the derivation of the preverbal doubling construction
necessitates an overt movement of strong DPs to the clitic phrase, albeit on their way to
the focus position. Positing such movement is in fact consistent with Sportiche’s Clitic
Criterion and his set of Clitic Construction Parameters. The implementation in this
particular case would require overt movement of an overt phrase. An example of this type
of movement in Sportiche’s study is that of Dutch Scrambling. As we have just seen,
another instantiation of this particular setting may be the preverbal constructions in
Macedonian. We can thus conclude that for preverbal DPs the movement to ClP is
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presumably overt, though the movement is not triggered by the need to check their
[+strong] feature.
The data in (37)-(38) show that both strong and weak DPs can be focused. This is
strong evidence that there is an additional preverbal position, SpecFocP, to which both
types of DPs can move, regardless of their semantic properties. That the FocP is not
sensitive to the strength of the DP is further illustrated by examples such as (40) below.

(40) a.

Pero

samo

dve knigi

Pero

only

two books

(*gi)

pročita.

them read

‘Pero read only two books[F]’
b.

Eva samo

Ljubljana

Eva only

Ljubljana

*(ja)
it(f.sg.)

poseti.
visited

‘Eva visited only Ljubljana[F].’

In (40a), the focused element is the weak DP dve knigi ‘two books’; there is no clitic. In
(40b) the focused element is a proper name; the clitic in this case is obligatory. As the
examples show, the distribution of the clitic is independent from the discourse status of
the elements themselves, in the sense that both DPs are foci, as evident from the use of
the focus sensitive elements like samo ‘only’. Examples like these offer additional
evidence that there are two preverbal positions, each of which is associated with different
properties and as a result is able to accommodate different types of DPs. ClP continues to
be associated with the intrinsic semantic properties of the DP, while FocP can
accommodate DPs regardless of their strong/weak characterization.
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The analysis of the preverbal doubling constructions put forth here relied on the idea
that the preverbal and postverbal positions differ in their interpretation. As the
translations of the examples in (38a-b) indicate, the interpretation of the preverbal objects
is somewhat different to that of the postverbal ones. In the next section, I make this
difference explicit.

2.3.2

The Relationship between Pre- and Postverbal Positions

The basic idea that I pursue here is that the difference in the interpretation of the pre-and
postverbal DPs is a result of their occurring in positions that associate with different types
of focus, the latter being informally defined as “the most informative part of the
sentence” (Kallulli 1999:25). To bring out the difference between the pre- and postverbal
positions, however, we need to look more closely into the type of focus they associate
with. I take the main difference in this case to be that between information focus and
contrastive focus. The definition (and, to some extent, terminology) comes from É. Kiss
(1998).
É. Kiss (1998) argues for the existence of two types of foci: information and
identificational. She takes information focus to be new, nonpresupposed information;
identificational focus, on the other hand, to express exhaustive identification. The latter is
defined as follows:

(41) The function of identificational focus: An identificational focus represents a subset
of the set of contextually or situationally given elements for which the predicate
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phrase can potentially hold; it is identified as the exhaustive subset of this set for
which the predicate phrase actually holds. (É. Kiss 1998:245)

Identificational focus, É. Kiss maintains, does not have to be present in every sentence,
but when it is, it triggers movement. Information focus, on the other hand, is present in
every sentence but does not trigger any syntactic reordering. É. Kiss points out that
identificational focus is sometimes referred to as contrastive focus and realized as a cleft
construction. For this reason, I would refer to this type of focus as contrastive. Thus, the
distinction we aim to capture between the pre- and postverbal position will be in terms of
contrastive vs. information focus, respectively. In what follows, I will not go into the
particulars of É. Kiss’ analysis of the two types of foci. For our purposes it would be
sufficient to remember that the main feature of the contrastive focus is its exhaustive
identification “on a set of entities given in the context or situation” (É. Kiss 1998:248),
and that the main feature of the information focus is its conveying new information, i.e.
marking “the nonpresupposed nature of the information it carries” (É. Kiss 1998:248).
Taking these features as a starting point, let us see how the two verbal positions fare in
this respect.
Imagine a simple scenario in which Ana went shopping yesterday and then consider
(42a-b) below.

(42) a.

Ana

si

kupi

kapa.

Ana

refl. bought hat.

‘Ana bought a hat for herself.’
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b.

Ana

kapa

si

kupi.

Ana

hat

refl. bought

‘It was a hat that Ana bought.’

By uttering (42a) we convey some new information about Ana, namely that she bought
something. By uttering (42b), on the other hand, we claim that out of all the various
pieces of clothing available in the given context, Ana chose a hat only, and she did not
choose anything else. Thus, the postverbal object in (42a) is information focus; the
preverbal object in (42b) is a contrastive focus.29
That new, nonpresupposed information is expressed by placing the object in
postverbal position is further supported by the fact that (42a), but not (42b), can be
uttered as an out-of-the-blue sentence. So, if we want to report on the fact the Ana bought
something for her when she went shopping, we can say (42a), but not (42b).
That objects in postverbal position get nonexhaustive interpretation is illustrated in
examples like (43) below.

(43) A: Where did you go on a holiday this summer?
B: a.

Otidov vo Italija.
went

in

Italy

‘I went to Italy.’

29

We can also interpret (42b) to mean that Ana chose a hat as opposed to something else, for example, a
coat.
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b.

Vo Italija

otidov.

in

went

Italy

‘It was to Italy that I went.’

The answer in (43a) is understood to mean that the speaker went to Italy, among other
places. The answer in (43b), on the other hand, is exhaustive, in that it means that the
only place the speaker went to was Italy.
Szabolcsi (1981) provides the following test to bring out the difference in the
interpretation between the two foci. The test involves a pair of sentences, the first of
which contains two conjoined DPs. The second sentence contains only one of the two
DPs. The focus expresses exhaustivity if the first sentence does not entail the second
sentence.

(44) a.

Ana

si

kupi

kapa

Ana

refl. bought hat

i

šal.

and scarf

‘Ana bought a hat and a scarf for herself.’
b.

Ana

si

kupi

kapa.

Ana

refl. bought hat

‘Ana bought a hat for herself.’

(45) a.

Ana

kapa

i

šal

Ana

hat

and scarf

si

kupi.

refl. bought

‘It was a hat and a scarf that Ana bought for herself.’
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b.

Ana

kapa

si

kupi.

Ana

hat

refl. bought

‘It was a hat that Ana bought for herself.’

The sentence in (44b) is entailed by (44a), hence the focused constituent in postverbal
position does not express exhaustive information. (45b), on the other hand, is not entailed
by (46a); the focus thus expresses exhaustive information.
It should become clear by now that the pre- and postvebal positions are not just
interpretative variants, but rather do fulfill different functions. As a result of this, the DPs
that occupy these two positions are interpreted differently. The identical distribution of
the clitics with post- and preverbal DPs we saw earlier suggests that the two constructions
can easily be linked derivationally, in that the preverbal DPs get to their position by
movement from their postverbal position. The important thing to remember, though, is
that the movement of the DP from post- to preverbal position is not triggered by the need
to check their strong features. Rather, the movement in such cases is triggered by
contrastive focus. This analysis, of course, does not automatically preclude the possibility
that the strong DPs stop in SpecClP on the way to their focus position. Presumably they
would be required to do so in order to check their strong features. The difference between
this movement and that of the postverbal DPs is that the feature checking of the preverbal
strong DPs can be overt if the DP is forced to move by focus.
To summarize, I have argued that the preverbal position in Macedonian is used as a
contrastive focus position. I have not, however, probed into the question of whether or
not the postverbal position can also be used for this purpose. Given the appropriate
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intonation (i.e. focal stress), I believe the postverbal position can also be used to express
contrastive focus. The main point, however, is that the preverbal position can never be
used to convey simple information focus, the way the postverbal position can. Even this,
I think, gives us sufficient evidence to treat the two positions as different from one
another.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have shown that the clitic doubling of direct objects in Macedonian is
regulated in a systematic way in that it licenses strong DPs. I have proposed that the clitic
is the formal licensor of the [+strong] feature of the object DPs generated within the VP. I
have argued that direct object DPs split into two classes, strong vs. weak, and it is these
properties that govern their interaction with the clitic pronouns.
The chapter also outlined the distribution of preverbal DPs and their co-occurrence
restrictions with clitics. It was shown that their behavior follows from the analysis of
clitic doubling of postverbal DPs. I have also proposed that the two positions
accommodate different types of foci. Finally, I showed that there is a separate preverbal
focus position, which can accommodate both strong and weak DPs. It was shown that this
structural position is separate from that of the clitic phrase, which is only present when
strong DPs are generated within the VP.
In the next chapter, I focus on the distribution of direct objects in the left periphery
and their co-occurrence with clitics when the former occur in clause-initial position in
Macedonian.
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CHAPTER 3
Clitic Co-Occurrence Restrictions on Direct Objects in the Left
Periphery

3.0 Introduction
In this chapter, we turn our attention to direct objects in the left periphery, i.e. to direct
objects that occur in clause-initial position in Macedonian. The chapter focuses on the
distribution of clitic pronouns in the context of left dislocation.
The chapter aims to explain the conditions under which clitic doubling of dislocated
constituents takes place. In this respect, it highlights a somewhat unexpected behavior in
the patterning of weak DPs with regards to their possibility or impossibility to co-occur
with clitic pronouns. We saw in chapter 2 that weak DPs in pre- and postverbal position
uniformly disallow the presence of a clitic. Once dislocated, though, their behavior seems
to change. The goal of this chapter is to explain the motivation behind these differences.
The investigation will lead us to revise our original proposal with regards to their feature
specification as put forth in chapter 2. In particular, I will argue that the weak DPs in
Macedonian are not homogenous but that they split into two groups, each of which is
characterized by a different set of features. The chapter thus is an exploration into the
properties of weak DPs and the implications of it for the analysis of clitic doubling.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines the distribution of leftdislocated DPs, in particular weak ones, and their co-occurrence with clitic pronouns.
Section 2 offers a novel characterization of the weak DPs which is then used to explain
their different patterning with respect to clitics in the context of left dislocation. Section 3
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outlines the semantic basis for the posited distinction within the weak DPs. Section 4
returns to the issue of the partitives and discusses how they fit in the overall analysis.
Section 5 contains the conclusion.

3.1 An Unexpected Division among Weak DPs
We saw in chapter 2 a clear split between strong and weak DPs with respect to cooccurrence with clitics; the former obligatorily require them, while the latter uniformly
disallow them. The distribution of the clitic was explained through the Clitic Criterion
where the presence of the clitic was related to the presence of a particular feature on the
doubled DP. We also saw that the pattern of clitic co-occurrence is preserved under focus
movement. Thus, we were able to explain the parallel behavior of preverbal DPs to those
of postverbal ones. Given the patterning of direct objects in these two contexts, we would
expect a similar behavior of the DPs when they occur clause-initially, i.e. at the left
periphery. Interestingly, though, his expectation is only partially met. While it is true that
strong DPs occur with clitics obligatorily, as expected, the behavior of weak DPs
becomes more nuanced. Weak DPs can occur without clitics when dislocated, but a
subset of them can also appear with clitics.
For illustration, the basic patters of left-dislocated strong and weak DPs is outlined in
(1)-(4) below. The clause-initial position in Macedonian is characterized by a marked
pause after the object, indicated here as a comma intonation.
In (1), we see that the presence of a clitic remains obligatory with strong DPs, such
as definites and demonstratives (see (1a)), as well as strong quantifiers (see (1b)).
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(1) a.

Knigata/ovaa kniga,

Pero

book-the/this book

Pero

*(ja)

pročita.

it(f.sg.)

read

‘The book/this book, Pero read it.’
b.

Site/povekjeto

knigi,

Ana

all/most

books

Ana

*(gi)

pročita.1

them read

‘All/most books, Ana read them.’

On the other hand, weak DPs, such as many/few in (2), as well as bare plurals in (3a-b),
disallow clitic pronouns in the IP.2

(2) Mnogu/malku

knigi,

Ana

(*gi)

many/few

books

Ana

pročita.

them read

‘Many/few books, Elena read.’

(3) a.

Slivi,

Petar

plums

Petar

(*gi)

kupi.

them bought

‘Plums, Petar bought.’
1

Restrictions on the co-occurrence of quantifiers (in particular weak ones) and clitic pronouns hold in other
languages as well; see Iatridou (1995) and Alexiadou (2006) for examples from Greek. Iatridou shows that
numerals cannot co-occur with clitics when in IP. Alexiadou shows that numerals can co-occur with clitics
when CLLDed but not when within IP.
2
Bare singulars in Macedonian cannot be left dislocated at all, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (i).
(i) *Kukja, Petar
kupi.
house Petar
bought
‘A house, Petar bought.’
In such cases, the presence of a clitic does not improve the grammaticality of the sentence, as shown in (ii).
(ii) *Kukja, Petar
ja
kupi.
house Petar
it(f.sg.) bought
‘A house, Petar bought.’
I do not have an explanation for the restriction on bare (count) singulars with respect to left-dislocation. As
pointed out to me by Liliana Sánchez (p.c.), the same restriction holds for Spanish. The reasons why this
should be the case, however, are unclear to me. I leave this question aside for further research.
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b.

Knigi,

profesori

books

profesors

(*gi)

pišuvaat,

them write

statii,

studenti

articles students

‘Books, professors write, articles, students do.’

As mentioned above, the generalization does not extend to all weak DPs. Some weak DPs
seem to optionally allow clitics, as illustrated by dve knigi ‘two books’ and nekolku knigi
‘several books’ in (4).

(4) Dve/nekolku knigi,
two/several

Ana

(gi)

pročita.

books

them

read

‘Two/several books, Ana read (them).’

Given the fact that the dislocated weak DPs in (4) allow for the possibility of doubling,
the question that immediately arises is why that should be the case. In other words, the
issue here is to determine what causes the divergent behavior between the DPs in (2)-(3ab) and those in (4). What I would like to claim is that, given their patterning, we are
forced to revise our earlier assumptions that weak DPs in Macedonian function uniformly
as a single class. In other words, the peculiar behavior of the weak DPs we witness here
is indicative of a split within that class. The left-dislocation of such DPs seems to help
bring out this difference.
In the next section, I argue that the divergent behavior of the weak DPs is a result of
their different feature characterization. That is to say, the difference in the feature
specification drives their different patterning with respect to the clitics. The challenge, of
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course is to show that the modification we propose here does not alter the analysis of
clitic doubling we proposed in chapter 2.

3.2 A Three-Way Distinction in Feature Specification
The analysis that I would like to propose relies on positing a three-way distinction in the
feature specification of the DPs in Macedonian.3 Given the data in section 3.1, the
dislocation of an element to the left periphery seems to bring out the differences between
the various DPs more clearly, thus making their properties, so to speak, more prominent.
One way of approaching the issue of their characterization is to look at the derivation of
these constructions. The idea here is that the feature specification of the dislocated
elements will turn out to play a determining role in the formation of syntactic chains.
To begin with, I assume that, in principle, direct objects can occur at the left
periphery in one of two ways, by movement or by base-generation. At the moment, the
data in section 3.1 is consistent with either one of these possibilities, so for the sake of
argument, I will maintain this assumption throughout the discussion here. In chapter 4, I
will look more closely into the arguments for deciding between the two options.4
The basic syntactic assumption then is that left-dislocated constructions in
Macedonian can either be base-generated or derived by movement. The first option
entails that the dislocated element is generated in its surface position and enters into a
binding relation with its coindexed clitic. I adopt Cinque’s (1990) view that such
3

I am indebted to Veneeta Dayal for the idea of a three-way distinction of the DPs in terms of strength
features.
4
Deciding between the two options is not a trivial matter. However, maintaining an open view at the
moment is legitimate as numerous analysis of left dislocation exist arguing either for movement (Sportiche
1998, for example) or base-generation (Cinque 1990, among others), or both (Aoun & Benmamoun 1998).
Aoun & Benmamoun (1998), in particular, argue that clitic left dislocated elements in Lebanese Arabic can
either move or be generated in positions at the left periphery. I return to this issue in chapter 4.
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constructions are an instantiation of a binding chain and that constructions derived by
movement are an instantiation of a government chain, which as Cinque argues, following
Rizzi (1990), are defined in relation to the absence vs. presence of wh-movement. The
conditions under which chains are formed in Cinque’s system are outlined in Baker
(1996:112), given here in (5).

(5) The Chain Condition
X and Y may constitute a chain only if:
(i) X c-commands Y.
(ii) X and Y are coindexed.
(iii) There is no barrier containing Y but not X.
(iv) X and Y are nondistinct in morphosyntactic features (i.e. category, person,
number gender, Case, etc.)

I also assume following Rizzi (1997) that dislocated elements in Macedonian occupy a
TopP position within the CP field.5
Given the assumption about the mechanisms used in the derivation of the leftdislocated constructions, the empty category (EC) in argument position would either be a
pro or a trace. One thing to note here is that the identity of the EC does not change the
relation between the DP and the clitic, but it does affect the binding relation between the
dislocated DP and the other elements of the chain.

5

Kallulli (1999) assumes that Clitic Left Dislocation in Albanian and Greek involves movement of the leftdislocated element to a topic position above CP. In particular, she assumes that CLLD in these two
languages arises as movement of the doubled object to SpecClP and then further up to SpecTopP above CP.
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With these assumptions in place, let us consider the movement option first. When
direct objects move to clause-initial position, they leave a trace in the argument position
within IP. Derivations for strong and weak DPs are given in (6a) and (6b), respectively.

(6) a.

TopP
qo
DP
TopP’
6
3
Top
CP
knigatai
book-the
3
IP
3
DP
ClP
5 3
Ana
ti
Cl’
Ana
3
Cl
VP
g
6
jai
pročita ti
it
read

b.

TopP
qo
DP
TopP’
6
3
Top
CP
dve knigii
two books
3
IP
ei
DP
VP
5
6
Ana
pročita ti
Ana
read

Under a movement analysis, the difference between the constructions in (6a) and (6b)
comes out as a result of the Clitic Criterion. In the case of the strong DPs, a ClP is
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projected, enabling the DP to check its [+strong] feature in the specifier position, on its
way to the left periphery. In the case of the weak DPs, there is no [+strong] feature, so the
ClP is absent, due to principles of economy. Thus, by evoking the same principles that
explained clitic doubling of pre- and postverbal DPs in chapter 2, we are able to explain
the doubling of strong DPs in the left periphery, as well as the absence of a doubling
clitic with dislocated weak ones. This approach, however, explains only part of the data.
What still remains unexplained is the presence of a clitic with left-dislocated weak DPs
such as the numerals and several. By treating the weak DPs uniformly, we predict that
they should behave the same with respect to the Clitic Criterion.
Before we tackle the question of why a clitic is possible with some left-dislocated
weak DPs, I would briefly like to note that Sportiche (1998:277) also maintains a
movement approach to constructions such as Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD).6 He notes
that CLLD may be an instance of overt movement of overt DP with overt clitic, the
movement first being to SpecClP then beyond. Such patterning, we should note, is
predicted as part of his Clitic Parameters (see chapter 2). In other words, he notes that
CLLD in languages such as Italian or Greek may be analyzed in terms of movement of
the doubled object “to or beyond” SpecClP (Sportiche 1998:297).7
I now turn to the second option, that of base-generating the direct objects at the left
periphery. As already noted, the DP in the clause-initial position in this case, is connected
to a pro in the argument position in IP. Given the conditions on chains outlined in (5)
6

Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD) is a term that applies to cases of left-dislocated DPs coindexed with a
clitic pronoun in the IP; see Cinque (1990) among many others.
7
Sportiche (1998:297), drawing a parallel between CLLD in Italian and Greek and clitic doubling of
quantifiers in French when the latter occur in positions to the left of the clitic, notes that the movement
should be obligatory because “true” clitic doubling is not allowed in these languages. This last remark is
not quite right, though: it’s true that Italian does not have clitic doubling (this is one of Cinque’s (1990)
arguments for base-generated CLLD constructions), but Greek does.
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above, the dislocated DP enters into a chain relation with pro. The derivation of a
construction involving a dislocated strong DP will be as in (7).

(7)

TopP
qo
DP
TopP’
6
3
Top
CP
knigatai
book-the
3
IP
3
DP
ClP
5 3
Ana
proi
Cl’
Ana
3
Cl
VP
g
6
jai
pročita ti
it
read

The presence of the clitic in (7) can be explained as follows. We know from earlier
discussion that pro is [+strong] (see chapter 2 for details).8 Given that a [+strong] feature
must be licensed for the derivation to converge, the clitic must be present. Thus, the
explanation here is consistent with the analysis of clitic doubling constructions so far.
What happens when a weak DP is base-generated in the left periphery? In this case,
too, the dislocated DP connects to pro, forming a binding chain. Suppose now that weak
8

In chapter 2, fn. 21, I followed Sportiche (1998) in analyzing examples like (i) below as doubling
constructions involving a silent DP in the argument position of the verb, as in (ii). I repeat the original
example below:
(i) Go vidov.
him saw
‘I saw him.’
(ii) [[ClP proi goi [VP vidov ti]
The silent DP in this case is identified as a pronoun, i.e. pro. As (ii) shows, the analysis of such
constructions is consistent with the analysis of clitic doubling outlined in chapter 2. At LF, pro moves to
SpecClP, leaving a trace in argument position, with which it forms a chain.
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DPs are marked as [-strong].9 Given this, the configuration that involves a [-strong] DP,
and a [+strong] pro (and clitic) would be ungrammatical. This is because the features of
the weak DP clashes with the [+strong] feature of pro (as well as that of the clitic). This
follows from the requirement that syntactic chains share the same feature specification.
As pointed out by Suñer (1988:394) (and references cited therein), a chain is well-formed
only when there is no clash in features between its elements. Suñer explains that a clitic
may form a chain with a constituent only if it fulfills this requirement.10 In our case, we
can extend this to include the dislocated DP as well. The ungrammaticality of
constructions involving a left-dislocated weak DP and a clitic in the IP thus follows from
general conditions on chains. This is also captured by the nondistinctiveness clause in the
conditions on chains given in (5) above, as pointed out by Baker (1996:127).11 The
derivation of constructions involving a left-dislocated weak DPs is given in (8) below.

9

The assumption would in no way alter our explanation of their derivation by movement. The ClP would
not be projected regardless of whether a DP is unspecified or [-strong]; its presence is only triggered by a
[+strong] feature.
10
This condition is fulfilled in all cases of clitic doubling in Macedonian: both the clitic and the doubled
element are marked as [+strong].
11
Baker (1996:127) notes that the inability of indefinites to occur in CLLD constructions in the Romance
languages may be a result of clash of features. The clash in this case, Baker explains, may be in
definiteness features (the clitic pronoun is definite and as such can only license a DP that bares the same
features). In other words, he notes that a chain can only be formed if both the doubled DP and the clitic
pronoun are definite.
Baker points out that the clash of features can follow straightforwardly from clause (iv) of the Chain
condition given in (5) above, if definiteness is considered to be a morphosyntactic feature. The same
question would presumably arise with respect to [+strong]. I leave this open.
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(8)

*
TopP
qo
DP
TopP’
6
3
Top
CP
mnogu knigii
many books
3
IP
ei
DP
ClP
5 3
Ana
proi
Cl’
Ana
3
Cl
VP
g
6
pročita ti
jai
it
read

Thus, a strong DP is acceptable in a binding chain because its features are compatible to
those of pro in the argument position. A weak DP in a binding chain yields an
ungrammatical sentence because its features clash with the features of pro. We are now
in a position to answer the question we started with, which in the context of the present
discussion we can reformulate as follows: why is it possible for some weak DP to enter
into a chain relation with pro, while others cannot. To answer this question, I follow a
suggestion by Veneeta Dayal (p.c.) and propose that the weak DPs actually divide into
two groups: those that are inherently [-strong] (this group of DPs would include
many/few and the bare plurals in (2) and (3a-b)) and those that are unspecified for
strength (this group of DPs would include the numerals and several in (4)). How does this
help us explain the data?
To begin with, the clitic is generated because of pro (which is [+strong]) in
accordance with the Clitic Criterion. A weak DP intrinsically marked as [-strong] is
predicted not to be allowed to enter into a binding relation with pro because of clash of
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features. Thus, a construction involving a clitic-doubled dislocated many/few or a bare
plural is ungrammatical. A weak DP which is not specified for strength can enter into a
binding chain because it does not clash with the features of pro. Since chains have to
share features, elements participating in them will either have the features inherently (as
in the case of strong DPs) or they will be able to acquire them from the chain (as in the
case of the numerals, for example). Crucially, though, the numerals are not [-strong].
They remain unspecified or change to [+strong] through the binding relation with pro.
The derivation of left-dislocated numerals is given in (9) below.

(9)

TopP
qo
DP
TopP’
6
3
Top
CP
dve knigii
two books
3
IP
ei
DP
ClP
5
3
Ana
proi
Cl’
Ana
3
Cl
VP
g
6
pročita ti
jai
it
read

To summarize, by positing a three-way distinction among the DPs in terms of feature
specification, we are able to account for the full set of data in section 3.1. By invoking the
general condition that elements in a chain must not have clashing features, we were able
to explain the divergent behavior of the weak DPs. Crucially, the analysis leaves it open
that an unspecified weak DP can co-occur with a clitic when left-dislocated. In chapter 4,
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I will try to account for both these options by arguing that the constructions without a
clitic are derived by movement, while constructions with a clitic are base-generated.
Finally, it is in important to note that the proposal I have just outlined does not in any
way change the explanation for the effects of clitic doubling within IP. The doubling of
strong DPs is accounted for by the Clitic Criterion. Weak DPs with a [-strong] feature
also follow the Clitic Criterion: their features do not agree with that of the clitic, since the
latter is a licensor for the [+strong] feature. Thus, these DPs are predicted not to occur in
doubling constructions. As we know from chapter 2, this prediction holds. Weak DPs
unspecified for strength would also not trigger the presence of the clitic. This follows
from principles of economy. This explains that inability of weak DPs such as the
numerals and several to co-occur with clitic pronouns.

3.3 The Semantic Basis for the Distinction
The explanation in the previous section depends crucially on the distinction among DPs
with respect to the feature specification for strength. In this section, I will try to provide
independent motivation for this claim. In section 3.2, I have maintained that weak DP
that allow for clitics when left-dislocated remain unspecified (or change to [+strong]
through the binding relation with pro). Here, I provide evidence why such DPs are
crucially not [-strong]. In order to do that, we need to look more closely at the semantic
properties of these DPs, and in particular at their (in)ability to have a specific
interpretation. In order to put this issue in context, we need to go back to Milsark’s
original proposal concerning the classification of DPs in terms of strength.
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As we have noted in chapter 2, Milsark (1977) classified English determiners as
weak vs. strong based on their ability or inability to occur in existential there-sentences.
He noted, however, that the distribution of determiners with “property” predicates is also
restricted, in that only strong determiners can co-occur with such predicates, as shown in
(10a-b) for English.

(10) a.

Every student/the students are intelligent.

b.

*Sm students are intelligent.

c.

Some students are intelligent.

To account for the fact that weak determiners can also occur in such environments (cf.
(10b) and (10c)), Milsark treated the weak determiners as ambiguous, in the sense that
they could have strong correlates. On his analysis, the unstressed sm in (10b) is weak but
the stressed some in (10c) is strong. Semantically, Milsark analyzed the strong
determiners as quantificational expressions and the weak as nonquantificational, i.e.
cardinality, expressions. He claimed that the treatment of weak determiners as cardinality
expressions was warranted because “they do nothing more than express the size of the set
of entities denoted by the nominal with which they are construed.” (Milsark 1977:23) The
strong determiners, on the other hand, “can be regarded as being exactly the set of natural
language quantifier words.” (ibid.)
Numerous other studies have also treated weak DPs as semantically ambiguous.
Fodor & Sag (1982), for example, consider indefinites to be ambiguous between
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quantificational and referential expressions.12 Their main argument for distinguishing the
two types stems from the observation that indefinites on their referential reading can get
scope outside of syntactic islands; indefinites on their quantificational reading are unable
to do that. In this context, Fodor & Sag argue that the exceptional wide scope reading of
the indefinites stems from their referential reading. Kratzer (1998) also maintains that
indefinites are ambiguous, but in this case the ambiguity is between a quantificational and
specific interpretation. Kratzer argues that on their quantificational interpretation,
indefinites are interpreted as generalized quantifiers; on their specific reading, they are
interpreted via choice functions (following Reinhart 1995). Others have also taken the
exceptional scope behavior of the indefinites to be a result of their non-quantificational
status (on the view that true quantifiers are subject to syntactic constraints which limit
their scope). Abusch (1993/4) and Diesing (1992), among others, adopt the view that
indefinites are different from other quantifiers in that they do not have quantificational
force of their own (following Kamp (1981), Heim (1982)).13
Schwarzschild (2002) takes a different view and argues that indefinites can
uniformly be treated as existential quantifiers. He argues that their apparent exceptional
scope is a result of a quantifier domain restriction, whereby the domain of the indefinite
is restricted to a singleton set. He further shows that the resulting singleton indefinite
12

Fodor & Sag (1982) define a referential indefinite to be that which is used by the speaker (but not the
hearer) to identify a particular referent in the discourse. This is in essence the definition of a specific
indefinite, which semantically I take to be interpreted as a singleton indefinite (following Schwarzschild
2002).
13
Abusch (1993/4) builds on the view that indefinites are different from other quantifiers (and thus have
different scope properties) and derives their wide scope reading by allowing them to be bound by non-local
operators via a special storage mechanism that “preserves the restrictions on [the] free variables
corresponding to [the] indefinites” (p.108) until the indefinite is combined with its operator. Diesing (1992)
distinguishes two types of indefinites: quantificational (in which case indefinites form restrictive clauses
and are subject to QR) and non-quantificational (in which case indefinites introduce free variables that are
bound by existential closure). Diesing argues that specific indefinites are presuppositional and as such
undergo QR.
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becomes similar to a definite, i.e. a true referring expression, and as such becomes
essentially scopeless. In other words, he shows that the referential readings of indefinites
argued for by Fodor & Sag (1982) arise from the domain restriction of the indefinite to a
singleton set.
One of my main assumptions here is that the specific indefinites are not a distinct
type of DP. That is, I explicitly assume that they are existential quantifiers which get a
quantifier domain restriction, as proposed by Schwarzschild (2002).14 Crucially, I do not
treat them as semantically ambiguous (following Schwarzschild (2002); contra Milsark
(1977), Fodor & Sag (1982), Diesing (1992), and others). This in turn means that the
analysis of clitic doubling constructions proposed in chapter 2 is not affected by the
further distinction within the class of weak DP that I am proposing here.
As mentioned above, Fodor & Sag argue for ambiguity of indefinites, i.e. a separate
referential interpretation in addition to their existential interpretation, and claim that the
wide scope reading of an indefinite is a result of their referential interpretation.
Schwarzschild removes the ambiguity condition: he argues that the indefinites are
existential quantifiers and their observed referential interpretation is a result of a domain
restriction (which can be explicit or implicit) containing a bound variable. This means
that an indefinite is interpreted as an existential quantifier which ranges over a set that is
contextually restricted to a singleton. The restriction of their extension to a singleton set
enables the indefinites to refer to a particular referent, which in turn accounts for their
referential properties. The singleton domain restriction essentially turns the indefinites

14

Barbara Partee (p.c.) rightly points out that in such cases, the indefinites, would come out as strong on
Barwise & Cooper’s test, if the restriction to a singleton set is construed as a presupposition.
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into a referential phrase; as such they become scopeless. This, in turn, explains their wellknown ability to take wide scope even out of syntactic islands.
For concreteness, I will assume that the contextual delimitation is represented as in
von Fintel (1994). The restriction on the quantifier domain is basically construed as a
presupposition (Penka Stateva, p.c.). In other words, the restriction triggers a
presupposition that there is single individual of which the assertion holds. This in essence
captures the intuition that specific indefinites behave just like referential phrases, i.e.
definites (as in the case of Schwarzschild (2002)) or indexicals (as in the case of Fodor &
Sag (1982)). To illustrate how the context domain restriction would work on Fodor &
Sag’s original example, given here in (11), I follow von Fintel (1999, 2000:2):15

(11) a.

If a friend of mine from Texas had died in the fire, I would have inherited a
fortune.

b.

if ∃x (C(x) & x friend of mine from Texas & x had died in the fire), I would
have inherited a fortune

As von Fintel (2000) explains, the domain restriction in (11) is achieved by a free
variable C, to which the context assigns a value. In this particular case, the value of the
variable is such that it contains exactly one friend of mine from Texas.

15

Alternatively, the context domain restriction can be achieved through a subset selection function, i.e. a
function from sets to subsets. In the case of a singular argument (as in (1a)), the subset would contain a
single individual; in the case of a plural argument, the subset would contains a plural individual (von Fintel
2000:5).
(i) Call C a singleton subset selection function iff for any predicate P (that C is defined for if C is a
partial function) C(P) is true of exactly one individual.
For a discussion on how the idea of bound variable within the restrictor can be implemented, see also
Stanley & Gendler-Szabó (2000), Schwarzschild (2002) and references therein.
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There are two points of interest to us in the debate on indefinites, in general, and
specific indefinites, in particular. First, there is the observation that some quantifiers
allow for a referential interpretation, while others do not.16 Second, some quantifiers
seem to have the ability to take scope outside of configurations that otherwise pose such
restrictions; others do not have this ability. What studies have shown is that there is a
correlation between the class of DPs that allow a referential interpretation and those that
seem to have exceptional scope abilities.
My intention in bringing these issues up is to show that there is a correlation between
the ability of DPs to have specific (i.e. referential) interpretation and their (subsequent)
feature specification. More specifically, I will try to show that DPs that do not allow for a
specific reading are inherently [-strong], while those that allow for a specific reading are
unspecified for strength. In order to show the parallels, I will use the tests that bring out
the referential reading and those that bring out the exceptional scope reading.
As previously mentioned, one of the key issues relating to the behavior of indefinites
stems from the observation that they have a unique ability to take scope outside of
16

In their discussion on referential indefinites, Fodor & Sag (1982) give a rough classification of which
DPs can and cannot have a referential interpretation. The first group includes: a, some, several, many and
the numerals. The second group includes: every, each, all, most, few, no, and the null plural determiner.
Fodor & Sag, however, note the difficulty in finding the determining factor that enables elements to have a
referential reading. The classification of many and few, in particular, may not be as straightforward given
their ambiguity between cardinal and proportional readings (see Partee (1989)), something that Fodor &
Sag are also aware of.
Fodor & Sag (1982:393, fn. 2) speculate that the ability of determiners to get a referential
interpretation may have something to do with their ability to get a ‘relative’ or ‘absolute’ interpretation.
Determiners such as every or most, i.e. determiners that resist referential interpretation, they explain, are
‘relative’ in the sense that the number of individuals that they pick out depends on the number of
individuals that make the predicate true in a given model. Thus, the interpretation of every/most tree(s)
would crucially depend on how many trees there are in the model. Numerals, on the other hand, Fodor &
Sag note, have an absolute interpretation; many and several are ambiguous between an absolute and
relative interpretation. Based on this, Fodor & Sag suggest that “a referential interpretation is possible for a
noun phrase only if its determiner is construed as absolute” (p. 393, fn. 2). They hasten to add that this may
not be exactly true. They note the possibility that in phrases like many friends of ours the determiner can
have a proportional reading. This would make it more compatible with a relative interpretation while at the
same time allowing it to have a referential interrelation.
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syntactic constructions that otherwise restrict the scopal behavior of quantified
expressions. Thus, (12a) has a reading where the indefinite a friend of mine takes scope
out of the if clause; this reading is not available to each of the candidates in (12b). Both
examples are from Fodor & Sag (1982:369-370).

(12) a.

If a friend of mine from Texas had died in the fire, I would have inherited a
fortune.

b.

If each friend of mine from Texas had died in the fire, I would have inherited a
fortune.

The difference between (12a) and (12b) is that (12a) can be understood to be about a
particular friend that the speaker has in mind. (12b), on the other hand, cannot be
understood to mean that each friend (of the speaker) is such that if he/she had died the
speaker would have inherited a fortune. This means that the indefinite in (12a) has the
ability to take scope outside of a syntactic configuration that otherwise imposes
restrictions on scope, as shown by the universal in (12b). This is why indefinites are said
to take exceptional scope.
(12a) and (12b) illustrate the difference between indefinites and strong quantifiers
like each in English. The test can be used to show that the same holds for Macedonian,
keeping in mind that the goal here is to separate between the two types of weak DPs. The
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examples in (13) and (14) are a variation of (12a-b), in that the relevant DP is in object
position.17

(13) a.

Ako

požarot ubie

eden

rodnina, kje nasledam

if

fire-the kills

one relative

will inherit

kukja.18
house

‘If the fire kills a relative (of mine), I will inherit a house.’
b.

Ako

požarot ubie

dvajca rodnini, kje nasledam

kukja.

if

fire-the kills

two

house

relatives will inherit

‘If the fire kills two relatives (of mine), I will inherit a house.’
c.

Ako

požarot ubie

nekolku rodnini, kje nasledam

kukja.

if

fire-the kills

several relatives will inherit

house

‘If the fire kills several relatives (of mine), I will inherit a house.’

(14) a.

Ako

požarot ubie

mnogu/malku

rodnini, kje nasledam

kukja.

if

fire-the kills

many/few

relatives will inherit

house

‘If the fire kills many relatives (of mine), I will inherit a house.’
b.

Ako

požarot ubie

rodnini, kje nasledam

kukja.

if

fire-the kills

relatives will inherit

house

‘If the fire kills relatives (of mine), I will inherit a house.’

17

This is necessary because subject DPs in Macedonian cannot be clitic-doubled. What we are interested in
is the correlation between a specific reading and the absence of a clitic when a weak DP occurs within IP.
This can only be tested with direct object DPs.
18
Macedonian is a pro-drop language.
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As was the case with the quantifier in (12a), the weak DPs in (13) are able to get a
specific interpretation. Thus, (13a) can easily be understood to be about a particular
relative of mine, such that if he dies, I would inherit a house. The numeral in (13b) can
also be construed to as being about a specific set of two relatives. As Schwarzschild
(2002:299) points out, the wide-scope existential in this case does not range over all my
relatives, indiscriminately, but rather a specific set of two relatives. The same holds for
nekolku rodnini ‘several relatives’ in (14c).
The weak DPs in (14a-b), on the other hand, do not lend themselves to such an
interpretation. (14a) cannot be understood to mean that many (or few) relatives (of mine)
are such that if they are killed by the fire, I would inherit a house. (14b) can only be
understood to mean that if any relatives are killed by the fire, I would inherit a house. In
other words, the weak DPs in (14a-b) cannot get a specific interpretation.
I should point out that, given Schwarzschild’s (2002) analysis, it follows that the
weak DPs in (13a-c) allow for a specific reading because they can be interpreted as
singleton expressions. (14a-b) then, would not allow for a specific reading because they
cannot be interpreted as singleton expressions. For the numerals and several this means
that they acquire a domain restriction such that they are interpreted as singleton
expressions (on a par with indefinites). The set they quantify over is the set of relatives;
the domain restriction is placed by the context. The only difference between the
numerals/several and the indefinite in (13a) is that the denotation of the bare numeral and
several would be a plural individual.19

19

A brief illustration of how the interpretation of a bare numeral as a plural individual works is given in (i)
below.
(i) a. Five ships are on dock.
b. ∃X [X is a group of ships & |X|=5 & [∀x ∈ X Æ x is on dock]]
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The analogy with the specific indefinites (and their treatment as singleton
expressions) works for the numerals and several because they can also be interpreted as
singleton expressions, i.e. they will denote a singleton set of a plural individual. In this
case, the numeral will pick out the unique, maximal set of individuals. Many/few, on the
other hand, are context-dependent, which means it is very difficult to fix the cardinality
of the set denoted by the CNP (the set they denote).20 Moreover, many/few allow for a
non-maximal interpretation, which means that the set of n number of individuals would
never be construed in such a way so as to refer to a particular set of individuals. This
means that it would be impossible (or in any case extremely difficult) to construe the
referent of the quantifier as a singleton set (given the fact that a plural individual would
have to pick out the unique maximal set of sum individuals). Thus, if we combine these
properties of many/few with the idea that the specific interpretation of an
indefinite/numeral is a result of its interpretation as a singleton, we can explain the
nonreferential character of many/few to be a result of their inability (or extreme
difficulty) to be interpreted as singleton expressions.21, 22
Five boats in (ia) is interpreted as a plural individual which means that out of the set of atomic and sum
individuals in the lattice we pick out the maximal one. In this case, the implicit domain restriction,
following von Fintel (1994) will be through a free variable C which will provide a contextual supplied set
which will restrict the quantifier’s domain. An illustration of this is given in (ii) below.
(ii) a. [[fiveC ships] are on dock]
b. ∃x [C(x) & x is a ship & x is on dock]
In (ii), five is interpreted as a generalized quantifier of type <<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>> and C denotes the
contextually supplied set which contains exactly one plural individual which has the property of being on
dock.
20
Many and few are by definition (and more so than any other quantifier) context dependent in that the set
they denote is dependent on a contextually determined number. For example, how many/few x’s are y’s is
dependent on how many x’s there are in the model.
21
The lack of referentiality of many/few can be further explained within a general theory of presupposition
and how there two quantifiers are understood. For example, in uttering the sentence Five ships are on dock,
where five ships are understood referentially, i.e. the expressions refers to a particular group of five ships.
The actual grouping of the ships in this case would be contextually determined – just think of a context
where there are five Australian ships, three New Zealand ones, and seven British in the harbor. In this
context, the question Are all Australian ships on dock? can be answered by Yes, there are five ships on
dock., where five ships refers to the maximal set of Australian ships. Moreover, for this to happen, the
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The importance of the examples in (13a-c) and (14a-b) for us is that the DPs that
allow for a specific reading within IP, namely (13a-c), are exactly those that allow for
clitics in left dislocation (see (4)). The DPs that do not allow for a specific reading within
IP, namely (14a-b), are those that do not allow for clitics when left-dislocated (see (2)(3a-b)). More importantly, this shows that the specific interpretation of a weak DP does
not entail a [+strong] feature. We see this most clearly in case of the weak DPs in (13a-c).
If such entailment relation existed, we would expect the numerals and several to be cliticdoubled even when they occur in IP internal positions.
I have thus shown that the DPs that have specific indefinite readings in Macedonian
are those that are unspecified for strength. Crucially, we see that such DPs do not become
[+strong]. If they did, they would be able to co-occur with clitics, as required by the
Clitic Criterion. Given the fact that [-strong] DPs do not allow for a specific
interpretation, we can conclude that weak DPs that do allow for such interpretation
cannot be [-strong].
To conclude, I have provided semantic motivation for the syntactic features of
Macedonian DPs with respect to strength. I have shown that numerals do not have
inherent features for strength, while many/few are inherently [-strong]. The three-way
distinction is completed with the inherently strong DPs, being specified as [+strong].

presupposition that there is a set of uniquely identified five ships is added to the common ground, before
the assertion are on dock is being made. However, this is not the case with many/few. Imagine a context
where there are sixty ships in the harbor, forty three of which are Italian, ten Spanish and seven Portuguese.
In this case, Many ships are on dock cannot refer to a particular set of ships, because the presupposition that
there are forty three Italian ships on dock is not added to the common ground before the assertion is made,
and thus it is not shared information between the participants in the conversation. This, on the other hand, is
possible with the numerals (and indefinites), which in turn enables their referential use.
22
Questions, however, still remain whether or not Macedonian many/few can also be construed as strong,
similarly to Russian’s mnogo and mnogie (weak and strong many, respectively) or the ambiguously
weak/strong English many. I leave the discussion of these questions open here. I thank Barbara Partee (p.c.)
for bringing this issue to my attention.
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3.4 Partitive Phrases
In this section, I would like to return to an issue that was briefly mentioned in chapter 2,
fn. 16. The issue relates to the behavior of partitives and their co-occurrence restrictions
with clitics. The partitives are relevant for the analysis of clitic doubling for at least two
reasons. In the context of the discussion in chapter 2, the partitives pose an interesting
problem in that they show a somewhat unexpected behavior with regards to their cooccurrence with clitics. In the context of the discussion in this chapter, the partitives offer
evidence that strong readings of DPs do not necessarily entail [+strong] features. In what
follows, I will try to show that the two issues are closely related and that a possible
solution for the exceptional behavior of the partitives can be found if we maintain that
clitic doubling in Macedonian is only licensed in contexts where a DP is unambiguously
[+strong].
Recall from chapter 2 that Macedonian makes a clear distinction between weak and
strong DPs in that only the latter are allowed to co-occur with clitics pronouns. In this
context, consider the partitives.
In terms of their semantic properties, partitives come out as strong on both tests
introduced in chapter 2. On Milsark’s test, they come out as strong because they are not
allowed in there-sentences, as shown in (15).

(15) a.

*Ima
have

edna

od knigite

na masata.

one

of books-the

on table-the

‘There is one of the books on the table.’
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b.

*Ima
have

povekjeto

od knigite

na masata.

most

of books-the

on table-the

‘There are most of the books on the table.’

On Barwise & Cooper’s (1981) test partitives also come out as strong. The sentences in
(16a-b), for example, will come out true in every model due to the presupposition
associated with the NP in the of phrase.23

(16) a.

Dve

od knigite

se knigi.

two

of books-the

are books

‘Two of the books are books.’
b.

Povekjeto

od knigite

se knigi.

most

of books-the

are books

‘Most of the books are books.’

Given their characterization as strong, we would expect partitive DPs to freely co-occur
with clitic pronouns. This, however, does not seem to be the case. Consider (17a-b) and
(18).
23

The tests in (16) implicitly assume a phrase structure of the partitives as [[Det of Det] N], i.e. [[two of
the] books], where [two of the] is treated as a determiner (for a discussion about the pros and cons of such
an analysis, see Barker (1998) and references cited therein). One other option would be to assign the
partitives the structure [Det [of NP]], in which case, the tests in (16) would perhaps be as in (i), as
suggested by Barbara Partee (p.c.):
(i) *Dve
od knigite
se od knigite.
two
of books-the are of books-the
‘Two of the books are of the books.’
As Barbara Partee points out, this particular use of the semantic interpretation of of the books in Barwise &
Cooper’s test may not be unreasonable, even though the resulting structure is ungrammatical in
Macedonian (just like it is in English). I leave the choice between these two options and the implications of
each for the analysis developed here, open. Although the exact analysis of partitives in Macedonian is
relevant for the proposal developed here, I leave the detailed discussion of it open for future research.
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(17) a.

(*Ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročitav edna

od knigite.

read

of books-the

one

‘I read one of the books.’
b.

(*Gi)

pročitav dve/nekolku od knigite.

them read

two/several of books-the

‘I read two/several of the books.’

(18) *(Ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročitav sekoja

edna

od knigite.

read

one

of books-the

every

‘I read every one of the books.’

In (17a-b), the partitives are headed by numerals or several; the clitic is not allowed. In
(18), the partitive is headed by sekoja ‘every’; the clitic in this case becomes obligatory.
Examples such as (17a-b)-(18) seem to show that the presence of a clitic is not
determined by the features of the partitive DP as a whole, but rather by the properties of
the head of the partitive. This is most evident in cases where the partitive is headed by a
weak determiner, as in (17a-b).
The behavior of partitives in Macedonian as such poses an interesting problem for
analyses like Comorovski’s (1996) which maintain that partitive NPs carry an existential
presupposition. In Comorovski’s view, the presupposition associated with the partitive
makes the DP strong. In Romanian this enables their clitic-doubling.24 Comorovski’s

24

Comorovski (1996) takes this to be one of the properties they have in common with which NPs (i.e. Dlinked wh-phrases).
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examples of partitives are in the context of wh-phrases, as in (19), but the obligatoriness
of the clitic is clear. (From Comorovski 1996:73)

(19) Pe
prep

care

(dintre ei)i li-ai

vazut

which

of them

seen

him you-have

e i?

‘Which one have you seen?’

We have just seen that partitive phrases in Macedonian follow a different pattern from
that of their Romanian counterparts. Data such as (17a-b) and (18) show that the
determining factor in the distribution of the clitic is the strength of the determiner, rather
than the existential presupposition of the whole DP. This seems to suggest that for
Macedonian, the features of the DP in the of phrase are inaccessible for feature checking.
The patterning of the partitives in (17)-(18) with respect to clitic-doubling is parallel
to that of weak and strong DPs within IP. Once dislocated, partitives headed by numerals
or several follow the unspecified weak DPs. This is shown in (20) where left-dislocation
of the partitive DPs enables the presence of the clitic.

(20)

Dve/nekolku

od knigite,

Petar

two/several

of books-the

Petar

(gi)

pročita.

it(f.sg.) read

‘Two/several of the books, Petar read (it).’

A left-dislocated partitive headed by many/few, on the other hand, does not co-occur with
a clitic. This is illustrated in (21) and (22) below.
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(21) a.

ima pročitano.25

Mnogu

od knigite,

Ana (*gi)

many

of books-the

Ana them has read

‘Many of the books, Ana has read.’
b.

Mnogu od studentite,
many

Ana

(*gi)

of students-the Ana

zapozna lanska

them met

last

godina.
year

‘Many of the students, Ana met last year.’

(22) a.

Malku od knigite,

Ana (*gi)

ima pročitano.

few

Ana them

has read

of books-the

‘Few of the books, Ana has read.’
b.

Malku od studentite,

Ana (*gi)

few

Ana them met

of books-the

zapozna lanska
last

godina
year

‘Few of the students, Ana met last year.’

The partitives are important in that they shows that a strong reading of a DP does not
entail a [+strong] feature. Although they are semantically strong, the inability of
partitives to co-occur with clitics when they are in positions within IP, as in (17a-b),
shows that these DPs remain unspecified for strength. If we assume that the head of the
partitive is responsible for the feature specification of the phrase, then it follows that a
partitive headed by an unspecified or a [-strong] weak determiners (numerals and
many/few, respectively) would not be clitic-doubled; partitives headed with intrinsically
[+strong] determiners would obligatorily require the presence of a clitic pronoun. Finally,

25

Some speakers seem to find the examples with a clitic marginally acceptable (at best). Even among those
speakers, sentences such as (22) are judged ungrammatical.
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this may explain the lack of clitics with weak DPs on their specific reading, when in
positions within IP.
Before I conclude this section, I would like to briefly return to the partitives in
Romanian. Given the similarities between Macedonian and Romanian with respect to
clitic doubling, it would be interesting to see to what extent the proposal made above
applies to them.
A cursory look at Romanian seems to show that partitives headed by weak
determiners pattern like their Macedonian counterparts.26 This is shown in (23) where the
partitive headed by two is not clitic-doubled.

(23) Ana
Ana

a

citit

has read

doua&

dintre

aceste

ca&rţi.

two

of

these

books

‘Ana read two of the books.’

Given that partitives are strong, (23) is interesting in that it suggests that this property in
Romanian also does not translate into a [+strong] feature. This is similar to what we saw
in Macedononian. The parallel between the two languages, however, does not extend to
all types of partitives. Consider (24):

(24) Ana
Ana

a

citit

has read

fiecare din aceste

ca&rţi.

each

books

of these

‘Ana read each of these books.’

26

I thank Mirela Dragomir for judgments on Romanian.
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In (24), the partitive is headed by each, which is a strong determiner. Yet, the partitive is
not clitic-doubled. This is in contrast to Macedonian.
Moreover, partitives in Romanian seem to optionally allow for a clitic when they are
in positions in IP, regardless of whether or not they are headed by a weak or a strong
quantifier; see (25a-b).

(25) a.

Ana

le-a

citit

pe doua&

dintre

aceste

ca&rţi.

Ana

them-has

read

pe two

of

these

books

‘Ana read two of the books.’
b.

Ana

le-a

citit

pe majoritatea (acestor ca&rţi).

Ana

them-has

read

pe most

these

books

‘Ana read most of these books.’

Their behavior remains unchanged in dislocated structures. In (26) we see examples of
both types of partitives co-occurring with clitics; in (27) we see that the clitic may be
absent.27

(26) a.

Dintre

aceste

ca&rţi,

Ana

le-a

citit

pe fiecare.

of

these

books

Ana

them-has

read

pe each

‘Ana read each of these books.

27

Although a dislocated partitive without a clitic is acceptable, it is less so than a clitic-doubled one.
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b.

Dintre

aceste

ca&rţi,

Ana

le-a

citit

pe doua&.

of

these

books

Ana

them-has

read

pe two

doua&.

‘Ana read two of the books.’

(27) a.

Dintre

aceste

ca&rţi,

Ana

a

citit

of

these

books

Ana

has read

two

pe fiecare/majoritatea.28

‘Ana read two of these books.
b.

?Dintre aceste
of

these

ca&rţi,

Ana

a

citit

books

Ana

has read

pe each/most

‘Ana read each/most of the books.’

The question of what exactly triggers the clitic with partitives in Romanian requires a
more careful investigation and providing a definitive answer to such question is beyond
the scope of this study. From the discussion above, we can conclude that for Macedonian,
the strong interpretation of a constituent does not necessarily entail a [+strong] feature.
This principle does not seem to be applicable to Romanian, which in turn may explain the
differences in the clitic co-occurrence restrictions between the two languages.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have argued for a three-way distinction between the DPs in Macedonian.
While inherently strong DPs are marked as [+strong], weak DPs split into two groups.

28

Note, however, that the absence of a clitic with a left dislocated partitive headed by a strong quantifier is
only possible if the special pe preposition is present. Leaving out the preposition results in an
ungrammaticality.
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Tests show that weak DPs that allow for specific interpretation are unspecified for
strength, while weak DPs that do not allow for specific interpretation are specified as [strong]. The fact that DPs that allow for specific interpretation, allow it indiscriminately,
outside, and crucially within the IP, suggest that a strong interpretation does not entail a
[+ strong] feature. Finally, the more nuanced characterization of the weak DPs enabled us
to account for the optionality of the clitic when such DPs occur at the left periphery. The
presence vs. absence of the clitic in all cases of left-dislocated DPs was argued to follow
from general conditions on chains that disallow a clash of features between its elements.
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CHAPTER 4
Distinctions at the Left Periphery

4.0 Introduction
In chapter 3, I explained the clitic co-occurrence patterns of clause-initial direct objects in
Macedonian by making a three-way distinction among DPs in their feature specification
for strength and by proposing that there are two distinct constructions involved. The two
constructions are schematically represented in (1a-b). (Dotted lines represent a chain that
is not formed by movement; solid lines indicate chains formed by movement.)

(1) a.

b.

[XP DOi [IP S proi CLi V

i.

[XP DOi [IP S ti

ii. [XP DOi [IP S V

ti…]]

CLi V

ti…]]

or

ti…]]

(1a) represents the dislocation of a direct object that is [+strong] or unspecified for
strength. (1b-i) represents the fronting of a [+strong] direct object; (1b-ii) represents the
same construction with a [-strong] direct object or one unspecified for strength.
This chapter probes more deeply into the properties of the constructions containing
such dislocated objects. In what follows, I will show that clause-initial elements in
Macedonian can be distinguished derivationally and thus mapped onto two different
constructions, which are identified as Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD) and Topicalization
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(TOP).1 I show following Cinque (1990) and others that CLLDed DPs are base-generated
in their surface position, and that topicalized DPs are derived by movement. The
distinction arises most clearly in the case of weak DPs which allow for both options.
Building on the derivational differences, I then show that the two constructions also differ
in terms of their semantic and pragmatic properties.
Any discussion of dislocated elements inevitably touches on the issue of their
positioning in the clause. For this reason, the chapter also addresses the question of where
clause-initial elements fit into the left periphery in Macedonian. In this context, I also
discuss a related construction called Hanging Topic Left Dislocation (HTLD) with a view
of separating it from the two constructions under discussion, CLLD and Topicalization.
The chapter is organized as follows. I begin in section 1 with a discussion of the
structure of the left periphery in Macedonian and the positions CLLDed and topicalized
elements occupy there. Section 2 discusses the syntactic properties of the two
constructions and presents arguments for their different derivation. Section 3 discusses
the semantic and pragmatic properties of the two constructions. Section 4 contains the
conclusion.

1

A note on the terminology used: the term CLLD comes from Cinque (1990) and others; it identifies a
construction where a DP in clause-initial position co-occurs with a pronoun in the IP. I use the term
Topicalization to identify a construction with a fronted DP which does not co-occur with a clitic pronoun in
the IP (see, for example, Ward & Birner (2004)). Since I assume that both constructions, CLLD and TOP,
in Macedonian mark topics (see section 4.3), my use of the term Topicalization differs from that of Cinque
(1990) and Rizzi (1997) who use this term for constructions that mark foci in Italian.
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4.1 Direct Objects and the Left Periphery
4.1.1

The Architecture of the Left Periphery

We saw in chapter 2 that direct object DPs in Macedonian can occur in two positions
within IP, preverbal and postverbal. For a detailed discussion of their properties, see
chapter 2. In this section, I focus on the structure of the left periphery as a way of
orienting the discussion of how the clause-initial direct objects in Macedonian fit in this
part of the clausal domain.
In what follows, I outline two possibilities about the placement of CLLDed and
topicalized elements in the overall structure of the clause. In doing so, I build on my
earlier assumptions about the representation of CLLD and Topicalization in Macedonian,
as given in chapter 3. The structures of these two constructions there were drawn on the
explicit assumption that both CLLDed and topicalized phrases occupy a position in the
CP domain that hosts topics, which following Rizzi (1997), I identified as TopP (see
chapter 3).2 In order to understand better the motivation behind this particular analysis, I
discuss below Rizzi’s (1997) proposal about the left periphery, paying particular attention
to the issue of the placement of topics within it.
Rizzi (1997) argues that a) the CP field has a more articulated structure in the sense
that it no longer is defined in reference to a single C head but rather a host of functional
projections and b) the CP field contains a set of fixed positions to which specific
elements go. Rizzi’s arguments come from ordering restrictions of topics and foci in wh-

2

My analysis of CLLD as utilizing the Spec of TopP above CP falls in line with Kallulli’s (1999)
representation of CLLD in Albanian and Greek. It should be noted, however, that Kallulli assumes a
movement analysis of the CLLD constructions in these two languages.
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questions and relative clauses in Italian. The structure of the left periphery that he
proposes is given in (2).3

(2)

ForceP
3
3
Force
TopP*
3
3
Top
FocP
3
3
Foc
TopP*
3
3
Top
FinP
3
3
Fin
IP

As the schema in (2) shows, the CP field is defined by the presence of two functional
heads, Force and Fin, responsible for clausal typing and encoding inflectional
specifications (e.g. finiteness), respectively.4 More importantly, the CP field hosts other
functional projections whose properties are defined not by selectional restrictions within
the clause but by the discourse (see also Grohmann 2001). As such, the CP domain is
responsible for encoding topic, focus, wh-expressions, etc..5

3

Topic projections are recursive, hence the asterisk (TopP*).
ForceP and FinP are included here for expository purposes. In the discussion that follows, I abstract away
from Rizzi’s original proposal concerning the existence of these two heads and explicitly assume a single C
head as this is sufficient to delineate the CP domain.
5
One should immediately note that the existence of such projections in the left periphery does not preclude
their existence elsewhere in the clause. For example, I have assumed that a focus position is available
within the IP in Macedonian (see chapter 2). Languages differ in how they encode such discourse-related
properties and whether or not they have specifically defined structural positions for this purpose.
4
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As a way of illustration of how the schema in (2) applies in a particular language,
consider the Italian examples below, from Rizzi (1997:288).

(3) a.

Credo che il tuo libro, loro lo apprezzerebbero molto.
‘I believe that your book, they would appreciate a lot.’

b.

*Credo, il tuo libro, che loro lo apprezzerebbero molto.
‘I believe, your book, that they would appreciate a lot.’

c.

*Credo di il tuo libro, apprezzarlo molto.
‘I believe ‘of’ your book to appreciate it a lot.’

d.

Credo, il tuo libro, di apprezzarlo molto.
‘I believe, your book, ‘of’ to appreciate it a lot.’

(3a-d) illustrates the distribution of the left-dislocated phrase il tuo libro ‘your book’ with
respect to the finite complementizer che and the non-finite complementizer di. The
distribution of left-dislocated phrases with respect to these two elements in Italian differs
in that they always follow the complementizer che (see (3a-b)), but precede the
complementizer di (see (3c-d)). Rizzi takes such distribution to be one of the arguments
against the existence of a single C head and argues that the patterning can easily be
explained by the schema in (2) where che and di are reanalyzed as heads of ForceP and
FinP, respectively.6 This, coupled with the assumption that dislocated phrases like il tuo
libro occupy topic positions within the CP field, explains the patterning of such phrases
in (3a-d).
6

On a more general note, Rizzi (1997) maintains that ForceP hosts relative operators and FinP is activated
by finiteness. As noted in fn. 4, I leave aside the details of the properties associated with these two heads as
this is not directly relevant to the discussion here.
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The positing of a more refined CP system has prompted a great number of studies
and investigations into the mapping of various structures. Although undoubtedly of
interest, I put aside these issues and focus on one aspect of Rizzi’s proposal relevant for
our purposes: the existence of topics within the CP domain.
Topics, for Rizzi, are preposed elements at the left periphery, characterized by a
comma intonation. They express old information, i.e. information that is salient and
available from previous discourse. Topicalized expressions enter into what is traditionally
referred to as a topic-comment articulation.7 This means that a sentence that contains a
topic expression can be separated into two parts: a topic, which is a constituent, and a
comment, which is the part of the sentence that introduces new information about the
topic. It is commonly assumed that the comment need not be a constituent (e.g. in cases
where the topic is the direct object, the comment will consist of the subject and the verb).
Rizzi argues that topics are functional heads that project their own maximal
projections within the left periphery (see (2) above). Their syntactic representation is as
in (4) (with XP being the topic expression and YP being the comment):

(4)

7

TopP
3
XP
Top’
3
Top
YP

In addition, Rizzi (1997) discusses a related construction called focus-presupposition, which also makes
use of positions in the left periphery. Topic and focus differ in their interpretation, in that focus necessarily
introduces new information. The focus-presupposition articulation in Italian discussed by Rizzi expresses
contrastive focus. The structure features a preposed element, which, unlike the topic, is not coindexed with
any clitic pronouns. The focused element, Rizzi notes, carries a special focal stress. An example of this is
given in (i), from Rizzi (1997:286):
(i)
IL TUO LIBRO ho letto (, non il suo).
‘Your book I read (, not his).’
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Rizzi takes the topic-comment articulation in Italian to be represented through CLLD (as
in Cinque 1990). That means that he explicitly associates the CLLD construction in
Italian with the existence of a functional projection TopP in the CP domain. An example
of a topic construction from Rizzi (1997:286) is given in (5).

(5) Il tuo libro, lo ho comprato.
‘Your book, I bought it.’

Topics, Rizzi maintains, are recursive categories. 8 This captures the fact that a sentence
can contain more than one topic, as illustrated by (6) from Italian (from Rizzi 1997:290):

8

In contrast to this, focus phrases are unique. (i) shows that multiple focalization of elements in Italian is
excluded (from Rizzi 1997:290):
(i) *A GIANNI IL LIBRO darò (non a Piero, l’articolo).
‘TO JOHN THE BOOK I’ll give, not to Piero, the article.’
Rizzi speculates that the nonrecursiveness of the focus projection is tied to their interpretation. The
structure of the focus construction is given in (ii). XP is the focal element, and YP is the part that contains
the presupposition, i.e. the given information.
(ii) FocP
3
XP
Foc’
3
Foc
YP
Rizzi notes that if FocP is recursive, then YP could also be realized as a FocP. In such cases, however, a
clash in interpretation would result: the YP in a FocP only specifies given information, but the specifier
position in a FocP introduces new information. In case of recursion, these two positions would overlap, as
shown in (iii):
(iii) FocP
3
XP
Foc’
3
Foc
YP = FocP2
3
ZP
Foc’
3
Foc2
WP
Such clash in TopP, Rizzi notes, does not arise because “nothing excludes a comment (the complement of
the topic head) may be articulated in turn as a topic-comment structure, so the topic phrase can undergo
free recursion” (Rizzi 1997:297). If this kind of reasoning is correct, Rizzi notes, it would be possible to
retain the basic assumption that TopP and FocP are structurally identical, and that their differences with
respect to recursion arise from their differences in interpretation.
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(6) Il libro, a Gianni, domani, glielo darò senz’altro.9
‘The book, to John, tomorrow, I’ll give it to him for sure.’

Rizzi also assumes that topics are present in the structure only when needed. In other
words, topics are subject to economy principles such as (7) below (from Rizzi (1997:
314).

(7) Avoid Structure

It should be noted that Rizzi assumes a non-movement analysis of topics in Italian (on a
par with Cinque 1990).10 He does, however, note that movement of a constituent to the
specifier position of TopP is possible. Movement in such cases would either be due to a
satisfaction of a (topic) criterion or feature checking (as in Chomsky 1993). In case of the
latter, an XP would have to have topic features which would be checked under SpecHead agreement once the XP moves to SpecTopP. As I have argued in chapter 3, direct
objects in Macedonian can either move or be base-generated in their clause-initial
position. In cases where movement takes place, we can assume that such movement is
motivated by the need for the DP to check its topic features.
Rizzi’s proposal regarding the positioning of topic phrases in Italian can be directly
applied to the analysis of CLLD in Macedonian. As already indicated in chapter 3, the
CLLDed element in such constructions would occupy the specifier position of a topic
9

Both il libro and a Gianni are doubled by the “compound” pronoun glie ‘to him’ +lo ‘it’.
More specifically, topic constructions for Rizzi (1997) involve binding of a null constant by an anaphoric
operator (in the sense of Lasnik & Stowell (1991)). In other words, the empty category in the argument
position in examples like (5) is not a trace. Focus constructions as in (i) (fn. 7), are assumed to involve
binding of a syntactic variable in argument position (following Cinque 1990 and others).

10
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phrase. Moreover, since such topic positions can be made available to elements that move
to the left periphery, the analysis can be extended to the cases of Topicalization in
Macedonian as well. For this analysis to work, however, we would have to make one
crucial assumption and that is that the two types of constituents occupy different topic
positions. This in turn would mean that different topic projections would be associated
with different properties (a possibility to which Alexiadou (2006:675) also alludes).11 As
I show in section 4.3, such interpretative differences between CLLD and Topicalization
in Macedonian exist.
Having outlined the theory which supports an analysis of CLLD in terms of topic
phrases within the CP domain, I would now like to note that an alternative analysis of
such constructions is also available. Various studies have analyzed CLLD in terms of
adjunction (either IP adjunction, as in Cinque 1990, Baker 1996, for example, or CP
adjunction, as in Iatridou 1995).12 The main argument that has been presented in support
of this kind of an analysis comes from the fact that CLLD allows for multiple dislocation
(see Cinque 1990, among many others). The evidence for this is robust and the property

11

My view of CLLD and Topicalization as occupying different topic positions within the CP domain is in
line with Krapova (2002) and Krapova & Cinque (2003), who argue for the existence of two different topic
positions with the CP domain. It should be noted that their proposal is made in the context of wh-questions,
and in particular with reference to D-linked and non-D-linked wh-phrases. D-linked wh’s in Bulgarian can
optionally occur with a clitic pronoun. Krapova and Krapova & Cique argue that D-linked wh’s which
cooccur with a clitic occupy the position of a CLLD topic (on a par with CLLD constructions), while Dlinked wh’s without a clitic occupy the position of Operator topic. (They also note that an adjunction
analysis of CLLD constructions would work just as well. I return to this issue shortly.) The structure they
propose is given in (i):
(i) CLLD topic
3
Operator topic
3
CP
12
For detailed implementation of this kind of analyses, see Iatridou (1995) (who analyzes CLLD in Greek
as an adjunction to CP), Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1997) (who analyze CLLD in Greek as an
adjunction to IP), Baker (1996) (who takes CLLD to involve adjunction to IP), etc..
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has been shown to hold of CLLD across languages. An analysis of the construction in
terms of multiple adjunction naturally captures this fact.
The fact that CLLD constructions can be analyzed in terms of an adjunction opens
up the possibility that the two constructions, CLLD and Topicalization, may have
different structural representations, with the latter analyzed as movement to SpecCP, as
Baker (1996) suggests, or movement to the specifier of some other functional projection.
As already noted, the main argument for the proponents of the adjunction analysis of
CLLD is the fact that these constructions allow for multiple dislocation. Although this is
a strong argument in favor of such an analysis, it is not a definitive argument against an
analysis of CLLD in terms of TopP projections. Recall from our earlier discussion that
Rizzi (1997) explicitly assumes that topics are recursive categories. Given this, multiple
CLLDed elements would be analyzed in terms of multiple TopP projections.
Topicalization, on the other hand, would require a single maximal projection.
To summarize, I have discussed two possibilities for the analysis of clause-initial
elements in Macedonian. One option would be to analyze CLLDed and Topicalized
elements as occupying the specifier positions of distinct topic projections in the CP
domain, following Rizzi (1997). In light of the fact that CLLD allows for multiple
dislocation, a second option would be to analyze such constructions as multiple
adjunction (to CP or IP) and treat Topicalization as a process which targets the specifier
of some functional projection. Given that both options work well in accounting for the
fact that CLLD allows for multiple dislocation, I remain at this point neutral as to which
of these structures applies to Macedonian. For consistency sake, I will continue to
represent CLLD and Topicalization as involving TopP projections in the left periphery.
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4.1.2

HTLD and CLLD

In the context of our discussion of the left periphery, I would next like to discuss another
type of dislocated structure in Macedonian, Hanging Topic Left Dislocation (HTLD),
with the intention of distinguishing it from CLLD. As we will see, HTLD also involves
the placement of a constituent in clause-initial position, but has distinct properties from
CLLD.
The properties of HTLD have been widely discussed in the literature. This type of
dislocation is characterized by the presence of a constituent in clause initial position
“which is connected with that clause through the intermediary of some anaphoric element
referred to as the resumptive element” as in the English John, I like him (Alexiadou
2006:668). The very definition is reminiscent of the definition of CLLD. The two
constructions, however, have different properties. (The list of features of HTLD against
which I draw the comparison with CLLD is drawn from Cinque (1990),
Anagnostopoulou (1997), Arnaudova (2002), Alexiadou (2006), Krapova & Cinque
(2008), Vat (1997), and references cited therein.)
Examples of HTLD in Macedonian are given in (8a-b). The dislocated element Petar
in (8a-b) is outside the CP and it is syntactically connected with that clause through the
pronouns toj ‘he’ and nego ‘him’, respectively. Crucially though, the pronouns used in
(8a-b) appear in their long form.13 This is especially evident in (8b), where the direct
object nego ‘him’ is contrasted with the short form of the same pronoun, go ‘him’.14 The

13

See chapter 2 for the full paradigm of pronouns in Macedonian.
Only pronouns in accusative and dative distinguish between long and short forms: nego, go ‘he-ACC’,
nemu, mu ‘he-DAT’. Thus, the pronoun toj ‘he’ does not have a corresponding short form. See chapter 2;
see also Friedman (1993).

14
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use of the long vs. short pronominal forms as resumptive elements is the first feature that
crucially separates the HTLD from the CLLD constructions in Macedonian.

(8) a.

Petar,

toj e

eden

mnogu glupav čovek.

Petar

he is

one

very

stupid

man

‘As for/speaking of Petar, he is a very stupid man.’
b.

Petar,

nego

včera

go vidovme

na kino.

Petar

him

yesterday

him saw

at

movies

‘As for/speaking of Petar, we saw him at the movies.’

In addition to the use of the long form of the pronouns, HTLD constructions are
characterized with a sharper intonational break between the dislocated element and the
rest of the clause then one finds in CLLD.
HTLD does not allow more than one dislocated element, as shown in (9a). Multiple
CLLDed elements, on the other hand, are perfectly acceptable in Macedonian, as shown
in (9b).

(9) a.

*Knigata,
book-the

na Petar,

Ana

nemu

nea

to

Ana

him(Dat)

it(f.sg.) him it(f.sg.) gave

Petar

mu ja

‘The book, to Petar, Ana gave it to him’
b.

Knigata,

na Petar,

Ana

mu ja

book-the

to

Ana

him(Dat)

Petar

‘The book, to Petar, Ana gave it to him’

dade.
it(f.sg.) gave

dade.
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Also significant is the fact that the HTLD construction is not allowed in embedded
contexts, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (10a). Again, we see that CLLD
constructions are not restricted to the matrix clause, as shown in (10b).

(10) a.

*Znam deka
know-I that

Marijai, Petar

neaj ne jaj vikna

Marija she not her not her invite

na zabava.
to

party

‘I know that Marija, Petar didn’t invite her to the party.’
b.

Znam

deka

know-I that

Marijai, Petar

ne jaj vikna

na zabava.

Marija Peatr

not her invite

to

party

‘I know that Marija, Petar didn’t invite her to the party.’

It has been claimed that HTLD only allows for the dislocation of NPs (see Cinque 1990
and others). The facts from Macedonian, however, are slightly different here. Some cases
of PP dislocation in Macedonian may be treated as instances of HTLD. Constructions like
that in (11) are possible candidates, where the clause initial PP vo London ‘in London’ is
associated with the pronoun tamu ‘there’.15, 16

15

The PP in (11) is an adjunct. A left dislocation of an indirect object, on the other hand, is not allowed, as
shown in (i).
(i) *Na Petari,
nemui
mui jaj
dadov
knigataj.
to Petar
him
him it(f.sg)
gave
book-the
‘To Petar, I gave the book to him.’
Note that in English Left Dislocation, the dislocation of PPs is also not allowed, as shown in (ii) (from
Alexiadou 2006:671):
(ii) *To John, I have already spoken to him.
16
As Mark Baker (p.c.) has pointed out to me, since the pronoun tamu ‘there’ in (11) is optional, the same
example without the pronoun would be a case of Topicalization; see also section 4.1.3.
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(11) [PP Vo London],
in

London

(tamu) ušte ne sum

bila.

there

been

yet not have

‘I haven’t been to London yet.’

It has been observed that quantifiers in general are marginal in HTLD (see Vat 1997).17
As (12a-c) show, the only type of quantifiers that is allowed in HTLD constructions in
Macedonian are the numerals, as in (12a). HTLD with many as in (12b) and strong DPs
as in (12c) are ruled out. This is in contrast to CLLD, which as we already know, allows
for both strong DPs and numerals.

(12) a.

?Tri
three

studentki,

niv

students(f.) them

včera

gi

vidovme

na kino.

yesterday

them

saw

at

movies

‘As for/speaking of three students, we saw them at the movies.’
b.

*Mnogu studenti, niv
many students them

včera

gi

vidovme

na kino.

yesterday

them

saw

at

movies

‘As for/speaking of many students, we saw them at the movies.’
c.

*Povekjeto studenti, niv
most

students them

včera

gi

vidovme

na kino.

yesterday

them

saw

at

movies

‘As for/speaking of most students, we saw them at the movies.’

It has been pointed out that HTLD is not subject to locality conditions, i.e. it can violate
strong islands (Alexiadou 2006). This means that the HTLDed expression and the
17

Vat (1997) gives examples of HTLD in Dutch with indefinites, numerals, and universal. Of those, HTLD
with the first two types if DPs are judged marginally acceptable; HTLD with a universal are
ungrammatical.
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pronoun in the IP do not enter into a chain relation: the hanging topic relates to some
referent in the discourse and there is a loose relation between it and the pronoun with
which it is coindexed. An example is given in (13), where the dislocated DP Marija is
coindexed with the pronoun in the relative clause. As we will see in section 4.2.3, this is
in contrast to CLLD where such coindexation between a CLLDed element and a pronoun
is not possible.

(13) Marijai, go poznavam
Marija him know

čovekot

što neai jai pobara za žena.

person-the

that her her asked

for wife

‘As for Marija, I know the man that asked to marry her.’

The behavior of HTLDed elements with respect to syntactic islands can perhaps explain
the differences in the distribution of quantifiers in such constructions. Suppose that one of
the conditions on HTLD is for the dislocated element to be referential (in the sense of
Cinque 1990). If this speculation is correct, then only referential expressions and weal
DPs that allow for a referential reading would be able to participate in such constructions.
Weak DPs that do not allow for a referential reading, like many in (12b), would be ruled
out, as would strong DPs, like most in (12c).
Based on the descriptive properties of HTLD, and especially the fact that they can
only occur in matrix clauses, an argument can be made that HTLD must utilize a position
that defines the left edge of the clause, i.e. left of ForceP (in Rizzi’s framework)18, while

18

FocP, the only nonrecursive category in the CP field in Rizzi (1997), must be ruled out as a candidate for
obvious reasons: it is incompatible with HTLD because of its interpretation and it is also available in
embedded contexts.
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CLLD, given its ability to occur in embedded clauses, would utilize structures that are
within the left periphery and are crucially recursive.
To capture the fact that HTLD is restricted to matrix contexts, we can follow
Alexiadou (2006:674) and posit that HTLD in Macedonian has the structure in (14a) (or
(14b), following Rizzi (1997)).19

(14) a.

CP
3
HTLD
CP
3
IP
5
pronoun

b.

ForceP
3
HTLD
ForceP
3
…
3
IP
5
pronoun

To summarize, I have shown that HTLD in Macedonian is characterized by a distinct set
of properties. This enables us to set the construction aside from here on in our discussion
of the two constructions that are the focus of this dissertation, CLLD and Topicalization.

4.1.3

CLLD and Topicalization

Let us turn our attention to CLLD and Topicalization. In what follows I outline the
similarities and differences between these two constructions.20

19

There is an obvious drawback to this analysis in that adjunction, as we saw earlier, allows for multiple
dislocation, which HTLD does not. At the same time, this kind of analysis is necessary given that HTLD
must invoke a projection that is not available in embedded contexts. Given that our goal here is a modest
one (to distinguish the construction from CLLD), I will adopt this analysis of HTLD, leaving these issues
open for further research.
20
The fact that the two constructions share certain features was observed by Cinque (1990); he also points
out that topicalization involves the fronting of a single constituent, while CLLD can have multiple
dislocated elements.
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Aside from the fairly trivial fact that the dislocated element in CLLD and TOP are
followed by a slight pause, both constructions are found in matrix and embedded
contexts, as shown in (15a-b), respectively.

(15) a.

Znam

deka

know(1sg.Pres) that

sekoja

kniga,

Petar

ja

pročita.

every

book

Petar

it(f.sg.) read

‘I know that every book, Petar read it.’
b.

Znam

deka

know(1sg.Pres) that

dve knigi,

Petar

gi

pročita.

two books

Petar

them

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read them.’
c.

Znam

deka

know(1sg.Pres) that

dve knigi,

Petar

pročita.

two books

Petar

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read.’

However, fronted elements in TOP (but not CLLD) can be of categories other than DP, as
illustrated in (16) (based on examples in Cinque 1990).21, 22

(16) a.

[AP Ubava],
beautiful

taa nikogaš ne bila.
she never

not been

‘She’s never been beautiful.’
21

The only type of PPs that can be CLLDed are indirect objects. The PP na Pero ‘to Pero’ is coindexed
with the clitic pronoun mu ‘him’.
(i) Na Peroi,
Marija
odamna ne mui ima pišano.
to Pero
Marija
long time not him has written
‘Marija has not written to Pero in a long time.’
22
As pointed out in fn. 16, the clause initial PP in (11) can also be takes as an instance of Topicalization
when the PP is not coindexed with the pronoun tamu ‘there’ in the IP.
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b.

[CP Deka
that

pieš],

site znaat.

drinks

all know

‘Everyone knows that you drink.’

It should be noted that some languages, like Italian, allow for the dislocation of APs and
CPs in CLLD (Cinque 1990:57-58); Macedonian seems to differ in this respect.23
CLLD allows for multiple dislocation, as illustrated in (17a). In (17a) both the direct
object knigata ‘the book’ and the indirect object na Dino ‘to Dino’ can be CLLDed.24
TOP, on the other hand, does not allow for multiple dislocation, as shown by the
ungrammaticality of (17b).25

(17) a.

Knigatai,

na Dinoj,

Eva muj jai

book-the

to

Eva him it(f.sg.) gave

Dino

dade.

‘The book, to Dino, Eva gave it to him.’
b.

*Dve

knigi,

nekomu,

Eva dade.

two

books

someone(Dat)

Eva gave

‘Two books, to someone, Eva gave.’

In light of their differences, and in particular, the ability of CLLD but not Topicalization
to accommodate multiple dislocation, I suggest that the CLLDed and topicalized
23

Cinque (1990:71) notes that the clitic in such cases is optional. He attributes the optionality to the
syntactic category of the CLLDed element. Such elements, or rather their associated EC (empty category)
in argument position in the IP “are not required to qualify as either PRO, pro, NP-trace, or variable
(because they are not partitioned by the features [+ pronominal, + anaphor]”. Direct objects, on the other
hand, are necessarily coindexed with a pro in the argument position.
24
As pointed out in fn. 21, indirect objects in Macedonian can be CLLDed.
25
The same hold for CLLD and TOP in Italian; see Cinque (1990:63,73).
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elements are allocated to different positions at the left periphery. Given the recursive
properties of topic phrases, CLLD can easily be allocated to such functional projections.
We can also assume that a dislocation in Topicalization triggers the projection of a single
(and distinct) TopP in the CP domain. In Rizzi’s framework they would both occur below
ForceP.

4.2 Base-Generation vs. Movement
Having determined the positions which CLLDed and topicalized elements target in the
left peripheral domain, let us turn to the relationship these two types of dislocated
elements have to the positions within IP with which they are associated. The main goal
here is to show that CLLD and Topicalization constructions are derivationally distinct.
To that end, I will give three arguments for the claim that CLLD involves basegeneration of an argument at the left periphery with a coindexed pro inside IP, while
Topicalization is derived through movement of a direct object from IP to the left
periphery.

4.2.1

Arguments against Clitic Doubling as the Source for CLLD

There is an obvious connection between clitic doubling (CL-D) and CLLD which is
reflected in the fact that both constructions involve “doubling” of a constituent with a
(clitic) pronoun. Therefore, it is very natural to assume that one construction is derived
from the other, and in particular, that CLLD is derived from CL-D by movement of the
doubled constituent to a clause initial position. On this view, the derivation of the CLLD
construction in (18a) from the CL-D construction in (18b) would be as in (18c).
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(18) a.

Filmot, Dino

go

gledaše.

film-the Dino

it(m.sg.) saw

‘Dino saw the film.’
b.

Dino

go

gledaše filmot.

Dino

it(m.sg.) saw

film-the

‘Dino saw the film.’
c.

[XP [DP filmot]i [CP[IP Dino ti

goi gledaše ti]]]

In (18c), the DP filmot ‘the film’ originates in the argument positions of the verb and
subsequently is fronted to a position outside the clause. In accordance with the Clitic
Criterion, the movement also leaves a trace in an intermediate position, in SpecClP.
Although some studies have argued for a movement analysis of CLLD from CL-D,
others have argued against it.26 Based on the facts from Macedonian, our proposal falls in
line with the latter group. Below I present some of the arguments that have been put forth
in support of this view. The discussion is based on Cinque (1990), Iatridou (1995),
Arnaudova (2002), Anagnostopoulou (2006), and Alexiadou (2006).
One of the reasons that has been given against an analysis of CLLD in terms of CLD is the fact that some languages are known to have CLLD, but not CL-D (Cinque 1990).
Since CL-D is not available as a source, the argument can be made that CLLD is an
independent construction. One such language is Italian, as the examples in (19a-b) show
(from Cinque (1990:60-61)).

26

For proponents of the movement analysis, see for example Sportiche (1998), Philippaki-Warburton et al.
(2002), among others. (The actual implementation and analyses differ from author to author.). For
arguments against a movement analysis of CLLD, see Cinque (1990), Iatridou (1995), Anagnostopoulou
(2006) and Alexiadou (2006), etc..
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(19) a.

*Lo conosciamo Gianni.
him-(we-)know Giannni

b.

Gianni, lo

conosciamo.

Gianni we know him

It is worth noting, however, that this particular asymmetry could be explained by
assuming that CLLD in such languages is a direct result of an obligatory movement of a
clitic-doubled DP. As Sportiche (1998) himself notes, CLLD might arise as a result of the
inability of a language to have ‘true’ clitic doubling.
Another reason that has been given for an independent analysis of CLLD is the
observation that CL-D and CLLD seem to target different types of maximal categories.
As Anagnostopoulou (2006) notes, the cases of CL-D discussed in the literature seem to
be restricted to DPs, while CLLD allows for the doubling of different types of phrases.
Some examples of CLLD from Italian are given in (20a-b). (20a) contains a leftdislocated PP; (20b) contains a left-dislocated AP (from Alexiadou (2006:677)).27

(20) a.

A

casa,

non ci

sono

stato

ancora.

to

home

not there

am

been

yet

‘I haven’t been home yet.’
b.

Bella,

pare

beautiful seems

che non lo

sia mai stata.

that not it

is

ever been

‘It doesn’t seem that she has ever been beautiful.’

27

In addition to PPs and APs, Italian allows for the CLLD of CPs; see Cinque (1990).
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Finally, various studies have noted that in some languages weak quantifiers behave
differently in CLLD and clitic doubling constructions in the sense that such elements can
appear in CLLD constructions but they cannot be clitic-doubled. Examples from Greek
are given in (21a-b) (from Iatridou 1995).28

(21) a.

Tria

provlimata

mono

o

Kostas ta

elise.

three

problems

only

the Kostas them

solved

‘Only Kostas solved three problems.’
b.

*Mono o
only

Kostas ta

the Kostas them

elise

tria provlemata

solved three

problems

Turning to Macedonian, we see that not all of the above arguments apply. To begin with,
Macedonian has clitic doubling. This means that the construction can potentially be used
as basis for a movement analysis of CLLD.29
The second argument is also not applicable because CLLD of prepositional and
adjectival phrases as in (20a-b) in Macedonian is not possible.
The third argument is applicable to Macedonian and provides the strongest evidence
against conflating the clitic doubling and CLLD constructions. As we know already, the
28

At the same time, strong DPs in such languages seem to be accepted in both types of constructions. That
this holds for Greek is evident from examples like (i) and (ii), from Kallulli (1999:24, 57). (i)-(ii) are
Kallulli’s (11) and (60), respectively. The clitic ta ‘them’ in (i) doubles the object ola ta aghorja ‘all the
boys’; the clitic ta ‘them’ in (ii) doubles the clause-initial DP ta luludha ‘the floers’.
(i) I
Anna
ta
misuse
ola ta aghorja.
the Ann
themcl
HATED all the boys
‘Anna HATED all the boys.’
(ii) Ta luludhiaacc *(ta)
éfere
o
Jannisnom.
the flowers themcl, acc brought John
‘As for the flowers, it was John who brought them.’
29
It is important to note, however, that the very existence of CL-D in Macedonian is an argument against
the view that takes CLLD to be a result of an obligatory movement of a clitic-doubled element, as in
Sportiche (1998).
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facts in (21) for Greek also hold for Macedonian: unspecified weak DPs cannot be cliticdoubled when they occur in IP internal positions, but they can co-occur with a clitic when
they are in clause initial position (see chapters 2 and 3). The existence of true clitic
doubling as distinct from CLLD, as well as the fact that weak DPs at the left periphery
selectively occur with clitics, seem to be the strongest evidence against the view that
CLLD in Macedonian is an instance of clitic doubling.

4.2.2

Weak Crossover Effects

The second type of evidence for a non-movement analysis of CLLD comes from weak
crossover effects (WCO).
WCO violations arise in configurations where an operator binds a pronoun and a
variable, neither of which c-commands the other. This is shown in (22a-b) for English
and (23a-b) for Macedonian. Both cases are ruled out as a WCO violation because the
variable ti is coindexed with a pronoun mu ‘his’ to its left.30

(22) a.
b.

(23) a.

*Hisi mother loves everyonei.
[everyonei] [[hisi

mother] loves

t i]

*[Majka mui]

goi saka

[sekoe dete]i.

mother his

him loves

every

child

‘His mother loves every child.’
b.

30

[sekoe dete]i [[majka

mui]

ti

goi saka

t i]

The WCO effects in (22a-b) and (23a-b) follow from any proposal on WCO (for e.g., Koopman &
Sportiche’s (1983) Bijection Principle, Lasnik & Stowell (1991), Safir (1996), etc.).
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As has been noted by many (see Iatridou 1995, Cinque 1990, Rizzi 1997, Alexiadou
2006), CLLD constructions do not give rise to WCO effects.31 Macedonian is no
exception to this. Thus, when we consider the universal in clause-initial position, as in
(24a), the unacceptability seen in (23a) disappears.32 This is illustrated in (24a-b) below.

(24) a.

[Sekoe dete]i,

[majka mui]

goi saka.

every

mother his

him loves

child

‘Every child, his mother loves him.’
b.

[sekoe dete]i [[majka

mui]

proi

goi saka

t i]

This is consistent with our proposal that CLLD is not derived by movement.
We can apply the same test to weak DPs. Weak DPs in clause-initial position without
a clitic show WCO effects, as shown by the numeral in (25a-b). On the other hand,
clause-initial weak DPs coindexed with a clitic, as the numeral in (26a-b), do not give
rise to WCO effects.

(25) a.

*[Dve
two

deca]i,

[majka imi]

children mother theirs

saka.
loves

‘Two children, their mother loves them.’
b.

31

[dve

deca]i [[majka

imi]

saka

ti]

Most of the literature bases this claim on the patterning of proper names. Iatridou (1995) gives examples
of suspension of WCO effects with each in CLLD constructions in Greek.
32
On Koopman & Sportiche’s (1983) analysis, for example, the lack of WCO effects in (24) would follow
from the fact that the trace and the pronoun are not bound by the same argument, as they would in (23a-b).
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(26) a.

[Dve

deca]i,

two children

[majka imi]

gii

saka.

mother theirs

them

loves

‘Two children, their mother loves them.’
b.

[dve

deca]i [[majka

imi]

gii saka

proi

t i]

As was the case with the universal in (24a-b), WCO effects do not arise in (26a-b)
because the DP in clause-initial position does not bind a trace inside IP.
Our analysis of [-strong] DPs in clause-initial position, which treats them as
instances of topicalization, predicts that they would give rise to WCO effects. The
prediction seems to hold, as shown in (27).

(27) *[Mnogu

deca]i,

many children

[majka imi]

saka.

mother theirs

loves

‘Many children, their mother loves them.’

The correlation between movement and the presence of WCO violations is further
replicated in the patterning of preverbal direct objects. Consider (28a-b) and (29a-b), for
example.

(28) a.

*[Majka mui]
mother his

[sekoe dete]i

goi saka.

every

him loves

shild

‘His mother loves every child.’
b.

[[majka mui]

[sekoe dete]i

ti

goi saka

t i]
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(29) a.

*[Majka imi]
Mother theirs

[dvedeca]i

saka.

two children loves

‘Two children, their mother loves.’
b.

[[majka imi] [dve

deca]i

saka

t i]

(28a-b) and (29a-b) are ungrammatical under the bound variable construal due to the fact
that the argument coindexed with the pronoun does not c-command the pronoun. In order
for the DP to bind the pronoun, the DP would have to move covertly to a position ccommanding the pronoun to its left, leading to a WCO violation. Preverbal direct objects
thus confirm that DPs that undergo movement consistently give rise to WCO effects.
To summarize, WCO tests show that CLLD has to be recognized as distinct from
CL-D and furthermore that such construction is to be distinguished derivationally from
Topicalization on the basis of base-generation vs. movement. Thus, we can conclude that
CLLDed constituents originate in their clause-initial position, but topicalized elements
move to the left periphery. This is shown most clearly in the case of unspecified DPs,
where both options are available. It is also supported by strong DPs, which do not show
WCO violations in clause initial position, showing that the possibility of base-generation
is available to them.33

4.2.3

Island Effects

The third type of evidence comes from the sensitivity of direct objects at the left
periphery to syntactic islands. Under the proposed analysis, CLLD involves a binding

33

We have no evidence to show whether a movement option is or is not available to them. In the absence of
such evidence, I have assumed that it is.
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chain while Topicalization involves a government chain, in terms of Cinque (1990).34
One of the most striking properties of the two types of chains is the fact that they are both
sensitive to strong islands, but that only government chains are sensitive to weak islands.
For illustration, in (30)-(31), I give examples of both types of islands from English (from
Cinque 1990:1).35

(30) Adjunct island
a.

*To whom did you leave without speaking t?

b.

*How was he fired after behaving t?

(31) Wh-Island
a.

??To whom didn’t they know when to give their present t?

b.

*How did they ask you who behaved t?

The fact that binding chains are constrained by strong islands, but can violate weak ones,
is evident in the examples in (32)-(33) from Alexiadou (2006:682) for Greek.36 (32a-b)

34

For Cinque (1990) the properties of the chains stem from the (non)referential properties of the elements
that participate in them. Only referential phrases can form binding chains because they are able to connect
to the gap in argument position through a binding relation (the latter is achieved through coindexation of
the EC with their antecedent). Nonreferential phrases, on the other hand, Cinque maintains, identify the EC
in object position as a variable, and connect to it only through a government chain. Referential phrases for
Cinque (1990) are those which are D-linked (in the sense of Pesetsky 1987). As such, they refer to
members of a set previously introduced in the discourse.
While Cinque’s distinction between the two types of chains and their sensitivity to the two types of
islands is applicable to Macedonia, his formulation of CLLD exclusively in terms of referentiality does not
seem to hold. Strong DPs, such as the universals, are nonreferential on Cinque’s tests (e.g. they have to ccommand their pronoun in order to establish co-reference; see chapter 2), but they can be fronted to a
clause initial position. This means that they can be part of a CLLD construction.
35
Whom is an argument and as such can enter into a binding chain, while how is nonreferential and
therefore can enter only in a government chain.
36
The same effects are observed in Bulgarian, as argued by Arnaudova (2002), who shows that CLLD
constructions show selective island sensitivity in that they violate weak islands, but obey strong ones. Other
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are examples of strong islands created by relative and adjunct clauses; (33) is an example
of a wh-island, which is a weak island.

(32) a.

*Ton
the

b.

*Tin
the

Kosta

sinandisa

Kostas met-1sg

the girl

that him saw-3

efimerida

apokimithike

diavazondas tin.

paper

fell-3sg asleep

reading

pu

na

to

valo.

where

subjt

it

put

(33) To forema den ksero
the dress

tin kopela pu ton ide.

neg know

it

‘As for the dress I do not know where to put it.’

As (32a-b) show, the fronting of the definites out of the relative and adjunct clause,
respectively, results in ungrammaticality. At the same time, the fronting of the definite
out of the wh-island is acceptable, as shown in (33).
We see the same effects in Macedonian. Consider the examples in (34a-b). The
ungrammaticality of (34b) can be explained if we assume that topicalized phrases in
Macedonian can only connect to the trace in object position via a chain of antecedent
government.37

languages go even further: CLLD constructions in Lebanese Arabic seem to violate strong islands (e.g. the
Complex NP Constraint or the Adjunct island); see Aoun & Benmamoun (1998) for details.
37
That the trace in such cases is a variable was proved by the presence of WCO effects in such
constructions; see (25a).
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(34) a.

Sekoj

student, se prašuvam

kako

kje go najdeš.38

every

students refl. wonder-I

how

will him find

‘Every student, I wonder how you will find him.’
b.

*Nekogo,

se prašuvam

kako

kje najdeš.

someone

refl. wonder-I

how

will find

‘Someone, I wonder how you will find.’

Since the dislocation of the universal in (34a) does not result in a weak island violation,
we can conclude that the relation between the clause initial element and pro in object
position is one of a binding chain. (34b), on the other hand, results in a weak island
violation, showing that a topicalized element and the trace in object position are part of
an antecedent government chain. It should be noted that (34b), which has a DP
unspecified for strength, can occur with a clitic in which case the grammaticality is
repaired.
We see the same pattern emerging in (35a-b). A chain created by a clitic-doubled
numeral as in (35a) does not create a weak island violation. On the other hand, the chain
relation established by a fronted numeral not coindexed with a clitic, as in (35b), results
in a weak island violation.

38

That this is true of other strong DPs, like most, is evident from examples like (i) below where we see that
such DPs freely violate weak islands.
(i) Povekjeto knigi,
se prašuvam kako kje gi najdeš.
most
books
refl. wonder-I how will them find
‘Most books, I wonder how you will find them.’
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(35) a.

Dve knigi,

se prašuvam

kako

kje gi

najdeš.

two books

refl. wonder-I

how

will them

find

‘Two books, I wonder how you will find them.’
b.

??/*Dve knigi,

se prašuvam

kako

kje najdeš.

two books

refl. wonder-I

how

will find

‘Two books, I wonder how you will find them.’

On the proposed analysis, direct objects that are [-strong] are predicted to form
government chains only. The prediction is borne out as shown by the ungrammaticality of
(36), where the fronting of the DP results in a weak island violation.

(36) *Mnogu knigi,

se prašuvam

kako

kje najdeš.

many books

refl. wonder-I

how

will find

‘Many books, I wonder how you will find them.’

We mentioned that both binding chains and government chains obey strong islands. That
this is the case is shown in (37a-c)39:

(37) a.

*Petar, go ispiv
Petar

it

kafeto

drank-I coffee-the

pred

da go viknam.

before

to

him call

‘Petar, I drank the coffee before I called him.’

39

The examples in (37a-c) and (38a-c) are fashioned after Baker (1996:104).
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b.

*Site
all

mački, plačev zatoa
cats

što Petar

cried-I because that Petar

gi

istepa.

them

beat

gi

istepa.

them

beat

‘All cats, I cried because Petar beat them.’
c.

*Dve
two

mački, plačev zatoa
cats

što Petar

cried-I because that Petar

‘Two cats, I cried because Petar beat them.’

The ungrammaticality of (37a-c) is due to the fact that the dislocated phrases, whether
strong as in (37a-b) or weak as in (37c), cannot enter into a chain with a pronoun inside
an adjunct modifier clause which is a strong island. The same effects are present in
relative clauses. Here, too, the binding relation between the dislocated phrase and a
pronoun inside the relative clause is disrupted. This explains the ungrammaticality of
both (38a-b) for strong DPs, and (38c) for weak DPs.

(38) a.

*Topkava,
ball-the

go izbrka
it

kučeto što ja

ukrade.

chased dog-the that it(f.sg.) stole

‘The ball, you chased the dog that stole it.’
b.

*Košnicava, go poznavam
basket-this him know-I

čovekot što ja

isplete.

man-the that it(f.sg.) wove

‘The basket, I know the man who wove it.’
c.

*Dve
two

košnici, go poznavam

čovekot što gi

isplete.

baskets him know-I

man-the that them

wove

‘Two baskets, I know the man who wove them.’
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The examples in (34a), (35a), (37)-(38), show is that the relation between a clitic-doubled
phrase at the left periphery and a null pro in object position is sensitive to the presence of
strong islands, but not weak ones. Aside from the fact that such examples show that
binding and government chains pattern differently with respect to syntactic islands (cf.
(34a), (35a) vs. (34b), (35b), (36)), such examples are in fact, as Baker (1996) points out,
evidence that the dislocated phrase and pro (in CLLD constructions) are part of a chain to
begin with.
To summarize, the behavior of clause initial DPs with respect to syntactic islands
shows, as their behavior with respect to WCO did, that topicalization is derived by
movement of a DP from an IP internal position to the left periphery, while CLLD
instantiates a binding relation between a base-generated DP at the left periphery with a
pro inside IP.

4.3 Semantic and Pragmatic Differences between CLLD and TOP
In section 2, I argued that the two constructions in which clause-initial direct objects
participate differ with respect to their syntactic derivation. In this section, I present
evidence from their semantic and pragmatic behavior that further supports the claim that
CLLD and TOP are two distinct constructions in Macedonian.

4.3.1

Scope Properties of CLLD and Topicalization

It is a well-known fact that universals and bare numeral quantifiers in object positions in
English can either have narrow or wide scope interpretation with respect to a subject
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quantifier.40 In (39), I give an example of scope interaction between a universal quantifier
(every book) and a bare numeral (two students). The LFs corresponding to the two
readings of (39a) are given in (39b) and (39c), respectively.

(39) a.

Two students read every book.

b. [IP two studentsi [IP every bookj [IP ti read tj ]]]
There are two students, namely John and Mary, such that they read every book.
c. [IP every bookj [IP two studentsi [IP ti read tj ]]]
For every book, namely a, b, and c, there are two students such that they
read that book. [The set of two students may be different for every book.]

When we look at object quantifiers within IP (i.e. DPs in post- and preverbal positions),
we see that Macedonian patterns like English. In (40)-(41) we see that object DPs can
either have wide or narrow scope with respect to a subject quantifier.

(40) a.

Dvajca studenti ja
two

pročitaa sekoja

students it(f.sg.) read

kniga.

every

book

pročitaa.

[S>O; O>S]

‘Two students read every book.’
b.

Dvajca studenti sekoja

kniga

ja

two

book

it(f.sg.) read

students every

[S>O; O>S]

‘Two students read every book.’

40

It is also well known that not all object quantifiers can have wide scope over a c-commanding quantifier;
see for example, Beghelli (1993, 1995), Szabolcsi (1997), etc..
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(41) a.

Sekoj

student pročita dve knigi.

every

student read

[S>O; O>S]

two books

‘Every student read two books.’
b.

Sekoj

student dve knigi

pročita.

every

student two books

read

[S>O; O>S]

‘Every student read two books.’

When we turn to object quantifiers in clause initial position we find what appears to be an
interesting difference in scope possibilities, as shown in (42a-b). In (42a) the subject
dvajca studenti ‘two students’ cannot take wide scope over the object sekoja kniga ‘every
book’; in (42b) the subject sekoj student ‘every student’ cannot take scope over the object
dve knigi ‘two books’. The generalization that emerges from these data is that leftdislocated object DPs take wide scope with respect to the subject in Macedonian.
There is a puzzling exception to this generalization, though, as shown in (42c). In
(42c), it is the subject quantifier sekoj student ‘every student’, rather than the object
quantifier dve knigi ‘two books’ in clause initial position, that seems to get wide scope
reading.

(42) a.

Sekoja kniga

dvajca studenti *(ja)

pročitaa.

every

two

read

book

students

‘Two students read every book.’

it(f.sg.)

[*S>O; O>S]
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b.

Dve

knigi,

sekoj

student gi

pročita.

two

books

every

student them

read

[*S>O; O>S]

‘Every student read two books.’
c.

Dve

knigi,

sekoj

student pročita.

two

books

every

student read

[S>O; *O>S]

‘Every student read two books.’

Given what we have seen in (42a-b) and (42c) we might be tempted to conclude that
dislocated elements in CLLD only take wide scope in the sentence, while topicalized
elements only take narrow scope in the sentence. If this were so, we would have to say
that topicalized elements in Macedonian obligatorily reconstruct and as such are always
interpreted in their base position. Aside from the problem of finding a principle that
would force this, the implementation of this idea faces an obvious problem. We saw that
direct objects in their base or focus positions (as in (40) and (41), respectively) allow for
both wide and narrow scope readings. It would remain a bit mysterious that reconstructed
topicalized DPs should not display the same possibilities. In addition, obligatory
reconstruction would be problematic for the universals. Recall that nothing in our
analysis rules out movement of the clitic-doubled universal in clause-initial position. If
movement feeds reconstruction, then we would allow for two readings of the CLLDed
universal in (45a). In other words, once the universal moves to its clause-initial position,
it would be able to reconstruct to its argument position, and get a narrow scope reading.
This is not what the data shows, however. In view of these considerations, an alternative
explanation for the difference between CLLD and TOP is worth exploring.
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4.3.2

Available Readings of CLLD and Topicalization

To see more clearly what is going on with the clause-initial DPs, consider the following
scenario. The students in the English literature class were given a list of books to read
over the holidays. At the beginning of the semester, the professor asks them who read
what from the list of books and then tells her colleague of the results of the survey. It
turns out that Ana and Elena have read a and b, Tanja and Petar have read c, d, and e, and
Eli and Lidija have read f and g. The professor’s report in this case may go something
like this:

(43) a.

Dve

knigi,

Ana i

Elena

two

books

Ana and Elena

gi

pročitaa.

them

read

‘Two books, Ana and Elena read them.’
b.

Tri

knigi,

Tanja

i

Petar

three

books

Tanja

and Petar

gi

pročitaa.

them

read

‘Three books, Tanja and Petar read them.’
c.

Dve

knigi,

Eli i

Lidija

two

books

Eli and Lidija

gi

pročitaa.

them

read

‘Two books, Eli and Lidija read them.’

The statements in (43a-c) are all appropriate in the scenario given above. By using the
CLLD constructions in (43a-c), the professor indicates that she knows who read what,
without disclosing the identity of the books that each of the students read (although it
should be noted that the professor could have opted to disclose the identity as well).
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Given that the goal of the report (and the survey) is to know which books were read
(and by whom), then a report that consists of statements with topicalized phrases, as in
(44a-b), would not be appropriate. The use of such constructions seems odd or
infelicitous. They seem to convey information about the number of books that each
student read.41

(44) a.

Dve

knigi,

Ana i

Elena

two

books

Ana and Elena

pročitaa.
read

‘Two books, Ana and Elena read.’
b.

Tri

knigi,

Tanja

i

Petar

three

books

Tanja

and Petar

pročitaa.
read

‘Three books, Tanja and Petar read.’
c.

Dve

knigi,

Eli i

Lidija

two

books

Eli and Lidija

pročitaa.
read

‘Two books, Eli and Lidija read.’

The examples in (43)-(44) are informative in at least two respects. First, they clearly
show that CLLD and Topicalization correspond to different readings of the dislocated
numerals (to be made explicit very shortly). Second, they show that CLLD and
Topicalization result in different pairings: CLLD seems to favor the pairing of books with
the students who read them, while Topicalization seems to bring about a pairing between
the students and the number of books that each of them read.

41

In effect, the inappropriateness of (44a-c) under these conditions can potentially be explained as flouting
of Grice’s maxim of relevance.
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The distinction is evident in the following situation as well. Consider a scenario
where the top three students in the class, Ana, Petar, and Elena, were asked to solve a
number of math problems. At the end of class, Ana had solved three problem sets
(problem set no. 1, 2, and 3), while Petar and Elena had solved two (problem set no. 2
and 3). In this context, (45a) comes out true, while (45b) is false.

(45) a.

Dve

zadači,

site studenti gi

rešija.

two

problems

all students them

solved

‘Two problems, all students solved.’
b.

Dve

zadači,

site studenti rešija.

two

problems

all students solved

‘Two problems, all students solved.’

As (45a) shows, CLLD picks out the two problem sets such that every student solved. In
this case, the numeral refers to problem sets no. 2 and 3. The numeral in (45b), on the
other hand, seems to pick out, incorrectly, the number of problem sets such that every
student solved.
Different judgments for (45a-b) are also obtained if we modify the above scenario as
follows: Imagine that each of the three students solved two different problems, i.e. Ana
had solved problem set no. 1 and 2, Petar had solved problem set no. 2 and 3, and Elena
had solved problem set 1 and 3. In this case (45b), the construction with a topicalized DP,
would come out as true, because each of the students has indeed solved two problem sets.
At the same time, (45a), which has a CLLDed DP, would come out as false, because none
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of the students have solved the same two problem sets.42 This confirms that the CLLDed
and topicalized elements have different interpretation.
With this in mind, let us now return to our original examples in (43) and (44). The
explanation that presents itself for the readings in (43)-(44) is based on the well-known
distinction between the referential and cardinal readings of weak DPs (see Milsark
(1977), Heycock (1995), among many others). To illustrate the basic distinction between
the two readings consider (46).

(46) Pero
Pero

vraboti dvajca studenti.
hired

two

studenti

‘Pero hired two students.’

As a first step in separating the two readings of the numeral in (46), it helps to note that
the sentence is a possible answer to either a question like How many students did Pero
hire? in (47a) or a question like Who did Pero hire? in (47b).

(47) a.

Kolku

studenti vraboti Pero?

how many

students hired

Pero

‘How many students did Pero hire?’

42

Note that (i) and (ii), which contain direct objects in post- and preverbal position, respectively, come out
true in both scenarios described here. The second scenario shows that a numeral in base or focus position
can get a wide scope over the subject.
(i) Site studenti rešija
dve zadači.
all students solved
two problems
‘All students solved two problems.’
(ii) Site studenti dve zadači
rešija.
all students two problems solved
‘It was two problems that all students solved.’
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b.

Kogo

vraboti Pero?

who (Acc)

hired

Pero

‘Who did Pero hire?’

Under the referential reading, the answer in (46) signifies knowledge of a number with a
commitment to identity (on the part of the speaker). Under the nonreferential (i.e.
cardinal) reading, the same answer (46) signifies knowledge of a number without a
commitment to identity.
While in the case of (46) both a referential or a cardinal interpretation is possible,
there are other cases where one type of interpretation is favored. For example, “Seven
people can fit into this car” is most likely an answer to “How many people can fit into
this car?”, as it specifies an amount, and “I read War and Peace” is most likely an answer
to a question like “What did you read?”, as it gives a specification of individuals.
We find similar preferences in the use of the two constructions, CLLD and
Topicalization. Specifically, CLLD seems to force a referential reading of the initial
element, while Topicalization seems to correlate with a cardinal reading. That CLLD is
only possible with a referential reading is confirmed in contexts that force a cardinal
reading. The prediction here is that Topicalization can be used in such contexts (because
it allows for a cardinal reading), but CLLD cannot, (because it forces a referential
reading). The prediction holds, as shown in (48a-b) below.
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(48) a.

Šest

časi,

možes

six

glasses can

da staviš

vo kutijava.

to

in

put

box-this

‘Six glasses, you can put/fit in this box.’
b.

* Šest
six

časi,

možes

glasses can

da gi

staviš

vo kutijava.

to

put

in

them

box-this

‘Six glasses, you can put/fit in this box.’

Having established that the numerals in Macedonian have these two readings, we should
immediately add that a cardinal reading of the numeral in (46) does not completely rule
out a referential reading. We have just noted that certain preferences exist in terms of the
correlation between questions and answers. It is important to note, however, that it is also
possible to answer a question like “How many books did you read?” with “I read two,
War and Peace and Crime and Punishment.”, whereby a specification of the amount does
not rule out a subsequent specification of identity. Similarly, the statement in (46) can be
modified in this manner. Thus, we can conclude that topicalized sentences in Macedonian
are compatible with two kinds of follow-up statements – one that states explicitly that the
speaker does not know the identity of the students (e.g. Pero hired two students, but I
don’t know who (they are).) as well as one in which the individuals are specified (e.g.
Pero hired two students. They are Petar and Ana.)
We have seen from the discussion here that there is a correlation between CLLDed
and topicalized elements and referential vs. nonreferential reading, respectively. Based on
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this insight, I would now like to propose an alternative solution to the scope problem
posed by topicalized elements discussed in section 4.3.1.43
Following suggestions by Veneeta Dayal and Barbara Partee (p.c.), I suggest that
expressions at the left periphery are interpreted in that position.44 Assuming that QR of
expressions inside IP is an adjunction to IP, it is predicted that clause-initial direct objects
will always have wide scope with respect to the subject. This is straightforward in the
case of CLLDed expressions (cf. (42a-b), (43a-c) and (48b)). Given that we have
identified topicalized numerals as having a cardinal interpretation, we can also explain
the data in (42c) and (44a-c). The apparent low scope interpretation of the numeral is, in
fact, due to a wide scope cardinal interpretation for it.45, 46
To summarize, we have seen that the scope facts observed in CLLD and
Topicalization can be explained by enforcing scope for these elements above the domain
of QR and by maintaining a distinction between referential and cardinal readings of
numerals.

43

I am grateful to Veneeta Dayal (p.c.) for suggesting this particular approach.
The claim that CLLDed and topicalized elements are interpreted at the left periphery will have
repercussions for any analysis of binding facts in such constructions. I have not discussed the latter but I
will have to assume that these can be explained with reference to the full chain that these elements form,
which would enable binding theory to look at the base position of the elements. I am indebted to Mark
Baker and Veneeta Dayal for bring my attention to the importance of this issue.
45
As pointed out to me by Veneeta Dayal, we have to assume that the topicalized numeral does not have a
referential reading, possibly due to the presence of CLLD, which is strictly referential.
46
Roger Schwarzschild (p.c.) points out that the numerals on their referential (i.e. specific) reading are
uninformative about their scope, because their interpretation as a singleton expression in essence
neutralizes their scope with respect to other scope taking elements. Topicalized weak DPs and CLLDed
strong DPs, on the other hand, are more informative in that they clearly show that they take the wide scope
in the sentence. This means that left-dislocated quantifiers at LF are interpreted higher than other
quantificational elements in the sentence (in our examples, the subject). This seems to be the simplest
generalization that is compatible with the data.
44
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4.3.3

Discourse Contexts for CLLD and Topicalization

In this section, I would like to address briefly the issue of the discourse status of the two
dislocated structures, CLLD and Topicalization. The discussion that follows is by no
means exhaustive and my intention in introducing this question is to highlight its
importance and thus pave the way for future studies.
It is commonly assumed that clause-initial elements in both CLLD and
Topicalization mark topics (see Ward & Birner (2004), Reinhart (1981), Rizzi (1997),
Anagnostopoulou (1997), and references cited therein). This is confirmed in Macedonian
by the fact that they are excluded as answers specifying the content of a wh-question.

(49) a.
b.

What did Ana read?
*Dve

knigi,

Ana

pročita.

two

books

Ana

read

‘Two books, Ana read.’
c.

*Dve

knigi,

Ana

gi

pročita.

two

books

Ana

them

read

‘Two books, Ana read them.’

Both constructions are also ruled out in out-of-the-blue contexts, such as (50), giving
further proof that the clause-initial DPs in CLLD and Topicalization are interpreted as
topics.
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(50) a.
b.

What happened at the races today?
*Dve
two

nagradi, konjot

na g. Vilson

prizes

of Mr. Wilson won

horse-the

osvoi.

‘Two prizes, Mr. Wilson’s horse won.’
c.

*Dve
two

nagradi, konjot

na g. Vilson

prizes

of Mr. Wilson them

horse-the

gi

osvoi.
won

‘Two prizes, Mr. Wilson’s horse won them.’

Reinhart (1981:63) in her discussion of Left Dislocation (or HTLD) points out that such
“sentences can be used appropriately in a given context only if the fronted NP can be
understood as the topic, i.e. the sentence is used to assert something about its referent.”
Since both CLLD and Topicalization fall into the class of constructions that generally
mark topics, Reinhart’s remarks can be extended to include these two constructions as
well. Numerous other studies have also noted this particular use of the two constructions
(see, for example, Ward & Birner (2004) for claims that Topicalization (in their terms
preposing) marks topichood, or Rizzi (1997) and Anagnostopoulou (1997) for claims that
CLLD is used for the same purpose).
The claim that clause-initial elements in CLLD and Topicalization function as topics
holds for Macedonian. Consider the question in (51a) and the answers in (51b-c).

(51) a.

Koj

gi

pročita knigite?

who

them

read

‘Who read the books?’

books-the
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b.

Dve

knigi,

Ana

pročita; tri

knigi,

Petar

pročita.

two

books

Ana

read

books

Petar

read

three

‘Two books, Ana read; three books, Petar read.’
c.

Dve

knigi,

Ana

gi

pročita;

two

books

Ana

them

read

tri

knigi,

Petar

gi

pročita.

three

books

Petar

them

read

‘Two books, Ana read them; three books, Petar read them.’

Although the question favors an individual answer where the answer specifies one or
more individuals who read those books (e.g. Petar read them or Petar and Ana read
them), it is also possible to answer the question with a topicalized or a CLLDed
construction as in (51b-c), respectively. In a similar manner, (52a) can be answered as in
(52b) or (52c).

(52) a.

Što

napravi so igračkite?

what

did

withtoys-the

‘What did you do with the toys?’
b.

Dve

igrački, ì

two

toys

Dve

igrački, ì

two

toys

dadov

her gave
dadov

her gave

na Ana.
to

Ana

na Tea.
to

Tea

‘Two toys, I gave to Ana. Two toys, I gave to Tea.’
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c.

Dve

igracki, ì

gi

dadov

na Ana (, topkata

i

two

toys

her them

gave

to

and doll-the)

Dve

igracki, ì

gi

dadov

na Tea (, mečeto

i

two

toys

her them

gave

to

and giraffe-the)

Ana (, ball-the

Tea (, bear-the

kuklata).

žirafata).

‘Two toys, I gave them to Ana (, the ball and the doll). Two toys, I gave them to
Tea (, the teddy bear and the giraffe).’

The use of a CLLD construction in (51)-(52) is also acceptable since the dislocated
element is drawing from the set of toys, which has been already introduced in the
discourse. The statements in (51) and (52) are interesting in that they show that the
dislocated elements in both CLLD and Topicalization have to be given in the previous
context and not only that but that they can introduce a further partitioning of the set
introduced by the NPs in the question.47 Such use of the topic comes close to what Büring
(1995) identifies as partial topics, as they in some sense “narrow down” the topic set up
in the discourse.48
Given that both CLLD and Topicalization are similar to the extent that they
unambiguously mark their clause-initial elements as topics, we can conclude that the only

47

I am grateful to Veneeta Dayal for drawing my attention to this particular property of CLLD and
Topicalization.
48
‘Partial topics’ are one of several types of topics that Büring (1999) identifies, in addition to ‘contrastive
topics, as in (i), and ‘purely implicational topics, as in (ii). Büring goes on to argue that the different types
of topics are different uses of what he calls S-Topics (sentence internal topics). From Büring (1999); the
marking of topic and focus are Büring’s own.
(i) A: Do you think that Fritz would buy this suit?
B: Well, [I]T certainly [WOULDN’T]F.
Contrastive topics, Büring notes are used to “move the conversation away from an entity given in the
previous discourse” (p.4). As he explains, by uttering B in (i), the speaker does not really answer A’
question but offers an alternative, though related statement. The ‘purely implicational topics’ as in (ii)
indicate the speaker’s intention to discuss alternatives.
(ii) A: Did your wife kiss other men?
B: [My]T wife [didn’t]F kiss other men.
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definitive difference that seems to emerge between the two is in terms of referentiality:
CLLD seems to force a referential reading of the initial DP, to the exclusion of a cardinal
reading (see (48b)), while Topicalization seems to correlate with a cardinal reading.49

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I offered evidence that the two constructions CLLD and Topicalization in
Macedonian differ derivationally and in terms of their interpretation. Based on evidence
from WCO and island effects, CLLDed DPs were shown to be base-generated in their
clause-initial position, while topicalized DPs were derived by movement from a position
within IP. The two constructions were also shown to give rise to different readings of the
dislocated DPs, with CLLD giving rise to a referential reading of the disclosed element.
Finally, the fact that CLLDed objects take wide scope in the sentence was explained to
arise from their being interpreted in the position in which they are generated. The
observation that topicalized elements seemingly take narrow scope in the sentence in
which they occur was shown to be a result of their wide scope cardinal interpretation,
thus making it consistent with the view that dislocated elements are interpreted in the left
periphery. The chapter also discussed the issue of the placement of CLLDed and
topicalized DPs in the left peripheral domain of the clause. It was shown that both types
of elements can be analyzed as occupying separate topic positions within the CP domain.

49

Barbara Partee (p.c.) points out that the correlation of topicalization with cardinality would mean that
proper names or expressions with a demonstrative determiner (i.e. expressions that presumably do not have
a cardinal reading) cannot be topicalized. The prediction is borne out in Macedonian, as (i)-(ii) show:
(i) Ana, Petar
*(ja)
pokani
na večera.
Ana Petar
her
invited
to dinner
‘Ana, Petar invited her to dinner.’
(ii) *Tie
časi,
možes
da staviš
vo kutijava.
Those glasses can
to put
in box-this
‘Those glasses, you can put/fit in this box.’
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CHAPTER 5
Clitic Co-Occurrence Restrictions in Wh-Questions

5.0 Introduction
One of the main insights from the previous chapters is that the distribution of the clitic
pronouns in Macedonian correlates with the feature specification for strength in the DPs
with which they co-occur. In this chapter, I would like to extend the discussion to whphrases and explore the consequences of the proposed analysis for these elements.
Shifting the discussion to the domain of wh-questions is the next logical step in the
exploration of the properties of clause-initial elements that I pursue in this study, as whphrases are the type of elements that in Macedonian require fronting for independent
reasons. As such, they provide a useful testing ground for the analysis of left-dislocated
elements we have been pursing this far.
In this chapter I explore the clitic co-occurrence patterns and look at the factors
determining their presence or absence with different types of wh-phrases. In particular, I
investigate the extent to which the observed restrictions on the distribution of clitics as
identified for the direct object DPs in Macedonian apply to such elements. I will show
that the presence of clitics with wh-phrases is determined by their feature specification,
rather than the interpretation they receive. The relevant feature in these cases would be
D-linking, in the sense of Pesetsky (1987) and Comorovski (1996).
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 gives a brief overview of whquestions in Macedonian, with an accent on its fronting requirements. Section 2 outlines
the distribution of clitics with wh-phrases. Section 3 discusses the notion of D-linking
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needed to explain the phenomenon. It introduces the role of partitivity as a crucial
component in this. The section also gives a characterization of the different types of whphrases in Macedonian in terms of these two properties and it establishes a three-way
distinction with regards to strength. Section 4 makes the argument that the co-occurrence
of clitics with wh-phrases correlates with the D-linking/partitivity of these elements.
Section 5 offers arguments for base-generation and movement analyses of wh-questions
in Macedonian. Section 6 offers a tentative discussion of koj ‘who’ in Macedonian and its
relation to što ‘what’. Section 7 contains the conclusion.

5.1 Basic Facts about Wh-Questions in Macedonian
I begin the discussion with a brief outline of the fronting requirements in Macedonian.
Macedonian is a multiple fronting language, i.e. wh-phrases cannot stay in-situ (see
Rudin 1988). The requirement holds for both mono-morphemic and complex wh-phrases.
Illustrative examples for each type of wh-phrase are given in (1a-b) and (2a-b),
respectively.

(1) a.

Koj

što

kupi?

who

what

bought

‘Who bought what?’
b.

*Koj
who

kupi

što?

bought what
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(2) a.

Koj

student koja

kniga

ja

kupi?

which

student which

book

it(f.sg) bought

‘Which student bought which book?’
b.

*Koj

student ja

kupi

koja

which student it(f.sg) bought which

kniga?
book

In (1b), the object wh-phrase što ‘what’ is left in-situ; in (2b), the object wh-phrase koja
kniga ‘which book’ is left in-situ. In both cases, the resulting structures are
ungrammatical.1
Taking the main motivation for the obligatory fronting to be the Wh Criterion which
requires that the wh-operator be in a Spec-Head relation with the head that carries the
wh-feature (Rizzi 1991), we see that both mono-morphemic and complex wh-phrases in
Macedonian are subject to it in the overt syntax. I will assume that C0 carries the wh
feature that triggers movement, as a result of which fronted wh-phrases are placed in
SpecCP. I will refine this approach further in chapter 6, when two distinct positions for
fronted wh-expressions will be motivated.
Since both types of wh-phrases must conform to the fronting requirements of the
language, it is interesting to note that the two types of wh-phrases display differences
when it comes to their interaction with clitic pronouns. Given what we have seen so far
and anticipating the discussion that follows, the following emerge as likely structures for
Macedonian wh-questions:

1

This requirement seems to hold for echo questions as well. Thus, (1b) is ungrammatical even as an echo
question. The same holds for (2b), though here an echo question interpretation is marginally acceptable.
For the purposes of the present analysis, echo questions will be put aside. All of the examples discussed in
this chapter are to be treated as regular multiple wh-questions.
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(3) a.

b.

[CP whi [IP … proi

i.

Cli V

ti…]]

[CP whi [IP … ti Cli V

ti…]]

ii. [CP whi [IP … V ti…]]

(3a) represents a wh-question with a base-generated wh-phrase, while (3b-i) and (3b-ii)
represent wh-questions derived by movement of the wh-phrase to the left periphery.
The remainder of the chapter gives evidence for the existence of these structures in
Macedonian. Given that the representations in (3a-b) differ minimally in the presence vs.
absence of a clitic co-indexed with the wh-phrase, I begin the discussion with an outline
of the basic generalizations pertaining to the co-occurrence restrictions that hold between
these two types of elements.2

5.2 The Distribution of Clitics in Wh-Questions
Chapters 2 and 3 looked at this issue in the context of direct object DPs within IP and
within the left periphery, respectively. It is now time to see how their distribution is
regulated in the context of wh-questions.
In describing the clitic co-occurrence patterns in Macedonian wh-questions, it is
useful to distinguish three broad classes of wh-expressions: koj N ‘which N’, kakov N

2

To maintain continuity with the data considered so far, I concentrate on direct object wh-phrases. We can
note that koj ‘who’ is never clitic-doubled, as is expected, given the fact that it is a subject wh-phrase, and
subjects are never clitic-doubled in Macedonian. Indirect object wh-phrases (e.g. komu ‘to whom’) are
obligatorily doubled. As noted previously, I leave the investigation on the restrictions on clitic cooccurrence with indirect objects, DPs and wh-phrases, for further research.
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‘what N’, and koj/što ‘who/what’. The first two are complex wh-expressions; the latter
are mono-morphemic.
Koj N ‘which N’ and kakov N ‘what N’ distinguish between singular and plural
forms; when they are in the singular, they are inflected for gender.3 As Mišeska Tomić
(2008) points out, što ‘what’ does not inflect for gender, number, or case; koj ‘who’ is
[+human] and can inflect for case. When it does, it has the following forms: koj
‘who.NOM’, kogo ‘who.ACC’ and komu ‘who.DAT’.
The distribution of clitic pronouns with these wh-phrases is as follows.
Koj N ‘which N’ phrases obligatorily co-occur with a clitic pronoun, as illustrated in
(4).4 Kakov N ‘what N’ phrases, on the other hand, can never co-occur with a clitic, as
shown in (5).

(4) Koja
which

kniga
book

*(ja)
it(f.sg.)

kupi

Petar?

bought Petar

‘Which book did Petar buy?’

(5) Kakva kniga
what

book

(*ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročita Petar?
read

Petar

‘What book did Petar read?’

3

The full paradigm of koj ‘which’ is: koj (m.sg.), koja (f.sg.), koe (n.sg.), koi (pl.). Kakov ‘what kind’ has
the following set of forms: kakov (m.sg.), kakva (f.sg.), kakvo (n.sg.), kakvi (pl.)
4
The distribution of clitics with wh-expressions varies from languages to language. Bulgarian, for example,
allows for the doubling of which Ns; see Krapova & Cinque (2003) and Krapova (2002) for details. They
argue that the presence of a clitic is not really optional but that it correlates to the position the wh-phrase
occupies in the clause (in this case a topic position above CP)). Clitic doubling of which Ns in Romanian, is
obligatory; see Dobrovie-Sorin (1994), Comorovski (1996) for details.
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Mono-morphemic phrases koj/što ‘who/what’ present a mixed case. Koj ‘who’ is
optionally possible with a clitic, as shown in (6a); što ‘what’ is not, as shown in (6b).

(6) a.

Kogo

(go)

vide?

whom

him

saw

‘Who did you see?’
b.

Što
what

(*go)

kupi

Petar?

it(m/n.sg.) bought Petar

‘What did Petar buy?’

The behavior of the wh-phrases is interesting when compared to the behavior of the DPs
discussed in the previous three chapters. Recall that the patterning of the DPs inside IP
supported a two-way distinction between DPs that required clitics and those that did not
allow them. Their patterning outside of IP, however, gave rise to a three-way distinction
between DPs that require clitics, DPs that disallowed them and DPs for which clitics
were optional. Here we see that the wh-phrases behave like the DPs outside IP in that
they fall into three groups: wh-phrases that consistently allow clitics (koj N ‘which N’
phrases), those that consistently disallow clitics (što ‘what’ and kakov N ‘what N’) and
those wh-phrases that optionally allow for their presence (koj ‘who’). This poses an
interesting set of questions about the application of the Clitic Criterion to wh-phrases and
about the different types of wh-phrases in the language. In particular, the difference
between što ‘what’and koj ‘who’ is puzzling since they are both mono-morphemic
argument phrases. The main question that I will attempt to answer in this chapter is how
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closely the characterization of wh-phrases parallels that of the DPs and how this in turn
determines their behavior with clitics.

5.3 D-Linking and Partitivity
The main question that arises is what governs the clitic co-occurrence patterns in (4)-(6)
above. I will argue that the distribution of the clitics is governed by the feature
specification of the wh-phrases, with the features being representative of their intrinsic
semantic properties. As would be obvious, the wh-phrases that must occur with clitics are
those that have been classified as D-linked by Pesetsky (1987). Since this is going to be
the defining property for the Macedonian wh-phrases with respect to which I will explain
the clitic co-occurrence restrictions, it is important at this point to make a brief
clarification about what counts as a D-linked and what counts as a non-D-linked whphrase.
The distinction between D-linked (DL) and non-D-linked (NDL) wh-phrases comes
from Pesetsky (1987). The difference can perhaps be best explained in reference to the
answers that questions with such wh-phrases allow. Pesetsky notes that an answer to a
question which contains a DL wh-phrase (which N) will have to pick out an object from a
contextually defined set or a set that has already been mentioned in the discourse. Thus, a
felicitous answer to the question Which book did you read?, he explains, would have to
pick an object from the set of books that the speaker and hearer have in mind. Questions
with NDL wh-phrases (who/what) pose no such requirements. This means that a question
like What did you read? does not limit the range of felicitous answers to a particular set
that the participants in the conversation have in mind.
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Pesetsky uses the notion of D-linking to account for the different behavior of the two
types of wh-phrases in examples like (7a-d) and (8a-d) below.

(7) a.

Who ti read what?

b.

*What did who read tj?

c.

Which student ti read which book?

d.

Which book did which student read tj?

(8) a.

Who did you persuade ti to read what?

b.

*What did you persuade who to read tj?

c.

Which student did you persuade ti to read which book?

d.

Which book did you persuade which student to read tj?

As (7a-b) and (8a-b) show, the fronting of mono-morphemic wh-phrases is subject to
strict ordering restrictions. Here the fronting of the subject wh-phrase is preferred over
the fronting of the object wh-phrase, giving rise to the well-known Superiority effects.5
In (7c-d) and (8c-d) we see that complex wh-phrases are not subject to such ordering
restrictions, so the fronting of either the subject or the object is equally acceptable.
Pesetsky argues that the lack of Superiority effects with which Ns in (7c-d) and (8cd) is due to their D-linking rather than their syntactic heaviness.6 His supporting evidence

5

Pesetsky (1987) explains the Superiority effects in questions in terms of the Nested Dependency
Condition. He notes that wh-phrases which are discourse-linked are exempt from it and do not have to
move at LF in order to get interpreted. For details see Pesetsky (1987). See also Dayal (2006).
6
Specifically, this means that the difference in Superiority effects between the wh-phrases does not derive
from the fact that which is a specifier but who/what are heads.
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comes from examples like (9). In (9) Superiority effects persist despite the fact that how
many can also be considered syntactically heavy.

(9) a.
b.

I need to know how many peoplei ti voted for whom.
*I need to know who(m)j how many people voted for tj.

Having established that D-linking is a lexical property of which Ns, Pesetsky notes that
who and what can also potentially be D-linked. When this happens, he notes, Superiority
effects are suspended, as shown in (10) below (from Bolinger 1978):

(10) I know what just about everybody was asked to do, but what did who (actually) do?

Thus, a crucial difference emerges between which Ns and who/what not only in the fact
that they are D-linked and non-D-linked, respectively, but also in the fact that D-linking
is an inherent property of the former, but not of the latter.7 This difference is also adopted
by Comorovski (1996) in her analysis of Romanian multiple wh-questions.
Comorovski follows Pesetsky in distinguishing between the two types of wh-phrases,
but offers a slightly different definition of D-linking. Comorovski argues that D-linked
wh-phrases require a partitioning of the set that which takes as an argument. This, she
explains, can be achieved in one of two ways: when the membership of the set denoted
by the NP in the which phrase is known to both the hearer and the speaker or when the

7

The degree to which non-D-linked wh-phrases allow for optional D-linking varies. For example, who is
said to be more flexible than what (Comorovski 1996). Wh-phrases like why and how are said to be even
more resistant to D-linking, although they allow it (see Dayal 2006).
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interlocutors share the same criterion according to which a partitioning of the set can take
place. Thus, Comorovski emphasizes partitivity as intrinsically connected to D-linking.
Turning to Macedonian, it would be interesting to see how the D-linked
characterization of the wh-phrases influences their patterning with respect to clitics. For
example, given the D-linking of koj N ‘which N’, it is predicted that once koj/što
‘who/what’ are D-linked, they should pattern like koj N ‘which N’ and allow for the
possibility of a clitic. We will see, however, that the change of the DL status of who/what
in Macedonian does not seem to have the expected effects. In particular, we will see that
it does not alter their behavior with respect to clitics. Before we look at the DL
characterization of the wh-phrases in Macedonian, however, let us take a look at the
second property that has been singled out as relevant for wh-phrases, and in particular
which N and what N phrases.
Pesetsky in his discussion concentrates on which Ns, who/what, as well as how many
and where.8 He does not, however, discuss what N phrases. A possible characterization of
such phrases can be drawn in relation to which Ns.
One distinguishing property between which Ns and what Ns is partitivity. Heim
(1987:33) argues that which Ns are inherently partitive and have an interpretation
equivalent to which of them (of the Ns). What Ns, on the other hand, are not partitive and
can never get the interpretation *what of them (of the Ns).9 Comorovski (1996:11)

8

This in essence raises the question of the argument/adjunct distinction, which I will not address here. It
should be noted, though, that adjunct wh-phrases like where and when in Macedonian can never co-occur
with clitic pronouns.
9
A possible explanation for the inability of what Ns to receive such interpretation can be found in Heim
(1987). Heim suggests that the inability of what N to get such a partitive interpretation may be due to the
fact that what introduces a kind variable (in the sense of Carlson 1977). Since partitives in general are
incompatible with kind-denoting heads, Heim explains, (for e.g., *Big ones of my turtles/This kind of my
turtles withstand(s) freezing temperatures (Heim 1987:33)), what Ns would not be able to get an
interpretation of a partitive.
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explains that the partitivity of which Ns comes from the fact that the argument selected by
which refers to a set that has already been referred to in the previous discourse or is a set
that is contextually salient. Note that partitivity as such is also a distinguishing factor
between which Ns and mono-morphemic who/what, which in this respect pattern like
what N phrases.
The distinction between which N and what N phrases shows up in Macedonian. If the
ability to form an overt partitive is an indication of the partitivity of the wh-element, then
Heim’s and Comorovski’s arguments hold for Macedonian which Ns and what Ns as
shown below.
Which Ns can be used in overt partitive constructions; cf. (11a) and (11b). Note that,
in both cases (11a) and (11b), the clitic ja ‘it(f.sg.)’ remains obligatory.

(11) a.

Koja

kniga

which

book

*(ja)

pročita Petar?

it(f.sg.)

read

Petar

‘Which book did Petar read?’
b.

Koja

od knigite

which

of books-the

*(ja)
it(f.sg.)

pročita Petar?
read

Petar

‘Which of the books did Petar read?’

What Ns, on the other hand, cannot be used in partitive constructions, hence the
ungrammaticality of (12b). The issue of the clitic does not arise here.
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(12) a.

Kakva kniga
what

(*ja)

book

pročita Petar?

it(f.sg.)

read

Petar

‘What book did Petar read?’
b.

*Kakva od knigite
what

pročita Petar?

of books-the

read

Petar

‘What of the books did Petar read?’ lit. translation

To complete the paradigm, consider the behavior of što ‘what’ and koj ‘who’.10 Here we
see an interesting pattern developing. As (13) shows, koj ‘who’ (when in the accusative)
can be used in a partitive construction; the clitic remains optional in such cases (cf. (13)
vs. (6a)). The same cannot be said of što ‘what’, since it cannot be used in a partitive
construction, as shown in (14). As was the case with what Ns, the issue of the clitic in
such cases does not arise.

(13) Kogo
who

od prisutnite

(go)

of attendees-the him

intervjuiraše Ana?
interviewed Ana

‘Which of the attendees did Ana interview?’

(14) *Što
what

od knigite

pročita Petar?

of books-the

read

Petar

‘What book did Petar read?’

10

I am grateful to Veneeta Dayal for pointing out that partitivity extends to these cases as well.
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Given the data in (11)-(14), a pattern emerges: koj N ‘which N’ phrases can be used in a
partitive and they obligatorily require the presence of a clitic. Kakov N ‘what N’ and što
‘what’ cannot be used in partitives and they do not allow for clitics. Koj ‘who’ can be
used in a partitive and it can co-occur with a clitic. In sum, the data shows that when it
comes to partitivity, which Ns and what/what Ns stand at opposite sides of the spectrum,
with who being somewhere in the middle, seemingly patterning with which Ns.
The patterning of the partitives headed with wh-expressions is interesting for two
reasons. On the one hand, we see that their behavior is somewhat parallel to that of the
DPs in chapter 3. Recall that the cursory investigation of these constructions with DPs
showed that the presence of the clitic with the partitive is determined by the properties of
the head of the partitive rather than its interpretation (recall that partitive DPs come out as
strong on both Barwise & Coopers (1981) and Milsark (1977) tests). Thus, a clitic was
possible with unspecified weak DPs as in Dve od knigite (gi) procitav ‘Two of the books
I read (them)’ but not with [-strong] DPs as in Mnogu od knigite (*gi) procitav ‘Many of
the books I read.’ The same seems to hold for the wh-phrases, where the clitic correlates
with the type of determiner that is being used. In this case, partitives headed with which
obligatorily require a clitic, while those headed by who optionally allow it. Having said
this, we also see that there is a difference between the two types of partitives. In the case
of DPs, it was clear that both strong and weak determiners could form partitive phrases.
In the case of wh-phrases, only D-linked ones can be used in such constructions. There is
one notable exception to this, of course: partitives can be headed by koj ‘who’, as shown
in (13).
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I cannot explain why this should be the case. One possibility that presents itself
would be to treat koj as D-linked but syntactically bare (in the sense that the head noun is
missing, but can be understood from the previous context) (as suggested by Krapova
(2002) for Bulgarian). This would imply that bare koj in Macedonian can either be Dlinked or non-D-linked. Thus, when the inherently DL koj enters the derivation, it would
trigger the clitic, as in (6a). The DL koj can also head a partitive. When an inherently
NDL koj enters the derivation, the clitic cannot occur, which would account for the cliticless version of the question in (6a). Although this might explain the presence vs. absence
of clitics with koj in (6a), it still does not completely explain its behavior in the partitive
in (13). If the partitive itself is dependent on the inherent DL properties of koj, once the
partitive is formed, the clitic should become obligatory, as is the case with which N in
(11b). This is not what happens in (13). The question, therefore, still remains open as to
why koj ‘who’ behaves in this manner
For purposes of explaining the clitic co-occurrence patterns I will propose a threeway distinction in the feature specification for wh-phrases. If we classify what N and
what as non-D-linked but who as neither D-linked nor non-D-linked, i.e. as unspecified
for this feature, and we take non-D-linked wh-expressions to be unable to head partitives,
the data discussed in this section follows. While I do not have an explanation for why wh
partitives cannot be headed by non-D-linked expressions, I will show that making this
three-way distinction explains the clitic co-occurrence patterns in Macedonian questions
in a straightforward manner.
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5.4 Wh-Phrases and the Clitic Criterion
We saw in the preceding section that wh-phrases in Macedonian split into three groups
depending on whether they are D-linked (which N), non-D-linked (what/what N) and
unspecified (who). We also know from previous discussion that wh-phrases belonging to
the latter two groups can be D-linked contextually. Given this, the obvious question is
whether the change of the DL status would change the distribution of the clitic. We will
see shortly that this is not the case. I take that to be crucial evidence that the interpretation
of the wh-phrases in Macedonian does not determine the presence vs. absence of the
clitics.
We noted the fact that wh-phrases like who and what can optionally get a D-linked
interpretation. To bring out this reading of the wh-phrases in Macedonian, imagine the
following scenario: Eva, Petar and Ana went shopping for Lidija’s birthday. The items
they bought were a book, a perfume, and a scarf. In this scenario we can ask the question
What did Ana buy? as in (15) below.

(15) Što
what

kupi

Ana?

bought Ana

‘What did Ana buy?’

Što ‘what’ in (15) is D-linked: it asks to pick out an object from a contextually salient set
(or a set of objects that has already been introduced in the discourse). Having established
the D-linked status of što ‘what’ in (15), we can construct the same example as in (6) to
see if the wh-phrase, under this interpretation, allows for a clitic.
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(16) Što (*go)
what it

kupi

Ana?

bought Ana

‘What did Ana buy?’

The ungrammaticality of (16) shows that the wh-phrase cannot co-occur with a clitic,
despite the fact that the wh-phrase što ‘what’ receives a D-linked interpretation.
Kakva kniga in (5) can also be D-linked. Imagine a situation where Eva, Petar and
Ana bought books on trees, shrubs and flowers. Now we want to know what type of book
Petar bought. In the given context, it is possible to ask (17). Here, it is very clear that
what book refers to an object in the contextually salient set of books. (17) is asking for
the type of book that Petar bought.

(17) Kakva kniga
what

book

(*ja)
it(f.sg.)

kupi

Petar?

bought Petar

‘What book did Petar buy?’

As (17) shows, however, doubling of the now D-linked what book is still not allowed.
Thus, we see from both (16) and (17) that changing the DL status of an otherwise NDL
wh-phrase in Macedonian does not result in the presence of a clitic pronoun.
The behavior of the wh-phrases in this respect is reminiscent of the behavior of the
IP internal weak DPs in chapter 3. Recall that in that case a specific interpretation did not
result in the presence of a clitic either. If we assume that the defining semantic property
of wh-phrases relevant for feature specification is D-linking, we can extend the proposal
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made earlier that the presence of the clitic is tied to the intrinsic properties of the doubled
element and that it is these properties that determine the clitic co-occurrence. In order to
map out the feature specification of the wh-phrases, it would be useful to remind
ourselves of the characterization of the DPs we have argued so far.
Recall that DPs fall into three categories: strong DP (e.g. every), [-strong] DPs (e.g.
many) and unspecified DPs (e.g. the numerals and other indefinites). We have seen that
wh-phrases differ with respect to their (in)ability to get a D-linked interpretation, with koj
N ‘which N’ being inherently D-linked, kakov N ‘what N’ and što ‘what’ being inherently
non-D-linked, and koj ‘who’ being unspecified. We also know that the latter can be
optionally D-linked if an appropriate context is provided. On the assumption that Dlinking, as an intrinsic semantic property, is the wh-correlate of the [+strong] feature we
identified for the DPs, we can characterize the wh-phrases as follows: koj N ‘which N’
phrases are [+strong], because they are inherently D-linked; kakov N ‘what N’ and što
‘what’ are [-strong], because they can never participate in partitives; koj ‘who’ is
unspecified for strength as shown by the possibility of partitive constructions. The
features for strength then crucially reflect the partitivity of the wh-phrases. For ease of
reference, I will mark strong wh-phrases as [+strongWH].11
This particular classification of the wh-phrases explains the presence vs. absence of a
clitic in a straight forward manner. We know from previous discussion that the clitic is
always triggered by a [+strong] DP, that it is never triggered by a [-strong] DP and that it
may appear with DPs unspecified for strength (as in the case of CLLDed numerals). The
11

The question of the exact relation between the semantic (or pragmatic) property of D-linking and the
semantic property of ‘strength’ as defined by Barwise & Cooper (1981), however, remains open. As it
stands, the link I am drawing between the two notions is made on a rather intuitive level, the intention
being that of capturing the parallel behavior of both wh and regular DPs with respect to clitics. I thank
Barbara Partee for drawing attention to this issue which I leave open for further research.
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same paradigm is evident with the wh-phrases: koj N ‘which N’ phrases obligatorily cooccur with clitics, kakov N ‘what N’ and što ‘what’ never allow for clitics, and koj ‘who’
optionally allows for them. Thus, as was the case with the DPs, the presence vs. absence
of clitics with wh-phrases can be regulated by the Clitic Criterion: the clitic (i.e. the clitic
phrase) will only be generated when it needs to license a [+strongWH] feature. In all other
cases, the clitic phrase will not be projected due to economy principles.
We are now in a position to see what the derivations of our original examples in (4)(6) are. These are given in (18)-(19) below. The structures reflect the two types of
questions in Macedonian that are in principle possible: those derived by base-generation
and those derived by movement. Evidence for the two types will be given in section 5.5.
Anticipating the discussion there, the two types are represented in (18a-b) and (19a-c),
respectively. As (18a-b) show, the argument position of base-generated wh-phrases
would be taken by pro. In the case of a wh-phrases that moves to the left periphery, as in
(19a-c), the trace in the argument position would be that of the wh-phrase itself.

(18) a.

b.

[CP koja knigai

[IP …

proi

jai kupij

[vP/IP Petar

[VP tj

t i]

[CP kogoi

[IP …

proi

goi vide j

[vP/IP Petar

[VP tj

t i]

In (18a-b), the wh-phrase enters in a binding relation with pro in the argument position of
the verb. As was the case with the direct object DPs, the clitic in this case is generated
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because of the strong features of pro.12 Finally, the chains in (18a-b) are well formed
because there are no clashes in the feature specification of the elements involved as none
of them are [-strongWH].13

(19) a.

[CP kogoi

C

videj [vP/IP Petar

[VP tj

t i]

kupij [vP/IP Petar

[VP tj

t i]

b.

[CP štoi

c.

[CP kakva knigai

C

C

kupij [vP/IP Petar

[VP tj

t i]

(19a) differs minimally from (18b) in that kogo ‘whom’ in this case is moved to the front
of the clause from the object position. Given that it is unspecified for strength, koj cannot
license the clitic pronoun. The same holds for što ‘what’ in (19b) and kakva kniga ‘what
book’ in (19c), only in this case the lack of clitic is due to their [-strongWH] features. We
can thus conclude that the distribution of the clitics with wh-phrases follows from the
Clitic Criterion.

12

Note that a movement analysis of which Ns cannot in principle be excluded. The important thing to
remember though is that even in the case of movement the presence of the clitic would be predicted
because of their being [+strongWH]. In this, Macedonian which Ns parallel the behavior of [+strong] DPs.
13
We should add that kogo ‘whom’ differs from što ‘what’ in that it is [+human]. It is not clear to me if this
might also be a factor in the licensing of the clitic. It has been noted that clitic doubling in some languages
is sensitive to the feature [+animate]; see Suñer (1988), Comorovski (1996), etc.. We saw in chapter 2,
however, that animacy or [+human] is not a factor in the clitic doubling of DPs in Macedonian. The case of
kogo ‘whom’ is the only case where [+human] becomes more prominent. However, given its lack of WCO
effects (see section 5.5.1), I will maintain that the clitic in the case of kogo ‘whom’ is linked to its
unspecified features for strength. I leave the detailed investigation of the role the feature [+human] may
play for further research.
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Before concluding this section, I would like to return to the question of how the
three-way characterization of the wh-phrases we established here helps us explain the
parallel between the wh partitives and their non-wh counterparts as noted in section 5.3.
In the case of the wh partitives, the features of the head DP percolate up to that of the
partitive DP. This explains the presence of the clitic with partitives headed by which and
who. For reasons that we do not fully understand, [-strong] wh-phrases are not attested in
the head position of this construction. However, once we accept that this restriction holds,
the other aspects of the wh properties follows. Recall that partitives with non-wh DPs do
not have this restriction, as a result of which all three types of DPs ([+strong], [-strong],
and unspecified) can participate in this construction. The presence or absence of the clitic
in those cases follows from the features of the head of the partitive.
To summarize, we have seen that the presence vs. absence of a clitic in wh-questions
relates to the feature specification of the wh-phrases. Taking D-linking to be the relevant
property that determines the strength of the wh-phrases, we distinguished between whphrases that are [+strongWH] (which N), [-strongWH] (what/what N) and those that are
unspecified for strength (who). Given this, the distribution of the clitics in the context of
wh-questions is regulated by the Clitic Criterion.

5.5 CLLDed Wh-Questions vs. Ordinary Wh-Questions
In this section, I present evidence from WCO and island effects that support the existence
of two types of questions in Macedonian, those that are derived by movement and those
that are base-generated. As I explain below, the differences in the derivation correlate
with the properties of the wh-phrases themselves, as defined above.
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5.5.1

Weak Crossover Effects

Wh-phrases in Macedonian differ with respect to WCO violations. Inherently DL whphrases do not give rise to WCO effects, but NDL wh-phrases do. (20a) shows that koj N
‘which N’ phrases do not create WCO violations.
(20) a.

[Koe

momče]i [brat

which

boy

mui]

brother his

goi poseti?
him visit

‘Which boy did his brother visit?’
b.

[koe

momče]i [[brat

mui]

proi

goi poseti

t i]

The lack of WCO effects in (20a) can be attributed to the fact that the wh-phrase does not
bind a trace inside IP. Kakov N ‘what N’ phrases, on the other hand, give rise to WCO
violations, as shown in (21a).14 The ungrammaticality of (21a) is due to the fact that the
variable bound by the wh-phrase is coindexed with a pronoun to its left.

(21) a.

*[Kakvo momče]i [brat
what boy

mui]

brother his

poseti?
visit

‘What boy did his brother visit?’
b.

[kakvo momče]i [[brat

mui]

poseti

t i]

WCO effects also arise in questions with što ‘what’, as evident in the ungrammaticality
of (22b), which is due to the coindexation of the variable with the pronoun.

14

A clitic cannot be used in (21a), as what N in Macedonian does not allow it (see also (5)).
(i) *[Kakvo momče]i [brat
mui] kje goi poseti?
what
boy
brother his will him visit
‘What boy will his brother visit?’
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(22) a.

Štoi

[negovioti

sopstvenik] prodade?15

what

his

owner

sell

‘What did its owner sell?’
b.

[što]i [[negovioti sopstvenik] prodade ti]

The test can be applied to questions with koj ‘who’. (23a) is a case where the wh-phrase
does not co-occur with a clitic pronoun. The example shows that coindexation between
the fronted wh-phrase and the pronoun leads to a WCO violation.

(23) a.

Kogoj/*i [brat
whom

mui]

poseti?

brother his

visit

‘Whom did his brother visit?’
b.

kogo*i [[brat

mui]

poseti

t i]

As expected, WCO violations become significantly weaker when koj ‘who’ co-occurs
with a clitic in IP, as shown in (24a):

(24) a.

?Kogoi/j
whom

[brat

mui]

brother his

goi poseti?
him visit

‘Whom will his brother visit?’
b.

15

kogoi [[brat mui]

proi

goi poseti

t i]

The use of the pronoun negoviot ‘his’ is more appropriate in this context. The short pronominal form mu
‘his’ is most naturally used with kingship terms.
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The lack of WCO effects in (24a) supports the idea that wh-phrases coindexed with a
clitic are base-generated in their surface position.
As in the case of DPs, we can take the lack/presence of WCO effects in wh-questions
to be indicative of base-generation and movement, respectively. Since koj N ‘which N’
phrases and koj ‘who’ (when coindexed with a clitic) do not give rise to WCO effects
(see (20a) and (24a)), we can conclude that they are base-generated in their surface
position. The presence of the clitic in both cases would be due to strong pro in object
position. Given that kakov N ‘what N’, što ‘what’ and koj ‘who’ (when not coindexed
with a clitic) show WCO violations (see (21a), (22) and (23a)), we can conclude that they
move to their clause-initial position. In such cases, the clitic is not licensed because the
wh-phrases are [-strong WH] or unspecified.
Finally, note that the characterization of what and what N as [-strong WH] precludes
the option of their being base-generated because in that case their features would clash
with the features of pro. On the other hand, nothing stops who from being basegenerated, since it is not specified for strength, i.e. crucially it is not [-strong WH].

5.5.2

Island Effects

The proposed analysis distinguishes between wh-phrases that enter into a binding relation
with their clitics and the null pronoun in the argument position and wh-phrases that enter
into a government chain with the traces they leave after movement. Given this, we would
expect questions with CLLDed wh-phrases to be able to violate weak islands. Whphrases that move, on the other hand, would be expected to pattern like topicalized DPs
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and be sensitive to weak islands. These predictions are borne out. Consider the examples
in (25a-c).

(25) a.

Koi

studenti se misliš

dali

da gi

which

students refl think

whether to

them

isprašaš?
examine

‘Which students are you wondering whether to examine?’
b.

*Kakvi studenti se misliš
what

students refl think

dali

da isprašaš?

whether to

examine

‘What students are you wondering whether to examine?’
c.

*Što
what

te

prašaa

you asked

dali

pročita?

whether read

‘What did they ask you whether you read?’
d.

Kogo

se misliš

dali

da go isprašaš?

who

refl think

whether to

him examine

‘Who are you wondering whether to examine?’
e.

*Kogo se misliš
who

refl think

dali

da isprašaš?

whether to

examine

‘Who are you wondering whether to examine?’

In (25a) koi studenti ‘which students’ escapes the weak island.16 In contrast, the fronting
of kakvi studenti ‘what students’ and što ‘what’ in (25b-c), respectively, results in a weak
island violation. This contrast is also present with koj ‘who’ in (25d-e).

16

I assume that dali ‘whether’ creates a weak island in Macedonian.
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From this we can conclude that the two types of wh-phrases enter in different types
of chain relations: a CLLDed wh-phrase forms a binding chain with pro in object
position, while a moved wh-phrase and its trace are part of an antecedent government
chain.
Given that binding chains, as well as those formed by movement, are constrained by
strong islands, it is expected that both types of wh-phrases will obey these. In (26a), the
CLLDed wh-phrase koja prijatelka ‘which friend’ cannot enter into a chain with the
pronoun ja ‘her’ inside the adjunct clause. Fronted wh-phrases that enter into a
government chain also obey strong islands, as shown in (26b-c). The patterning of
CLLDed and fronted wh-phrases is also evident with koj ‘who’ in (26d-e).

(26) a.

*Koja

prijatelka

which friend

go ispi

kafeto

pred

da ja

it

coffee-the

before

to

drank

vikneš?

her call

‘Which friend did you drink the coffee before you called her?’
b.

*Kakva prijatelka
what

friend

go ispi

kafeto

pred

da vikneš?

it

coffee-the

before

to

drank

‘What friend did you drink the coffee before you called?’
c.

*Što
what

plačeše zatoa
cried

što Petar

because that Petar

istepa?
beat

‘What did you cry because Petar beat?’
d.

*Kogo go ispi
who

it

drank

kafeto

pred

da go vikneš?

coffee-the

before

to

him call

‘Who did you drink the coffee before you called him?’

call
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e.

*Kogo go ispi
who

it

drank

kafeto

pred

da vikneš?

coffee-the

before

to

call

‘Who did you drink the coffee before you called?’

The same effects are replicated in strong islands created by relative clauses. In (27a) the
binding relation between the CLLDed koja topka ‘which ball’ and the clitic ja ‘it(f.sg.)’
inside the relative clause is disrupted. This explains the ungrammaticality of (27a) for
strong wh-phrases; it also explains the ungrammaticality of (27b-c) for weak wh-phrases.
Koj ‘who’ follows the same pattern, as shown in (27d-e).

(27) a.

*Koja

topka

which ball

go izbrka
it

kučeto što ja

chased dog-the that it(f.sg.) stole

‘Which ball did you chase the dog that stole it?’
b.

*Kakva topka
what

ball

go izbrka
it

kučeto što ukrade?

chased dog-the that stole

‘What ball did you chase the dog that stole?’
c.

*Što
what

go izbrka
it

kučeto što ukrade?

chased dog-the that stole

‘What did you chase the dog that stole?’
d.

*Kogo go izbrka
who

it

ukrade?

kučeto što go kasna?

chased dog-the that him bit

‘Who did you chase the dog that bit him?’
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e.

*Kogo go izbrka
who

it

kučeto što kasna?

chased dog-the that bit

‘Who did you chase the dog that bit?’

The behavior of wh-phrases with respect to syntactic islands in (25)-(27) shows that the
relation between CLLDed wh-phrases and the null pro in the object position is that of
binding. Their sensitivity to strong islands confirms that the relation between the whphrase and pro is that of a chain to begin with. Sensitivity of fronted wh-phrases to weak
islands, on the other hand, showed these to be instances of government chains.
To summarize, the patterning of wh-phrases with respect to WCO and syntactic
islands shows that wh-phrases coindexed with clitics are base-generated in their surface
position while those that do not co-occur with clitics move to the left periphery.17

5.6 A Loose End
The proposal that the presence or absence of a clitic with unspecified wh-phrases
correlates with their features for strength helps us explain the apparent optionality of the
clitic with koj ‘who’ in (6a) and its unavailability with što ‘what’ in (6b). However, the
proposal does not explain the overall divergent behavior of koj ‘who’ and što ‘what’,
especially as seen in partitives. I have been unable to answer why that should be the case
and can only speculate that the differences in their patterning with respect to the clitics is
a reflex of deeper semantic differences between the two elements.
17

It should be noted that lack of WCO violations with CLLDed wh-phrases shows the possibility of basegeneration of these elements. As with the strong DPs, given that the clitic with koj N ‘which N’ phrases is
obligatory, we have no evidence to rule out movement as a possibility. In absence of evidence to the
contrary, I would have to assume that it is. Note, though, that the presence of the clitic in such cases would
also be a result of the Clitic Criterion.
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It is worth knowing that difference between who and what have been noted to exist
elsewhere.18 Dayal & Schwarzschild (2010) point out that the two wh-words pattern
differently in English sluices: what is consistently disallowed as a wh correlate when the
inner antecedent of a sluice contains a head noun; who is more flexible in this respect in
that it is sometimes allowed as a wh correlate with a headed inner antecedent.19 The
difference between the two wh-words is illustrated in (28a-b), respectively.20

(28) a.
b.

*Joan was eating a doughnut. Fred didn’t know what.
At the LSA, Joan was talking to a philologist, but I don’t know who (exactly).

Dayal & Schwarzschild suggest that the differences between who and what can be
attributed to differences in their level of individuation (the latter referring to the manner
of selecting or describing the elements in the domain; Dayal & Schwarzschild (2010:11)).
They point out that questions with who allow for a greater level of individuation than
questions with what. This, they show, is reflected in the fact that a question like Who did
you speak to? can be answered by either I spoke to a lawyer or I spoke to John. The two
answers, they explain, can pick out the same individual in a particular context; what they
differ on is the level of individuation, with the latter being the more precise. A question
like What did you eat?, they point out, can only be answered by I ate a doughnut, which
means that a second level of individuation is not available here. Dayal & Schwarzschild

18

I am grateful to Veneeta Dayal for bringing to my attention the differences between who and what in
English sluices and in particular their different sensitivity with respect to individuation. References to
discussions of properties of different wh-phrases include Katz & Postal (1964), Stockwell, Schachter &
Partee (1973), among many others.
19
For the details of the analysis of the behavior of wh-words in sluices see Dayal & Schwarzschild (2010).
20
(28a-b) correspond to examples (22) and (35) in Dayal & Schwarzschild (2010), respectively.
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show that the sensitivity to the level of individuation of who and what is reflected in their
interplay with exactly. Thus, the statement in (29a) can be followed by the question in
(29b), but the statement in (30a) cannot be followed by the question in (30b). (From
Dayal & Schwarzschild (2010: 11-12))

(29) a.

I spoke to a lawyer.

b.

Tell me exactly who you spoke to/Exactly who did you speak to?

c.

I spoke to Joe Smith.

(30) a.
b.

I ate a doughnut.
#Exactly what did you eat?

We may speculate that the differences between koj ‘who’ and što ‘what’ in Macedonian
are possibly driven by these properties as well. The fact that koj allows for a greater level
of individuation may explain the patterning between točno ‘exactly’ and koj ‘what’ in
(31b-d).

(31) a.

Ana went to three conferences last year. She said she saw one of your students
there.

b.

#Ti
you

kaža

kogo

videla?

told

whom

saw

‘Did she tell who she saw?’
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c.

Ti kaža

kogo

točno

videla?

you told

whom

exactly saw

‘Did she tell you exactly who she saw?’
d.

Ti kaža

kogo

(točno) go videla?

you told

whom

exactly him saw

‘Did she tell you (exactly) who she saw?’

In (31) we see that the discourse in (31a) cannot be the trigger for the question in (31b)
where koj occurs without a clitic. The questions in (31c-d) are, however, appropriate in
this context, which seems to suggest that the CLLDed version of koj perhaps has the
same contribution as exactly in that it requires a more individuation than the answer
already available in the discourse.
A detailed investigation of the correlation between exactly and who in Macedonian
and its subsequent role in fixing the degree to which who and what allow for
individuation is beyond the scope of this study. My goal here was to point out that the
two wh-phrases seem to differ in more respects that just their ability to co-occur with
clitics. The extent to which their intrinsic properties determine their overall behavior in
the language will have to await further studies.
In concluding this section, I would like to return to Comorovski (1996) who has
pointed out that who in Romanian also shows divergent behavior with respect to clitics.
Comorovski (1996:73) notes that the only wh-phrases that allows for clitics in the
language are which Ns. However, she points out that who seems to optionally allow for a
clitic when it is used in echo questions. (A non-echo who, she stresses, does not allow for
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clitics; ibid). Comorovski goes on to explain that the clitic with echo-who in Romanian is
only allowed if the echoed NP in the preceding discourse carries an existential
presupposition, i.e. it is clitic-doubled itself.21
As we have seen, Macedonian is different in this respect in that koj ‘who’ can cooccur with a clitic in regular questions. Thus, the occurrence of the clitic in this case
cannot be restricted to echo questions. It is interesting to note, however, that the clitic
with echo-who in Macedonian to a certain degree seems to correlate with the properties
of the echoed NP, as Comorovski argues for Romanian. Consider (32a) and (33a) and the
echo questions that follow in (32b) and (33b).22

(32) a.

Go vidov

profesorot

po biologija.

him saw

professor-the of biology

‘I saw the biology professor.’
b.

Kogo

(go)

vide?

who

him

saw

‘Who did you see?’

(33) a.

Vidov

germanski

turist

vo muzejot.

saw

German

tourist

in

museum-the

‘I saw a German tourist in the museum.’

21

Comorovski (1996:73) defines clitic doubling in Romanian to be a property of presupposing NPs only.
These would be pronounced with a raising intonation on the wh-phrase. In presenting the echo questions
in (32b) and (33b) my intention is only to highlight the difference between the CLLDed and fronted koj
‘who’ in contexts where the echoed NP does or does not carry an existential presupposition. A detailed
investigation of the properties of echo questions in Macedonian is beyond the scope of this study.

22
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b.

Kogo
who

(*go)
him

vide?
saw

‘Who did you see?’

The discourse in (32a) can serve as a trigger for both the CLLDed and fronted koj, but the
discourse in (33a) can only serve as a trigger for the fronted koj. This means that
CLLDed koj ‘who’ in echo questions requires that the echoed NP is a presupposing one;
koj ‘who’ without a clitic, on the other hand, does not seem to be subject to such
restrictions. Putting details aside, Comorovski’s observation is relevant to the discussion
here in that it highlights the fact that who does behave differently from all other non-Dlinked wh-phrases in Romanian, which is exactly what we see in Macedonian.
Thus, we have seen from Dayal & Schwarzschild that who and what pattern
differently in English sluices and we have seen from Comorovski that who patterns
differently from all other non-D-linked wh-phrases when it comes to clitics in echo
questions. We can conclude that although the patterning of Macedonian who and what
with respect to clitics looks surprising, it appears to fit within the observed differences
between these two elements cross-linguistically.

5.7 Conclusion
I have shown that Macedonian distinguishes between three types of wh-phrases
depending on their inherent DL properties. On the view that the specification of their
inherent DL properties is tied to partitivity, I argued that which Ns are marked as
[+strongWH], what and what N are marked as [-strongWH] and who is unspecified for
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strength. The distribution of the clitics with wh-phrases then follows from the Clitic
Criterion. The section also presented evidence from WCO effects and syntactic islands in
support of the claim that wh-phrases in Macedonian can either be base-generated or
moved to the clause-initial position.
In the next chapter, the differences between the two types of wh-phrases, those that
can occur with clitics and those that cannot, will be shown to extend to their interaction
with other elements in the clause.
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CHAPTER 6
Wh-Expressions at the Left Periphery

6.0 Introduction
The previous chapter explored the clitic co-occurrence patterns in the context of whquestions and it argued that the presence of clitics with wh-phrases is determined by the
feature specification of the wh-element. In this chapter, I would like to look at another
aspect of the wh-constructions, namely the position of the wh-phrases.
The analysis in the previous chapter assumed that the wh-phrases occupied the
SpecCP position. Here I would like to look at this question a bit more closely. We already
know from WCO and islands effects that Macedonian who/what N/who (without a clitic)
behave differently from which N/who (with a clitic). Their different patterning was
explained in terms of their derivation: the former move to the left periphery, the latter are
base-generated there. In this chapter, I will show that the wh-phrases behave differently
with respect to other elements in the clause, and in particular subjects. To explain the
different patterning, I will argue that the wh-phrases occupy different positions at the left
periphery.
As a way of concluding our discussion of the Macedonian direct objects, clitics and
the left periphery, I will also explore to what extent our understanding of the whconstructions can help us answer some of the open questions about the non-whconstructions discussed in this study.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines the basic patterns of object
wh-phrases with respect to the subjects in wh-questions in Macedonian. Section 2
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addresses the question of the placement of verbs in wh-questions and it offers an
explanation for the subject intervention effects by making the argument that the two types
of wh-phrases occupy different positions in the clause. Section 3 looks at the question of
whether optional D-linking influences the positioning of the wh-phrases. Section 4 brings
the discussion back to the issues discussed earlier in the dissertation by exploring three
open questions. Section 5 contains the conclusion.

6.1 Further Differences between D-Linked and Non-D-Linked Wh-Phrases
We have seen that in Macedonian koj N ‘which N’ phrases and CLLDed koj ‘who’
crucially differ from što/kakov N ‘what/what N’ and fronted koj ‘who’ phrases in that
they can be base-generated in their surface position. That the two types of phrases pattern
differently is further supported by their behavior with respect to other elements in the
clause. In what follows, I outline the interaction of wh-phrases with respect to the
subjects. I then explain the observed patterns by proposing that the two types of whphrases occupy different positions in the clause. The position they come to occupy will
reflect their intrinsic D-linked properties.

6.1.1

Subject Intervention Effects in Wh-Questions

Evidence for the claim that the two types of wh-phrases occupy different positions in the
clause comes from what I call Subject Intervention Effects (SIE). These are found in
single constituent questions and are cases where the subject intervenes between a fronted
wh-phrase and the verb. Let us see how [+strong], [-strong] and unspecified wh-phrases
in Macedonian pattern in this respect.
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In questions with [-strong] wh-phrases like što ‘what’, a subject can either follow the
verb (1a), or precede the fronted wh-phrase (1b). Crucially, the subject cannot intervene
between the fronted wh-phrase and the verb (1c).

(1) a.

Što

kupi

Petar?

what

bought Petar

‘What did Petar buy?’
b.

c.

Petar,

što

kupi?

Petar

what

bought

*Što

Petar

kupi?

Petar

bought

what

The most natural way of asking a question in Macedonian is as in (1a), with a reversed
order of the verb and the subject. (1b), where the subject precedes the fronted wh-phrase,
is equivalent to the English ‘(As for) Petar, what did he buy?’ In effect, the fronting of
the subject in (1b) is an example of topicalization, which is reflected in the fact that it is
accompanied by a slight change in intonation, i.e. a comma intonation.1 To reiterate, the
clitic is absent in (1a-c).

1

At the moment, I can only note that such questions have a different prosodic pattern, but I cannot offer
any formal analysis of them. It should be noted that the intonational patterns of the wh-questions may very
well prove to be of crucial importance in separating and identifying the relevant components of these
constructions (e.g. deciding the topic or focus status of a particular element). I leave the role of intonation
in wh-questions for further research.
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In questions with [+strong] phrases, like koja kniga ‘which book’ in (2a-c), the
subject can follow the verb (2a) or it can precede the fronted wh-phrase (2b).
Interestingly, the subject can also intervene between the wh-phrase and the verb (2c).2

(2) a.

Koja

kniga

ja

kupi

Petar?

which

book

it(f.sg.) bought Petar

‘Which book did Petar buy?’
b.

c.

Petar,

koja

kniga

ja

kupi?

Petar

which

book

it(f.sg.) bought

Koja

kniga

Petar

ja

which

book

Petar

it(f.sg.) bought

kupi?

As it was the case with (1b), I assume that (2b) is a construction which involves a
topicalization of the subject. In this case, too, there is an intonation break between the
subject and the fronted wh-phrase. In addition, the set of examples in (2a-c) displays the
now familiar presence of the clitic ja ‘it’, co-indexed with the direct object koja kniga
‘which book’.
The pattern we see in (1a-c) is also found with kakov N ‘what N’ phrases. Here, too,
the subject cannot occur between the fronted wh-phrase and the verb. Examples are given
in (3a-c).

2

I should note that, for some speakers, (2c) may not be perfectly acceptable (at least when compared with
(2a)). Even so, the main point here is that (2c) is definitely better than (1c). This is the intuition that the
analysis tries to capture.
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(3) a.

Kakva kniga

kupi

what

bought Petar

book

Petar?

‘What book did Petar buy?’
b.

c.

Petar,

kakva

kniga

kupi?

Petar

what

book

bought

*Kakva kniga

Petar

kupi?

Petar

bought

what

book

Finally, koj ‘who’ completes the picture outlined above in that it behaves differently
when it co-occurs with a clitic and when it does not. A CLLDed koj ‘who’ patterns just
like koj N ‘which N’ in that it allows for an intervening subject, as shown in (4c).

(4) a.

Kogo

go vide

Petar?

who

him saw

Petar

‘Who did Petar see?’
b.

c.

Petar,

kogo

go vide?

Petar

who

him saw

Kogo

Petar

go vide?

who

Petar

him saw

A fronted koj ‘who’, on the other hand, patterns like što ‘what’ and kakov N ‘what N’
phrases and does not allow for the subject to intervene between it and the verb, as
illustrated in (5c).
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(5) a.

Kogo

vide

Petar?

who

saw

Petar

‘Who did Petar see?’
b.

c.

Petar,

kogo

vide?

Petar

who

saw

*Kogo Petar
who

Petar

vide?
saw

To summarize, the subject can intervene between a wh-phrase and the verb only when the
wh-phrase co-occurs with a clitic, as in the case of [+strong] and unspecified wh-phrases
in (2c) and (4c). The subject cannot intervene between a wh-phrase and the verb if the
wh-phrase is fronted, as in the case of [-strong] wh-phrases in (1c) and (3c), as well as the
unspecified wh-phrase in (5c). All wh-phrases can be preceded by the subject.

6.2 An Analysis
This section argues for an analysis of SIE which relies on the idea that the derivation of
questions is sensitive to the DL feature of the wh-phrases. Given that the verb plays a role
in the construction of the wh-constructions, I begin the discussion by addressing the
question of its exact placement in the clause.

6.2.1

Adverbs in Wh-Questions

When considering the placement of the verb in wh-questions, there are two possibilities
open, namely that the verb is in I or in C. In what follows, I will show that in
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Macedonian, the verb in wh-questions raises to C0.3 Evidence for this comes from the
placement and interpretation of adverbs. To bring out these differences, I will consider
two types of adverbs: those that allow for subject-oriented and predicate readings, and
those that only allow for subject-oriented reading.
It has been noted that some adverbs are ambiguous between a subject-oriented and a
predicate reading (see McConnell-Ginet (1982), Izvorski (1995), Bošković (2004),
Fanselow (2004), among others). An example of this is given in (6) for English.

(6)

John correctly filled out the documents.
a reading:

John was correct/right to fill out the documents.

b reading:

John filled out the documents in a correct way/manner.

The same seems to hold for adverbs in Macedonian. In (7c), the adverb pravilno
‘correctly’ has both a subject-oriented and a predicate reading.

(7) a.

b.

c.

3

Petar

gi

popolni dokumentite

pravilno.

Petar

them

filled

correctly

Petar

gi

popolni pravilno

dokumentite.

Petar

them

filled

documents-the

Petar

pravilno

gi

popolni docmentite

Petar

correctly

them

filled

documents-the

correctly

b reading only

b reading only

a and b reading

documents-the

This in contrast to Bulgarian, for example, where it has been argued that the verb moves only up to I (see
Izvorski 1995).
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d.

Pravilno,

Petar

gi

popolni dokumentite.

correctly

Petar

them

filled

a reading only

documents-the

The examples in (7) shows that the adverb has a predicate reading when it is within the
VP (7a-b). When the adverb is outside of the VP, the subject-oriented reading also
becomes available (7c-d). The availability of both readings in (7c) then can be a result of
a structural ambiguity. The predicate (b) reading arises when the adverb is adjoined to
VP; the subject-oriented (a) reading arises when the adverb is adjoined to some higher
functional projection in the IP domain.4

(8) a.

[IP Subj [VP V

Obj

Adv ]]

b reading

(7a)

b.

[IP Subj [VP V

Adv

Obj ]]

b reading

(7b)

c.

[IP Subj [AgrP/ VP Adv [VP V

d.

[IP Adv [IP Subj [VP V

Obj ]]

Obj ]]

a and b reading (7c)
a reading

(7d)

Extending the discussion to wh-questions gives interesting results. As (9a) illustrates,
when the adverb is within the VP, we only get the predicate reading. In (9b), though, the
subject-oriented reading becomes available. This suggests that the verb is in C0, leaving
the adverb and the subject in the IP (with the adverb being adjoined to IP). The predicate
reading in (9b) would be a result of the adverb being adjoined to VP with the subject
4

In principle, there could be two possibilities here. One option is for the adverb to adjoin to IP, in which
case the subject would be placed higher up in the structure (adjoined to IP or some higher TopP position),
thus become topicalized. If this were the case, though, we would expect a difference in intonation. The
second option is for the adverb to adjoin to some functional position in the IP (e.g. AgrP). This option
enables us to place the adverb in a position higher than that of the VP, without having to topicalize the
subject. Having said this, the adverb would have to be able to adjoin to IP (as in (7d) and (9b))) or even
higher (as in (10b)), giving rise to subject-oriented reading readings.
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being VP internal. Thus, I conclude that in wh-questions, the verb moves to a position
higher than I0, i.e. it moves all the way to C0. The structural analysis of (9a-b) is given in
(10a-b).

(9) a.

Što

popolni

Petar

pravilno?

what

filled

Petar

correctly

b reading only

‘What did Petar correctly filled out?’
b.

Što

popolni

pravilno

Petar?

what

filled

correctly

Petar

(10) a.

[CP wh

C

Vi [IP Subj [VP Adv [VP … ti …]]]

b.

[CP wh

C

Vi [IP Adv [IP Subj [VP … ti … ]]]

a and b reading

To complete the paradigm, we should note that the placement of the adverb between the
fronted wh-phrase and the verb seems to result in ungrammaticality; see (11a). Its
placement before the wh-phrase, however, is acceptable; see (11b). The structures for
both (11a-b) are given in (12a-b), respectively.

(11) a.

*Što
what

pravilno

popolni

Petar?

correctly

filled

Petar

‘What did Petar correctly filled out?’
b.

Pravilno,

što

popolni

Petar?

correctly

what

filled

Petar

a reading only
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(12) a.
b.

*[CP wh Adv C Vi
[XP Adv [CP wh

[IP Subj [VP … ti … ]]]
C

Vi [IP Subj [VP … ti … ]]]

The ungrammaticality of (11a) gives further support to the claim that the verb is in C. Its
placement and that of the wh-phrase in SpecCP, makes it impossible for the adverb to
occur between these two elements.
Compared to što ‘what’ in (10a-b), koj tekst ‘which text’ behaves differently in that it
allows for the adverb to occur between the wh-phrase and the verb; compare (10a) with
(13a).5 In both (13a-b), the adverb has the subject-oriented (a) reading.

(13) a.

Koj

tekst

pravilno

go

pročita Petar?

which

text

correctly

it(m.sg.) read

Petar

‘Which text did Petar correctly read?’
b.

Pravilno,

koj

tekst

go

pročita Petar?

correctly

which

text

it(m.sg.) read

Petar

This supports the initial observation that the subject-oriented reading is linked to the
placement of the adverb in positions higher up in the IP domain. Given the view that whquestions involve movement of the verb to C, the grammaticality of (13a-b) is even more

5

What N phrases, on the other hand, pattern like what in (11a-b):
(i) a. *Kakov tekst pravilno pročita
Petar?
what
text correctly read
Petar
‘What text did Petar correctly read?’
b. Pravilno, kakov
tekst pročita
Petar?
correctly what
text read
Petar
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important in that it shows that which Ns in Macedonian must occupy a different position
from that of what.
Let us now look at adverbs that do not allow for the low, predicate reading. These
adverbs offer additional evidence that the verb raises to C. Consider the placement of
adverbs like navodno ‘allegedly’, which are placed at the top end of the hierarchy of
adverbs in Cinque (1999), and subsequently the top end of the clause. That this is the case
with navoldno ‘allegedly’ in Macedonian is illustrated in (14a-d).

(14) a.

*Petar
Petar

gi

popolni dokumentite

navodno

them

filled

allegedly

documents-the

‘Allegedly, Petar filled out the documents.’
b.

*Petar
Petar

c.

d.

gi

popolni navoldno

dokumentite

them

filled

allegedly

documents-the

popolni

dokumentite

Petar

navodno

gi

Petar

allegedly

them

Navodno,

Petar

gi

allegedly

Petar

them

filled

popolni
filled

documents-the
dokumentite
documents-the

The ungrammaticality of (14a-b) can be attributed to the fact that the adverb is in a
position within the VP. Given that this position is associated with the predicate reading of
adverbs, something that allegedly does not allow for, its placement in such a position is
incompatible with its interpretation. Along the same lines, the grammaticality of (14c-d)
can be attributed to the fact that the adverb occupies a position above VP within IP (in
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(14c)) or outside of IP (in (14d)). From (14a-d) we can conclude that navodno ‘allegedly’
must occupy at least a position in IP (i.e. outside VP).6 Allegedly, thus, makes the same
point as correctly except that it does not have the predicate reading.
The interaction of adverbs like navodno ‘allegedly’ with wh-phrases is not only
relevant in that it provides supporting evidence for V-to-C movement, but it also shows
that the adverbs are sensitive to the type of wh-phrases. Thus, when such adverbs are
included in wh-questions, we see an interesting pattern developing. In questions with
mono-morphemic što ‘what’, as in (15a), the adverb cannot occur between the wh-phrase
and the verb. In questions with koj N ‘which N’ phrases, as in (15b), the adverb can occur
between the wh-element and the verb.

(15) a.

*Što
what

navodno

popolni

Petar?

allegedly

filled

Petar

‘What did Petar allegedly fill out?’
b.

Koi

dokumenti

navodno

gi

popolni

Petar?

which

documents

allegedly

them

filled

Petar

‘Which documents did Petar allegedly fill out?’

The different patterning of the adverb in (15a-b) is further evidence for the placement of
the verb in C. In (16a-b) we see that the adverb can follow the verb, which is consistent

6

We can assume that in (14c) the adverb is adjoined to AgrP or ClP, while in (14d) it is adjoined to IP or
some other functional projection higher than IP, e.g. TopP.
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with the analysis that such adverbs occupy high positions within IP, i.e. above VP; see
(14c-d).7

(16) a.

Što

popolni navodno

Petar?

what

filled

Petar

allegedly

‘What did Petar allegedly fill out?’
b.

Koi

dokumenti

gi

popolni

navodno

Petar?

which

documents

them

filled

allegedly

Petar

‘Which documents did Petar allegedly fill out?’

Having seen that adverbs like navodno ‘allegedly’ give additional support for the claim
that the verb in wh-questions in Macedonian moves to C, let us go back to (15a-b) above.
As noted earlier, the interesting fact about these examples is that the two types of whphrases što ‘what’ and koi dokumenti ‘which documents’ interact differently with the
adverb in that the adverb cannot occur between what and the verb, but it can occur
between which N and the verb. In the next section, I offer an explanation for this puzzling
interaction between the adverbs and the wh-phrases.
To summarize, adverb placement tests offer proof that wh-questions in Macedonian
involve raising of the verb to C. This fact will play a crucial role in determining the

7

That such adverbs indeed occupy high positions in the clause in Macedonian is also supported by (i) and
(ii) below. The unacceptability of (i-ii) can be attributed to the placement of navodno ‘allegedly’ in the VP.
(i) *Što
popolni Petar
navodno?
what
filled
Petar
allegedly
‘What did Petar allegedly fill out?’
(ii) *Koi
dokumenti
gi
popolni Petar
navodno?
which documents
them
filled
Petar
allegedly
‘Which documents did Petar allegedly fill out?’
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positions of the wh-phrases, which in turn will help us explain the subject intervention
effects observed in section 6.1.1 above.

6.2.2

An Explanation for Subject Intervention Effects

We saw that in single constituent questions the subject can intervene between a fronted
wh-phrase and the verb if the wh-phrase is D-linked, as in (2c), but that the subject
cannot intervene between a fronted wh-phrase and the verb if the wh-phrase is non-Dlinked, as in (1c). As a reminder, the descriptive generalizations we aim to explain are
given in (17a-b) below:

(17) a.
b.

DL wh

Subj

V

*NDL wh

Subj

V

One striking fact about the patterns in (17a-b) is that D-linked wh-phrases seem to behave
exactly like CLLDed and topicalized DPs with respect to the subject. As it is evident
from all the data that we have considered so far, CLLD and Topicalization allow for the
subject to occur between the dislocated element and the verb. Added to this is the fact
that the wh-phrases are also at the left periphery. Putting aside the distribution of the
clitics with wh-phrases, which as we saw in chapter 5 is regulated by the Clitic Criterion
(same as the DPs), the derivation of the structures in (17a-b) are subject to the Wh
Criterion. We can suppose that its requirements could be satisfied by having the whphrases in SpecCP at least at some point in the derivation. With this in mind, one possible
way of explaining the patterns in (17) above is to assume that V-to-C movement takes
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place in (17b) but not in (17a). If this were the case, it would explain the word orders in
both cases, and it would make (17a) compatible with CLLD and Topicalization which
also lack V-to-C movement. Given the fact that the Wh Criterion is not an issue there, Vto-C movement is not expected to apply at all. However, there is an obvious problem
with this proposal which is why D-linking should affect the application of V-to-C
movement. I will instead propose a different solution, one which crucially relies on the
availability of different positions for wh-phrases at the left periphery.
Recall our earlier discussion of the placement of adverbs in wh-questions. Adverb
placement tests showed that the verb raises to C, both in questions with D-linked and
non-D-linked wh-phrases. Given this, we can assume that in cases where the subject
follows the verb, the subject occupies a SpecIP position.8 Added to this, we can further
assume that the word order in (1b) and (2b), where the subject precedes the fronted whphrase, the subject is topicalized.
I would like to extend this analysis to the data in (1c) and (2c) and suggest that the
subject can be topicalized even when it follows the wh-phrase.9 This, however, happens
in highly restricted contexts, namely only in questions with which N phrases. The
question then is why topicalization of the subject is possible in questions with DL whphrases (as in (2c)), but not allowed in questions with NDL wh-phrases (as in (1c))? To
answer this question, we must look at the properties of the wh-phrases themselves. I
would like to suggest that, given their D-linking properties, complex which N phrases

8

Another possibility would be to have the subject in theVP internal position. That this is an option is
supported by examples like (9b) where a predicate reading of the adverb correctly is possible even when it
appears before the subject.
9
This is similar to King’s (1995) analysis of the word order patterns in Russian. A similar proposal is also
made by Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998) who argue that preverbal subjects in Null Subject
Languages are CLLDed.
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behave like topics in the language, similarly to CLLDed elements (see also Krapova
2002, Krapova & Cinque 2003), so when they interact with other topics in the clause,
intervention effects are suspended. In this case, I maintain that DL wh-phrases occupy a
TopP position above CP. 10 NDL wh-phrases, on the other hand, are not topics, in the
sense that they do not refer to objects given in the context. Subsequently, they move to a
different position than that of topics. Following standard analyses of wh-questions, I
assume that NLD wh-phrases move to SpecCP. Subject intervention effects can then be
explained in terms of the placement of the different wh-phrases and the position of the
verb in C. The advantage of this analysis is that it also explains the patterning of adverbs
and wh-phrases in (15a-b) above. Recall that there the adverb navodno ‘allegedly’ could
not occur between a frotned što ‘what’ and the verb but it could occur between CLLDed
koi dokumenti ‘which documents’ and the verb. The puzzling behavior can be explained
if we assume that which Ns in Macedonian occupy positions higher than those of what.

10

The proposal that DL wh-phrases move to a different position from NDL wh-phrases can be found in
Richards (1997). Richards holds that in multiple fronting languages, NDL wh-phrases move to the SpecCP
position (his analysis crucially relies on the existence of multiple specifiers). DL wh-phrases, he notes, may
move to a topic position above CP. It should be noted that in his analysis movement of DL wh-phrases to
topic positions is not obligatory. Their movement is to SpecCP, as is the case of NDL wh-phrases. Richards
suggest that DL wh-phrases may have the ability to (subsequently) move to topic positions. It is this ability,
he notes, that may be responsible for the different behavior of DL vs. NDL wh-phrases with respect to
superiority effects.
Dayal (1996) also entertains the possibility of DL wh-phrases moving to a position above CP (in her
analysis the position is marked as CP*). Dayal’s proposal is based on her findings of the parallels that hold
between DL questions and echo questions. What is of particular interest to us is Dayal’s observation that
“operations associated with CP* are triggered by discourse-sensitive elements such as echo or D-linked wh
expressions” (p.130). The proposal is directly applicable to our analysis of wh-questions containing DL
wh-phrases.
Dayal’s proposal is also relevant for our analysis because of the possibility that the CP* position may
or may be accessed by movement (at LF). This is interesting for the proposal here because the TopP
position is made available to both elements that move or are base-generated there. The question of what
level these operations take place at (LF or in overt syntax) is perhaps the next logical step in the
investigation of the phenomena that target the left periphery and I leave it open for further research.
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The representations of the relevant parts of the structures in (16a) and (16b) are
given in (18a-b), respectively.11

(18) a.

b.

11

CP
3
C’
štoi
what 3
popolnij
IP
fill out 3
navodno
IP
allegedly3
Petar
I’
6
tj ti

TopP
wo
koi dokumentii
Top’
which documents
3
Top
XP
3
navodno
CP
allegedly 2
ti
C’
wo
gii+popolnij
IP
them fill out
3
Petar
I’
6
proi tj ti

The adverb in (18b) can either adjoin to CP or a TopP position. Another possibility would be a special
function position, such as Moodevidential (Rizzi 2004, following Cinque 1999). For our purposes what is
relevant is that given the position of the which N phrase in (16b), the adverb can intervene between it and
the verb. The question of how adverbs fit into the clausal structure in Macedonian (and especially the
question of whether they adjoin or occupy specifier positions of adverbial phrases) is left open for further
research.
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Having seen how the new proposal accounts for the interaction between wh-phrases
and adverbs, let us see how it helps us explain the paradigms of subject intervention
effects in (1a-c) and (2a-c). Although the discussion below concentrates on what and
which Ns, the explanation is understood to hold for all fronted and CLLDed wh-phrases.
Consider (1a), repeated her as (19a). In (19a), the object wh moves to SpecFocP, to
value its (intrinsic) focus features (following Bošković (2002), etc.). It then moves to
SpecCP, to value the wh feature on C. The verb moves to C and the subject is in
SpecIP.12 The derivation of (19a) is given in (19b).

(19) a.

Što

kupi

Petar?

what

bought Petar

‘What did Petar buy?
b.

12

CP
2
štoi
C’
what 3
IP
kupij
bought 2
Petar I’
3
I
FocP
tj
2
ti
Foc’
2
Foc
VP
5
tj ti

I will assume that the movement of the subject from SpecvP position, for example, is motivated by an
EPP feature on I.
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We know from (1b), repeated here as (20a), that the subject can also precede the fronted
wh-phrase. In such cases, I take the fronting of the subject to be a result of topicalization.
The movement, I assume, is to a TopP position above CP (following Rizzi 1997). The
movement of the NDL wh remains the same as in (20b) above. The derivation is given in
(20b).

(20) a.

Petar,

što

kupi?

Petar

what

bought

‘Petar, what did he buy?
b.

TopP
2
Petark Top’
2
Top
CP
2
štoi
C’
what 3
kupij
IP
bought 2
I’
tk
2
I
FocP
2
tj
ti
Foc’
2
Foc VP
5
tj
ti

We are now in a position to explain the ungrammaticality of (1c). This would be a result
of the configuration established by the fronted wh-phrase and the verb. The NDL whphrase must move to the front of the clause and it does so in the usual manner by moving
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to SpecCP. The verb also moves to its C position. This creates a particular configuration
that disallows the presence of an intervening element, which in this case is the subject.
The derivation of the ungrammatical (1c), repeated here as (21a), is given in (21b).

(21) a.

*Što
what

Petar

kupi?

Petar

bought

‘What did Petar buy?’
b.

* CP
3
C’
štoi
what
3
kupij
IP
bought 2
Petar I’
3
I
FocP
tj
2
ti
Foc’
2
Foc
VP
5
tj ti

To summarize, we have seen that the subject intervention effects in questions with NDL
wh-phrases arise due to the fact that the fronted wh-elements and the verbs occupy the
SpecCP and C positions, respectively. There are only two options for the subject in such
cases, and that is either to remain in SpecIP (which is the default case) or to topicalize to
a position above CP.
We now turn to the data in (2a-c). The analysis of questions with which Ns is built on
the observation that such elements do not give rise to WCO effects. Taking this to be
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evidence for base-generation, it would mean that such questions would not involve a
movement of the wh-phrase from the argument position within IP. Instead, the wh-phrase
would be base-generated and would enter into a binding relation with a pro in the
argument position.13 Pro in turn licenses the clitic pronoun (and a ClP). Finally, I take
which Ns to be base-generated in SpecCP, from which they move to a higher position,
TopP. This ensures that the Wh Criterion is satisfied.14
In (22a), the wh-phrase is base-generated in SpecCP and then moves to TopP; the
verb undergoes movement to C. The which N phrase enters into a binding relation with
pro in the IP. Given that which N phrases are inherently DL and therefore [+strong], the
chain that they form with pro and the clitic satisfies the requirement that all its members
share the same feature. The derivation of (22a) is given in (22b).

(22) a.

Koja

kniga

ja

kupi

Petar?

which

book

it(f.sg) bought Petar

‘Which book did Petar buy?’

13

We should note that the subject intervention facts could also be explained even if which Ns undergo
movement. In other words, the subject intervention facts are not dependent on the base-generation of the
wh-phrase but rather on its being in a higher position than that of non-D-linked wh-phrases.
14
Alternatively, the Wh Criterion can be satisfied by the movement of pro from the SpecClP to SpecCP. I
thank Veneeta Dayal for pointing this option.
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b.

TopP
3
koja knigai Top’
which book 2
Top
CP
2
ti
C’
3
ja+kupij
IP
it bought
2
Petar
I’
3
ClP
tj
2
Cl’
proi
2
Cl
VP
tj
5
tj ti

In the case where the subject precedes the wh-phrase (2b), I assume that the subject has
moved to a TopP position above that of the wh-phrase. In this case, the derivation of
(23a) would be as in (23b).

(23) a.

Petar

koja

kniga

ja

Petar

which

book

it(f.sg) bought

‘Which book did Petar buy?’

kupi?
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b.

TopP
3
Top’
Petark
3
Top
TopP
3
koja knigai
Top’
which book 2
Top
CP
2
C’
ti
3
ja+kupij
IP
it bought
2
I’
tk
3
tj
ClP
2
proi
Cl’
2
Cl
VP
tj
5
tj ti

Finally, the pattern in (2c) can be explained as follows: given that which Ns occupy TopP
positions above CP, they can either be preceded or followed by expressions occupying
other TopP positions. In this case, the subject can not only precede the wh-phrases (as in
(23a)), but it can also follow it. This explanation of the subject intervention in questions
with which N phrases crucially relies on the assumption that the subject in such cases is
indeed topicalized. The derivation of the (24a) is given in (24b).
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(24) a.

Koja

kniga

Petar

ja

kupi?

which

book

Petar

it(f.sg) bought

‘Which book did Peter buy?’
b.

TopP
3
Top’
koja knigai
which book 3
Top
TopP
3
Petark
Top’
2
Top
CP
2
ti
C’
3
IP
ja+kupij
it bought 2
tk
I’
2
tj
ClP
2
proi
Cl’
2
Cl
VP
tj
5
tj ti

To summarize, we have seen that the lack of subject intervention effects in questions with
[+strong] wh-phrases is due to the fact that the fronted wh-elements and the subject both
occupy positions above CP. This makes it possible for the wh-phrase to be separated
from the verb by an intervening subject.
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6.3 Optional D-Linking and Subject Intervention Effects
We have already noted the fact that the D-linking of otherwise non-D-linked wh-phrases
does not trigger the presence of a clitic (see chapter 5). This was taken as evidence that
the distribution of the clitic corresponds to the features for strength of the wh-elements
rather then their interpretation. In this section, I would like to show that the change in
interpretation (i.e. optional D-linking) does not have an impact on SIE as well.
We have already noted that NDL wh-phrases like what/what N can optionally be Dlinked. It is interesting to note, however, that their D-linking does not alter their behavior
with respect to their interaction with the subject. In other words, the subject intervention
effects we saw displayed in questions like (1a-c) are not alleviated in situations where the
same set of wh-phrases receive a DL interpretation.
For illustration consider the question in (1a), repeated here in (25a). We noted that
the wh-phrase in such case gets a D-linked interpretation (see section 5.4, chapter 5). As
(25b) shows, however, the change in the interpretation does not seem to have an effect on
the positioning of the subject in the clause. (25c) shows that the subject can precede the
fronted wh-phrase regardless of the interpretation it receives.

(25) a.

Što

kupi

Petar?

what

bought Petar

‘What did Petar buy?’
b.

*Što

Petar

what Petar

kupi?
bought
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c.

Petar,

što

kupi?

Petar

what

bought

The same effects are present with what N phrases, as illustrated in (26). The positioning
of the subject between the fronted wh-phrase and the verb is disallowed under a non-Dlinked and a DL interpretation of the wh-element (for example, in the scenario outlined in
section 5.4, chapter 5).

(26)

Kakva kniga

kupi

what

bought Petar

book

Petar?

‘What book did Petar buy?’
b.

c.

Petar,

kakva

kniga

kupi?

Petar

what

book

bought

*Kakva kniga

Petar

kupi?

Petar

bought

what

book

On the one hand, the behavior of the wh-phrases in (25)-(26) is consistent with their
behavior with respect to clitics, because in both cases we see that the patterning is
determined by the intrinsic properties of the wh-elements, so their acquired interpretation
does not alter their syntactic behavior. Given that the positioning of the subject was used
as evidence that which Ns and what occupy different positions in the clause, we would
have to conclude that the optionally DL phrases in (25)-(26) occupy the same position as
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their NDL counterparts.15 Below, I will explore two possible alternatives of how to
capture this behavior, but would leave the definitive answer for further research.
One alternative is to maintain that NDL wh-phrases move to SpecCP. I have argued
that inherently DL wh-phrases can be base-generated in that position as well. We can
speculate the base-generation at the left periphery is compatible with their intrinsic DL
properties. After being generated in SpecCP, which N phrases move to a position above
CP. NDL phrases, however, once they move to SpecCP remain there. How does this
solve our original problem? When it comes to the clitics, their distribution would still be
a result of the intrinsic properties of the wh-phrases: in the case of the which Ns, the clitic
would be generated because of strong pro; in the case of [-strong] wh-phrases they would
not be generated at all. In terms of the positioning of the wh-phrases with respect to the
subject, those that remain in SpecCP (the NDL and optionally DL phrases) would force a
verb-subject inversion, as usual. Those that move to a higher position (the inherently DL
phrases), would optionally allow for the subject to intervene. The ordering of fronting
operations would give us the different word order: in cases where the subject topicalizes
first and is followed by the which N phrase the result would be wh-Subj-V; in cases
where the which N moves out of SpecCP first and is followed by a topicalization of the
subject the result would be Subj-wh-V.
This sort of analysis would also explain the patterning of koj ‘who’. Recall that koj
‘who’ can either occur with a clitic or without it. In the first case, it patterns like which N
in that it does not give rise to WCO effects and can violate weak islands. In the second
case, it patterns like što/kakov N ‘what/what N’ and gives rise to WCO violations and
15

Note also that the optionally DL wh-phrases differ from topicalized DPs as well in that the latter
consistently allow for the subject to intervene between the fronted element and the verb. This is again
supported by all the data of Topicalization presented here.
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obeys weak islands. In the first instance, who would be generated in SpecCP. In the
second instance, who would move to this position. We can suppose that the basegeneration at the left periphery is compatible with the DL interpretation that it has.
Moreover, in the case of koj ‘who’ this kind of analysis might force us to conclude that
there are indeed two who wh-phrases in Macedonian, one D-linked like which N, one
non-D-linked like what/what N. The clitic would correlate with the intrinsic properties of
each: it will be triggered by the first one because of its [+strong] features, but will be
absent in the latter case because of the wh’s [-strong] features.
Another alternative would be to maintain the original proposal that the DL and NDL
wh-phrases occupy different positions in the clause, TopP and SpecCP, respectively.16 In
this case, the Wh Criterion would be satisfied by the movement of pro from ClP to
SpecCP, so base-generation of which N would not be ruled out because of it.
Additionally, wh-phrases that receive a DL interpretation could come to occupy a yet
different position from either of the two, for example a position adjoined to CP. We could
speculate that such positioning would be compatible with (or due to) their DL
interpretation (cf. Dayal 1996).17 At the same time, their being adjoined to CP would
force the topicalization of the subject to be to a position above CP (TopP), thus crucially
blocking the subject from intervening between the wh-phrase and the verb. One might
even suppose that an optionally D-linked wh-phrase is such cases moves to some other
functional projection (e.g. FocP; as in Rizzi 1997). (The positing of subsequent
16

Iatridou (1995) analyzes CLLDed elements in Greek as base-generated, in a position adjoined to CP. She
calls this position the “DL position” and restricts it to elements that have been mentioned in previous
discourse.
17
Krapova (2002) and Krapova & Cinque (2003) argue that DL and NDL wh-phrases occupy different
positions (the latter are in SpecCP). Furthermore, DL wh-phrases that are clitic doubled occupy a position
different to that occupied by non-clitic-doubled DL wh-phrases. The former occupy a CLLDTopP position,
the latter an Operator TopP position. Note that the DL wh-phrases in both cases are inherently DL.
Macedonian is different in that it obligatorily doubles the which N phrases.
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movement on inherently and optionally D-linked wh-phrases would mean that the DL
interpretation crucially is associated with positions above the CP.) We can further
speculate that in such case the subject inversion is still forced by the Wh Criterion, in that
the verb would have to move to Foc, where the wh feature would be checked under a
Spec-Head agreement.
All of this, however, remains, speculative. It seems clear though that a solution for
the problem would have to take into consideration the nuanced interplay between the
interpretation of the wh-phrases and the positions which they ultimately come to occupy.

6.4 Three Open Questions
In this section I would like to look back at some of the issues discussed in the first part of
the dissertation and see how what we have learned about wh DPs may inform our
understanding of the QPs. There are three open questions that can potentially be
answered. The first question goes back to the discussion of topicalized and CLLDed QPs,
specifically to the issue of whether or not they occupy the same position at the left
periphery. The second questions relates to the issue of whether strong QPs undergo
topicalization, i.e. whether they also move to the left periphery. The third question relates
to the behavior of QPs in embedded contexts.

6.4.1

The Position of CLLDed and Topicalized QPs

In this chapter we have seen evidence that [+strong] wh-phrases like which N and [strong] wh-phrases like what/what N occupy different positions in the clause in
Macednian. We did not have clear evidence that this was the case for CLLDed and
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topicalized QPs (see chapter 4). We have seen evidence though that which Ns pattern like
CLLDed QPs with respect to WCO and island sensitivity. Given these parallels and the
fact that which Ns and what/what N occupy different positions, we can speculate that the
same holds for their non wh counterparts.
The analysis of CLLD non-wh-constructions relied on the existence of topic
positions within the CP domain which the QPs can occupy.

(27)

TopP
wo
CLLDed QP
CP/IP
6

In section 6.2, I extended this analysis to wh-questions and which Ns in particular. Based
on the similarities between which Ns and CLLDed elements in Macedonian, such as the
ability to co-occur with clitics as well as similarities in their interpretation (in the sense
that CLLDed elements are necessarily interpreted as specific while which Ns are
necessarily interpreted as D-linked), it was natural to assume that which Ns occupy the
position of CLLDed elements above CP.18

(28)

18

TopP
wo
CLLDed QPs
CP
which Ns
3
IP
6

This has also been proposed by Krapova (2002) and Krapova & Cinque (2003) for Bulgarian and
Kallullli (1999) for Albanian.
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That this view of CLLDed DPs is correct is supported by data like (29), which shows
the interaction between CLLDed QPs and wh-phrases.

(29) a.

Site/dve knigi

koj

student gi

pročita?

all/two books

which

student them

read

‘All/two books, which student read them?’
b.

c.

Koj

student site/dve knigi

gi

pročita?

which

student all/two books

them

read

Site/dve knigi

koj gi

pročita?

all/two books

who them

read

‘All/two books who read them?’
d.

*Koj
who

site/dve knigi

gi

pročita?

all/two books

them

read

As (29a-b) show, CLLDed QPs can either precede or follow [+strong] wh-phrases. The
difference in grammaticality between (29c) and (29d) shows that CLLDed QP can only
precede non-strong wh-phrases, but cannot follow them.19 The descriptive generalizations
that correspond to the data in (29a-d) are given in (30)-(31) below.

19

I use non-strong here as a neutral term here, to cover both [-strong] and unspecified wh-phrases. More
detailed investigations are needed to show whether differences between these two types of wh-phrases exist
in such contexts. The subject wh-phrase in (29c-d) is koj ‘who’ which in our analysis is unspecified; it is
assumed that CLLDed QPs would behave similarly with [-strong] wh-phrases as well. To determine
whether this would be the case, we would have to look at questions with CLLDed QPs as subjects and whphrases as objects. Added to this, we would have to determine the status of subjects with respect to CLLD
and Topicalization. Only then we would be able to establish a more definitive correspondence between
CLLDed and topicalized DPs of both kinds, regular and wh ones. Although of great relevance, I have to
leave the investigation of these issues for the future.
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(30) a.

CLLDed QP + [+strong] wh

b.

[+strong] wh + CLLDed QP

(31) a.
b.

CLLDed QP + non-strong wh
*non-strong wh + CLLDed QP

We can explain the data in (29a-d) as follows. Assuming that fronted wh-phrases occupy
the SpecCP position, CLLDed QPs must be higher than SpecCP. The fact that the order
of CLLDed QPs and [+strong] wh-phrases is interchangeable, suggest that they both
occupy the same position. Supposing that that position is TopP as in Rizzi (1997), we can
account for the multiple instances of CLLDed constituents (29a-b)/(30a-b) and the strict
ordering of CLLDed QPs and wh-phrases in (29c-d)/(31a-b). Note also that the proposal
here is compatible with our earlier claim that DPs can intervene between wh-phrases and
the verb only if the wh-phrase is [+strong]. This explains the ungrammaticality of
(29d)/(31b).
In light of the fact that CLLDed and fronted wh-phrases occupy different positions in
the clause (see section 6.2.2), the question is do we have sufficient evidence to conclude
that the same applies to their non wh counterparts. We already saw that CLLDed QPs and
[+strong] wh-phrases patterns alike. Topicalized QPs seems to behave like their CLLDed
counterparts, as can be seen in (32a-b).
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(32) a.

Dve

knigi

koj pročita?

two

books

who read

‘Two books who read?’
b.

*Koj
who

dve knigi

pročita?

two books

read

The data in (32a-b) show that topicalized QPs can precede an non-strong wh-phrase but
cannot follow it. This suggests that topicalized DPs occupy at least positions above that
of these wh-expressions (i.e. SpecCP). The generalizations corresponding to (32a-b) are
given in (33a-b), respectively.

(33) a.
b.

Topicalized QP + non-strong wh
*non-strong wh + Topicalized QP

We are considering the option that CLLDed DPs (wh and non wh) may occur higher than
non-strong DPs. If this were the case, we would predict that it would be possible for a
[+strong] wh to precede but not follow a topicalized QP. It is not clear that this is the case
though, as shown in (34a-b), schematically represented in (35a-b).

(34) a.

?Dve

knigi

koj

student pročita?

two

books

which

student read

‘Two books, which student read?’
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b.

?Koj

student dve knigi

?which student two books

pročita?
read

(35) a.

?Topicalized QP + [+strong] wh

b.

?[+strong] wh + Topicalized QP

Following Rizzi’s (1997) framework, we can assume that topicalized DPs can occur
either in SpecCP or FocP. (Both positions would capture the fact that multiple
topicalization is not allowed.20) Topics in this framework are dispersed throughout the CP
domain. In Italian, for example, Rizzi notes that they can either precede or follow FocP.
On the assumption that [+strong] wh-phrases, like CLLDed QPs, occupy topic positions,
the occurrence of topicalized QPs in Foc may explain the patterns in (35a-b) above.
Although the behavior of CLLDed and topicalized regular DPs seems more nuanced
than that of wh-phrases, given the patterning of CLLDed and moved wh DPs, it is likely
that their non wh counterparts also occupy different positions, with CLLDed DPs
possibly occurring higher than moved DPs.

6.4.2

Topicalization of Strong QPs

In this section I would briefly like to address the question of the topicalization of
[+strong] DPs. In chapter 4 we saw evidence from WCO effects and island sensitivity
which shows that base-generation of [+strong] DPs in Macedonian has to be allowed.
However, we saw no evidence that would rule out movement of such DPs, so there is no

20

For SpecCP this follows from the fact that it is a specifier position and therefore unique (see Baker
1996). For FocP this follows from its non-recursiveness (see Rizzi 1997).
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empirical argument for having only base-generation as a possible means of deriving
clause-initial [+strong] DPs. Compared to this, weak QPs separate into those that are
derived by movement and those that are base-generated at the left periperhy. The former
give rise to WCO and island effects while the latter show lack of such effects.
As suggested by Veneeta Dayal (p.c.), given the option of base-generation, it might
be possible to rule out a movement account of [+strong] DPs on grounds of economy,
perhaps in the spirit of Fox (1995, 2000). The motivation for this could be found in the
lack of interpretative differences between CLLDed and topicalized strong DPs. Again,
this is different from unspecified DPs where such difference exists. We saw in chapter 4
that CLLDed numerals receive a specific interpretation, while topicalized ones do not.
Such differences were not observed with the strong DPs. Given this, and the possibility of
base-generation, there is no a priori reason why movement should also be an option for
the strong QPs. Thus, we can conclude that strong QPs do not undergo movement to the
left periphery, unlike weak DPs which allow for both movement and base-generation.

6.4.3

CLLD and Topicalization in Embedded Contexts

We saw in chapter 4 that CLLDed and Topicalized QPs can occur both in matrix and
embedded contexts. I repeat some of the examples of embedded constructions in (36)
below.

(36) a.

Znam

deka

know-I that

sekoja

kniga,

Petar

ja

every

book

Petar

it(f.sg.) read

‘I know that every book, Petar read it.’

pročita.
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b.

Znam

deka

know-I that

dve knigi,

Petar

gi

pročita.

two books

Petar

them

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read them.’
c.

Znam

deka

know-I that

dve knigi,

Petar

pročita.

two books

Petar

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read.’

The data in (36a-c) seem to suggest that both types of constituents occur in positions
between CP and IP. In Rizzi’s (1997) framework, this would translate into their
occupying positions below ForceP.
Compared to this, we know that HTLD constructions are restricted to matrix clauses
only. Examples from chapter 4 are repeated below in (37).

(37) a.

*Znam deka
know-I that

Marijai, Petar

neaj ne jaj vikna

Marija she not her not her invite

na zabava.
to

party

‘I know that Marija, Petar didn’t invite her to the party.’
b.

Znam

deka

know-I that

Marijai, Petar

ne jaj vikna

na zabava.

Marija Peatr

not her invite

to

party

‘I know that Marija, Petar didn’t invite her to the party.’

In chapter 4, we took evidence like this to mean that HTLD targets positions above CP,
or in Rizzi’s framework, positions above ForceP. Thus, given (36) and (37), a clear
distinction between the dislocated constructions emerges, with CLLD and TOP targeting
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positions other than HTLD. The facts are more complicated that this, though. As (38a-c)
show, CLLDed and topicalized QPs can also precede the complementizer deka ‘that’.

(38) a.

Znam

sekoja

know-I every

kniga

deka

Petar

ja

pročita.

book

that

Petar

it(f.sg.) read

‘I know that every book, Petar read it.’
b.

Znam

dve knigi

know-I two books

deka

Petar

gi

pročita.

that

Petar

them

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read them.’
c.

Znam

dve knigi

know-I two books

deka

Petar

pročita.

that

Petar

read

‘I know that two books, Petar read.’

Given (38) we would have to allow for the possibility that CLLDed and topicalized
constituents occupy positions above CP.
Before we conclude this section, consider the interaction of CLLDed and topicalized
QPs with wh-phrases in embedded clauses. In (39a-b), a CLLDed QP can precede but
cannot follow a moved wh-phrase. In (39c-d), a CLLDed QP can either precede or follow
a CLLDed wh-phrase.

(39) a.

Se prašuvam

dve knigi

koj gi

pročita.

refl. wonder-I

two books

who them

read

‘I wonder two books who read them.’
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b.

*Se
refl.

c.

prašuvam

koj dve knigi

gi

pročita.

wonder-I

who two books

them

read

Se prašuvam

dve knigi

koj

student gi

pročita.

refl. wonder-I

two books

which

student them

read

‘I wonder two books which student read them.’
d.

Se prašuvam

koj

student dve knigi

gi

pročita.

refl. wonder-I

which

student two books

them

read

The behavior of CLLDed DPs, both regular and wh, is consistent with their behavior in
matrix clauses and supports the view that they occupy the same type of positions.
Similarly, topicalized QPs can occur before fronted wh-phrases, but cannot follow
them. This is shown in (40a-b). As in matrix contexts, the pairing of a topicalized QP and
a CLLDed wh is less acceptable, as shown in (40c-d).

(40) a.

Se prašuvam

dve knigi

koj pročita.

refl. wonder-I

two books

who read

‘I wonder two books who read.’
b.

c.

*Se

prašuvam

koj dve knigi

pročita.

refl.

wonder-I

who two books

read

??Se

prašuvam

dve knigi

koj

student pročita.

refl.

wonder-I

two books

which

student read

‘I wonder two books which student read them.’
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d.

??Se

prašuvam

refl. wonder-I

koj

student dve knigi

pročita.

which

student two books

read

The data in this section showed that there are clear differences between HTLD
constructions, on the one hand, and CLLD and Topicalization constructions, on the other,
which is reflected in their patterning in embedded contexts. The behavior of CLLDed and
fronted DPs is more complex. We can conclude with some certainty that such
constituents occupy positions above CP, when the CP is present in the structure.
However, their exact positioning with respect to each other remains open.
A detailed analysis of these issues would have to involve a closer look at the types of
embedded clauses. This is especially relevant in the context of Rizzi’s theory where the
left periphery is defined in reference to multiple C heads. It is likely that CLLD and
Topicalization constructions in Macedonian patterns differently with different types of
complementizers. However, probing into the properties of embedded clauses, though
clearly of great relevance, I must leave for the future.

6.5 Conclusion
I have shown in this study that the distribution of direct objects and clitics in Macedonian
can be explained in a principled manner in that the co-occurrence restriction that hold
between the DPs and clitics correlate with the intrinsic properties of the DPs themselves.
The investigation targeted two classes of DPs, regular quantifiers and wh-expressions. On
closer examination, however, well-defined distinctions within each class were shown to
exist. The distribution of the clitics was argued to be a result of the feature specification
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of the DPs for strength, which in the case of the regular DP was linked to their strength
(as in Barwise & Cooper (1981)) and in the case of wh DPs was linked to their D-linking
properties (as in Pesetsky (1987) and Comorovski (1996)). I argued that the clitic
pronoun in Macedonian is licensed by a [+strong] feature in the DP and as such follows
from the Clitic Criterion (Sportiche 1998).
The study looked at the behavior of DPs in two syntactic domains, within IP and at
the left periphery. By doing so, it showed that the feature specification for strength has
different consequences for the DPs that occur in such positions. While strong DPs were
the only ones to satisfy the Clitic Criterion within IP, a subset of the weak DPs was
shown to be able to co-occur with clitics when left-dislocated. To account for such
behavior of the weak DPs, it was argued that they enter into a binding relation with
strong pro in argument position. More generally, it was shown that DPs in clause-initial
position enter into two types of relations, binding and government. The resulting
structures were proven to be derivationally distinct. Finally, it was proposed that CLLDed
and moved wh-phrases occupy different positions at the left periphery, with CLLDed
DPs occupying a higher position to that of moved DPs. It was suggested that the same
might apply to their non wh counterparts.
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